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SY'IIBOLS, ACRONY|IIS AND ABBRE'IIIATIONS

atmosphere (measurement, of air preSsure)

CenEiErade

Command, cont.rol and communications

Comnand, cont.rol, conmunications and intelligence

calor ie

Curie

centinetre

carbon monoxide

carbon dioxide

cesium

United States Environmental protecEion Agency
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gran per square centimetre

hour

International Council of Scientific Unlons
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k i log rarn

kilornetre

kiloton
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millibar

megaton

North

National Center for Atmospheric Research (United States)
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Ntl NorBhern hemisphere (North hetnisphere)

N nitrogen

NO nitric oxide

NOx Odd nitrogen oxides - NO and NO2

PAN Pero:(Yacetyl nit,raEe

pH Potential of hydrogen

ppbv Pargs Per bitlion bY volume

ppmv Parls Per million bY volume

psi Pounds Per sguare inch

rads The absorbed dose of any nuclear radiation which is
accompanied by the liberation of 100 ergs of energy per
gran of absorbing naEerial

SCOPE

srl

South

Scientific Conmittee on Problens of the Environmenl
( rcsu)

Southern hemisphere

Sr strontium

Tg Eeragram = 1gI2 grarns

TIAPS

u (un)

Turco, Toon, Ackerman, Pollack and Sagan

micron

UV (uv) ultra-violet

UV-B radiation biologically danaging ult,ra-violet radiation

yr year
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I. INTRODUCTION

1' By resolution 39rl148 F of 17 December 1984, the General Assembly requested the
Secretary-General to cornpile and distribute as a document of the United Nations
appropriate excerpts of all national and international scientific studies on t,heclinatic effects of nuclear u,ar, including nuclear winter. The resolut.ion reads asfollows:

"The General Assembly,

"Recalling that, in the Final D@ument of the Tenth Special Session of
the General AssembLy, L/ after referring specifically to ,the threat to t,he
very survival of mankind' posed by the existence ot nuclear weapons, it
declared, in paragraph lg, that reruoving the threat of a world war _ a nuclear
utar - is the most acute and urgent task ot the present day,

rrNoting that, in spite of recent scientific endeavours, the environnental
ana otEEl-diroatic corrslgo"nces of a nuclear war still pose a rnajor challengeto science,

"Noting that, as a result of recent atnospheric and biological studi,es,
there have been new findings which indicate that, in addition to blast, heat
and radiation, nuclear war, even on a limited scale, would produce smoke, soo!
and dust of sufficient magnitude as to trigger an arcEic nuclear winter which
may transform the Earth into a darkened, frozen planet where conditions would
be conducive to mass ext,inction,

"Recognizing that the prospect of nuclear winter poses an unprecedentedperil to all nations, even those far removed frorn the nuclear explosions,wttich would add immeasurably to the previously known dangers of nuclear tlar,
[Conscious of the urgent need to continue and develop scieneific studiesto increase the knowledge and understanding of the various elements and

conseguences on climate, including nuclear winter,

'1. Requests the Secretary-General to compile and distribute as a
document of the UniEed Nations appropriale excerpts of all national andinternational scientific studies on the climatic effects of nuclear war,
including nuclear winter, published so far or which rnay be published before3l July 1985;

n2. Urges all States and intergovernmental organizations, as well as
non-governrental organizat.ions, through their intermediary, to transmit to the
Secretary-General, prior to the above-mentioned date, the relevant material intheir possession which rnay be usefur for the above purposei

v Resolution S-10,/2.
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,3. Recommends that the above-mentioned document be examined at the

fortieth session of the General Assembly in connection with the item dealing
with the prevention of a nuclear sar."

***

2. During the discussion in the General Assembly Ehat led to lhe adoption of the

resoluEion, it was made clear that the Secretariat should carry out the task wit'hin
exist.ing resources. In this conlext and in view of the very heavy workload of
other documengation expected in 1985, the Secrecariac indicated that for a document

exceeding 100 final pages additional resources might, have to be reguested'

3. The present conpilation of relevant extracEs from scientific studies has been

prepared with those const,raints in mind. Efforts have been made Eo reflect the

principal elenents of major scientific studies that have contributed to lhe
understanding ot this complex subject, buE in the circumstances it should be

recognized that Ehe conrpilation is selective. No judgement is intended or implied
on the part, of the United Nations concerning material included in or excluded fron
the compilation. Furthermore, in order to present information in its separate
aspects, material is shown by subject-matter rather than study by study: for
reasons of space, the reference notes of the excerpts quoted in the Cottrpilation
have been excluded. For a fuller understanding of the arguments and evidence
presented, Ehe scienEific sludies themselves in Eheir entirety should be

consulted. Much other literature exists on Ehe general subject and its specific
aspects: for further reading a selective bibliography has been appended'

4. In connection with the preparation of the present documenE, material has been

regeived from Australia, Canada, the German Democratic Republic, New Zealand'
Sweden, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United Kinqdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland, and communications have been received from Cuba and

India. Material has also been received from the United Nations Environment
Programme, the !{orld Meteorological Organizalion, the International Council of
Scientific Unions (ScienEific Committee on Problems of lhe Environment (SCOPE) ) and

Ehe National Resources Defense Council, Inc'

II BACKGROUND

5. The direct effects of nuclear weapons have been known for decades' It was

recognized from the very beginning EhaE nuclear rteapons, in addition to being much

more ponerful, are qualitatively differen! from conventional explosive bombs thaE

produce blast effects and heaE. One such difference is the emission of
radioactiviEy in the form of direct. radiation that has its effect immediately in
the vicinity of Ehe explosion. In addition, the problem of "fallout" was

discovered, radioactivity that, is conveyed by the wind and can affect quiEe disEant
points sometime after t.he explosion. In the early 19?0s, it was discovered thats

nuclear detonations could produce effects on the upper atmosphere and lead to Ehe

partial destruction of ozone in the stratosphere, r,tith the implicaEion that
enhanced ultraviolet radiation, now shielded by t'he ozone layer, would be able to
penetrate tonards the surface of the earth and cause biological damage Eo people,

animals and Plants.
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6. To this scenari.o has been added the idea of a nuclear winter. That concept is
based on the proposition t,hat large-scale fires and excavated debris produced by
nuclear explosions in a major nuclear exchange worrld create a blanket of smoke and
dust sufficient to reduce greatly the amount ot sunlight reaching the Earth's
surface. It has been predicted that in the ensuing darkness great cold would sweep
across fhe continents with catastrophic consequences on crops, plants and animal
Iife.

7- fnterest in lhe subject was stimulated by a nunber of factors, among Ehem the
discovery during the tlariner 9 space probe in 1971 that dust storms on the planet
lrlars produced lower siEEEGnperatures; the discovery that dust emitted by
volcan@s into the sE.ratosphere led to cooling at the Earthrs surface, and the
hypothesis that the inpact of a meteorite hitting the earth some 65 million years
ago put such guantities of dust into the atmosphere as to block out the sun and
cause enough cooling to wipe out t.he basis for life support for the dinosaurs.

8. By 1975, when t.he United States National Academy of Sciences issued a report
enlitled Long Term Worldwide EffecEs of llultiple Nuclear Weapons Detonations,
scientists had al.so idenEified the production of oxides of niCiogen in nuctear
explosions as a major cause of concern. The report calculated t.hat for Ehe
worst-case scenario of 10,000 nt yield, nitrogen oxides would lead to destruction
of some 50 to 70 per cent of the ozone layer in the northern hemisphere; the
intensity of damaging ultraviolet radiation reaching lhe ground would increase in
consequence by a factor of 4 to 10. Ozone reduction in the sout,hern hemisphere oas
estimated to reach a maximum of about 20 per cent one or t,wo years after a nuclear
uar.

g- fn 1982 a special issue of the journal Ambio, published by the Royal Swedish
Acadenry of Sciences, was devoted ent.irely to articles on the etfects of a major
nuclear war. It. included an article ent.itled "The Atmosphere after a Nuclear vfar:
TwilighE at Noon" in which Paul J. Crulzen and John W. Birks concluded Etrat snoke
from extensive forest, oil and gas fires tollowing a nuclear war nould drastically
reduce the amount of sunlight reaching Ehe Earthrs surface. As a conseguence, it
was estimated t.hat agricultural produclion in the nort,hern hemisphere would be
almost totally eliminated. Furthermore, as the srnoke finally dispersed after a few
months, world-wide photo;chemical srnog would develop which, in turn, r.rould
interfere with agricultural production. Prior to Crutzen and Birksr work it had
not been guantitatively demonstrated that lhe smoke from such fires could have a
major hemispheric-scale impact on the atmosphere.

I0. The Arnbio article prompted a number of other groups to take up the issue. one
such study of the etfects of snroke generated by nuclear war r,ras presented at Ehe
Conference on the World After Nuclear !{ar, held at. washington, D.C., on 3l October
and I November 1983, by a group (often referred to as TTAPS, an acronym derived
from the invesEigatorsr names: Richard Turco, Brian Toon, Thomas Ackerman,
Jarnes Pollack and CarI Sagan) whose int,erest came in part from earlier sEudies of
Irtartian dust storms. ("Nuclear Winter: Global Conseguences of MuItiple Nuclear
Explosionsn in science, vol. 222 (23 December 1983), pp. r2g3-L29z.l rt went
another step beyond the Crutzen and Birks study by accounting for the smoke fron
burning ciEies.
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11. ScienEists of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics have also carried out
st,udies on meteorological, clinatologicat and ecological effects of nuclear
explosions. (See "Globa1 conseguences of nucl.ear wars a review of recent Soviet
studies" in lforld Arrnamenbs and Disarmanpnt, SIPRI Yearbook 1985, PP. f07-129.)
Several rrcnograpns puUfisnea in the Soviet Union in the 1970s concentrated on the
problerns of the spread and fall-out of radioactive products, the impact upon the
sEratosphere ozone layer and the ecological consequences of a nuclear exchange.
A new impetus to such studies was given by Ehe All-Union Conference of Scientisfs
for lhe Elirnination of a Threat of Nuclear tfar t.hat look place in Moscow in
trtay 1983. In 1984 a report entitled Global Consequences of Nuclear War and the
Developing Countries was prepared by the Comrnittee of Soviet ScienEists for Peacer

against the Nuclear Threat, which, inter alia, deale with the climatic consequences
of nuclear oar. The Soviet studies were in basic agreement with other findings that
a nuclear conflict would have catastrophic etfects on the Earthrs climatic system.

L2. Another contribution was made by Soviet and United StaCes sEudies that used
different three-dimensional clinate models Eo sEimulate the effects of a

Iarge-scale nuclear war on global clinaee. (See "Global ClirnaEic Consequences of
Nuclear lrlar: Simulations with Three Dimensional Modelsu by S. L. ThomPson,
V. V. Aleksandrov, G. L. Stenchikov, S. H. Schneider, C. Covey and R. ttl. Chervin,
in Anbio, vol. 13, No. 4, 1984, pp. 236-243.) The authors concluded thal given a

targe amount of nuclear-oar-generated smoke and dust above Ehe first fen kilometres
in the atnnsphere, one could expect serong land surface cooling in some regions,
nid-atnospheric warming and protound changes in atnospheric circulaEion.

13. In December 1984, the United States National Acadenry of Sciences issued a

report entitled The Effects on the Atnosphere of a Major Nuclear ExchaPgg. Its
general conclusion was that a major nuclear exchange would insert significanE
amounts of smoke, dust and chemicals into the atmosPhere, which could result in
dramatic perturbations of the atrrosphere lasting over a period of at least a feu
weeks. Estimation of ttre amount.s, the vertical distributions and the subsequent
fates of Ehese maEerials involves large uncerEainties.

14. Also in 1984, the Minister of the Environment of Canada invited the Royal
Society of Canada lo prepare a report on lhe environmental and ecological
consequences of major nuclear warfare, Eo include buE not, necessarily to be

restricted to nuclear winter scenarios. The report, Nuclear Winter and Associated
Effects, A Canadian Appraisal of the Environmental Impact of Nuc-lqar Warr^which.the
!,tinister of the Environrrent received in FeUruarilfg8s, also tended to confirm lhat
a drastic cooling would occur in the wake of a major nuclear war, owing chiefly to
the vast anounts of carbon-rich slrcke that would be carried round Ehe oorld by the
cinds.

15. In March 1985, Ehe United States Secretary of Defense submiEBed a report Eo

the United States Congress entitled The Poteneial Effects of Nuclear $far on the
Climate, which, ineer alia, stated that even with widely ranging and unpredictable
seather, tne destructiveness tor human survival of the less severe clirnatic effects
rnight be of a scale similar to the other horrors associaEed with nuclear war. The

report recognized lhe inportance of additional research to understand better the
effects of nuclear war on the atmosphere but did not expect lhat reliable resulEs
would be rapidly forthcomingi as a conseguence, Ehere was a high degree of
uncertainty, which rould Persist for some tine.
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16. on t2 september 1985, at the united st,ates Acaderqy of sciences,
t{aehington, D.C., on the occasion of the General Assembly of the Scientific
Connittee on Problene of the Environrrent (SCOPE), a report was made public on lheproject Environmental Consequences of Nuclear war (ENU{AR). The report is the
reeult of a najor co-oPerative effort arrcng approximately 300 scientists from nore
than 30 countries stemning from resolutions adopted in 1992 by the General
Assenblies of the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) and SCOpE, oneof lhe l0 Scientitic Comnittees of ICSU. The first volume of the report, deals with
the climatic and aEtmspheric effects of a large-scale nuclear war and the second
addreEses the ecological, agricultural and human effects. Copies of the Foresord
prepared by the Steering Gommittee and surmaries of the two volurres oere provided
to tbe United Nations secretariat by the Chairman of the steering Connittee in
response to the reguest in General Assembly resolution 39,/l4g F,

III. UETHODOLOGY' BASELINE CASES AND ITIODELS, AND THEIR CRITIQUE

17. Uethodology for studying the nuclear phenomenon and its various aspects has
evolved over the years from shat seemed at the beginning unrelated calcutations of
the anount of srroke produced by forest and city fires to rather complex compucer
modelE of their cl,inatic conseguences according to a variety of baseline nuclear
war scenarios. Following are some representative descripEions of Ehal evoluEion
and basic tyPes of scenarios and nrodels used as they appear in available sources.

Fron: oThe l{orld After Nuclear l{arx, Conference on the Iong-Term glorldwide
Biological Conseguences of Nuclear vfar, 31 October to I November 1983,
Washington, D.C., Summary of Conference Findings, pp. 2-3.

"To study the optical and clinatic effects of dust and smoke clouds generated
in a nuclear war, the physicists ran compueer models of dozens of ditferenE nuclear
$ar scenarios. They adopted as a baseline case a 51000 trtT exchange with 20t of lhe
explosive power (yie1d) expended on urban or industrial targets in the NorEhern
Ilemisphere. Given current arsenals, this is a realistic possibility for a
full-scale war.
10,000 ur.

Other cases studied ranged in total yield from I00 to over

In each case, the scientists calculated:

Ilow much dust and snroke was generated;
Hor much sunlight sas absorbed by Ehe dust and snokel
How nuch the temperature changedt

Ilon the dust and snoke spreadr and how
back to the surfacei
The extent of the radioact.ive fallout
How nuch ultraviolet light reached the
and dust fell out.

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

4. Iong before il all feII

over time;
surface after the soot
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F'rom: Nuclear llinEer and Effects Canadian aisal
report of t,he Committee
lfar, The Roryal SocietY

*i

Environrrental Inpact of Nuclear l{ar,
Environmental Conseguencea of Nuclear
3l January 1985.

on the
of Canada,

,,... Three kinds of lrcdel have been used in nuclear cinter sEudies:

(i) those in shich variation of perturbance wiEh treight alone is assumed'

These one-dimensional (1-D) nodels nay incorporaEe quite elaborat'e
detailE of the absorpt,ion, scattering and transnission of solar and

terrestrial radiation, but give no sPatial details. They yield anssers
for the engire planet, or for typical ocean anil continental conditions
separately I

(ii) two-dimensional nrodels (2-D) r allorying variation of dusl and smoke cith
height and ln Ehe north-south (neridional) direction. Such nodels show

an average vertical cross-secEion fron eguator to pole, or from pole Bo

pole. They include siruple representationE of the ray tbe atnosphere
redistribuges naterials inJected in a specific latitude beltt and

(iii) three-dirrensional (3-D) nodels Ehat attempt a full spaBial analysis, in
effect mapping the distribution of dusE and snoke throughout the
agrmsphere over a large area of the globe, sboo rhich regions are likely
lo be rrcst affecled, and by how nuch. The rrcst elaborate nodels
represeng lhe whole earth, but are unable to account for loca1 conditions
or variatione shich might prove critical to ctranges over much larger
areas-

The results oblained trorn rrcdelling nuclear winter scenarios depend on the
adequacy of the estimated inputs of dust and smke, and on Ehe suitabiliBy of Ehe

nodel used.

Froms "Nuclear lfinter: Globa1 Consequences of MultiPle Nuclear Explosions",
by R. P. Turco' o. B. Toon, T. P. Ackerman, J. B. Pollack and

carl sagan, in science, vol. 222 (23 December 1983), PF. 1283-1284'
Copyriglt fggf fiFf,;-Anerican Association for Ehe Advancenent of
Science.

'To st,udy these phenomena, we used a series of physical modelsc a nuclear oar

scenario model, a particle microphysics rnodel, and a radiaBive-convective nodel'
The nuclear war scenario mdel specif ies the alt,itude-dependent dust, smoke,

radioactivity, and NOx injections for each explosion in a nuclear exchange
(assuning the size, number, and type of det'onations, including heights of burst'
geographic locales, and fission yield fractionst. The source model
pararneterization is discussed bel.os and in a l16lre delailed report' The

one-dirnensional nicrophysical rnodel predicts thA temporal evoluEion of dust and

smoke clouds, shich are taken to be rapidly and uniforrnly dispersed. The
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one-dinensional radiative-convective model (l-D Rc!!) uses the calculated dust and
smoke particle size distributions and optical constants and Mie theory to calculatevisible and infrared optieal properties, light fluxes, and air tenperatures as afunction of time and height,. Because the calcurated air tenperatures are sensitiveto surface heat capacities, separate slnulations are perf,orrned for land and oceanenvironments, Eo define possible temperature contrasts. The technigues used in ourl-D RC!{ calculations are well docunented.

Although the models we used can provide rough esE,inates of the average effectsof uidespread dust and snpke clouds, lhey cannot accurately forecast short-term orlocal effects. The applicability of our results depends on t,he rate and extent ofdispersion of the explosion clouds and fire plunes. soon after a large nuclear
exchange, thousandE of individual dust and smoke clouds would be distributed
throughout the norttrern nidlatitudes and at altitudes up to 30 kn. Horizontalturbulent diffusion, vertlcal wind shear, and continuing Emoke emission courdspread the clouds of nuclear debris over the ent,ire zone, and tend to fill in anyholes in Ehe clouds, cithin 1 to 2 weeks. spalialry averaged simul.ations of thisinitial period of cloud spreading must be viewed with caution; effects would besmaller at some locations and larger at others, and rculd be highl.y variable wit,hlir€ at any given location.

The present results also do not ref,lect the st,rong coupling between
atrpspheric notions on all length scales and the rdified atnosfnertc solar andinfrared heating and cooling rates computed rith the l-D Rctrt. Globar circulationpatt'erns would altrcet certainly be altered in response to the large disturbances int'he driving forces calculat,ed heEe. Although the l-D Rcu can predict onlyhorizontally, diurnally, and seasonally averaged conditions, it is capable ofestimating the first-order climate responses of the aEmosphere, which is ourintention in this study.

Scenarios

A revies of the corldrg nuclear arsenals shonrs that the prirnary strategic andtheater weapons anount to approximately 12r000 negatoRs (!tT) ot yietd carried byapproximately 17r000 warheads. These arsenars are roughly equivalent, in explosiveposer Eo I million lliroshina bornbs. Although the total number of high-yield
warheads is declining wibh tine, about ?r0o0 trlr is still accounted for by warheadsof nore than I llT. There are also approximately 30r000 lower-yield tacticalwarheads and munitions which are ignored in this analysis. scenarios for t.hepossible use of nuclear weapons are conplex and controversial. Historically,studies of the long-tern effects of nuclear war have f,ocused on a full-scale
exchange in the range of 5,000 to lOrO0O ttT. Such exchanges are possible, giventhe currenl arsenals and the unpredictable nalure of sarfare, particularly nuclearwarfare, in which escalating massive exchanges courd occur.

our baseline scenario assumes an exchange of 51000 MT. other cases span arange of total yield from I00 to 25,OOO trtT. ltany high-priority miliEary andindustrial assets are located near or rittrin urban zones. Accordingly, a modestfraction (15 to 30 percent) of the bqtal yield is assigned to urban or industrialtargets. Because of the large yields of st,rategic warheads lgenerat]y greater thanor approxinately 100 kilotons (KT) I "surgicalx st.rikes againsi individual targets
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are difficult; for instance, a 100-KT airburst can level and burn an area of
approximately 50 KM2, and a l-MT airburst', approxinalely 5 limes that area

irnplying widespread collateral damage in any trcountervalue" r and many
ttcounterf orcett , detonations.

The properties of nuclear dust and smoke are critical to the Present
analysis For each explosion scenario, the fundanental
known to make optical and clinate predictions are the total
of fine dust (greater t,han or approximately 10 um in radius)

quantiEies thaE must be

atmospheric injections
and soot.

Nuclear explosions at or near the ground can generate fine particles by

several mechanisms: (i) ejection and disaggregaEion of soil parEicles'
(ii) vaporization and renucleation of earth and rock, and (iii) blotloff and sweepup

of surface dust and snpke. Analyses of nuclear Eest data indicate Ehat roughly
I x I05 Eo 6 x 105 tons of dust per megaton of explosive yield are held in the
stabilized clouds of land surface detonations. lloreover, size analysis of dust
samples collected in nuclear clouds indicates a substanbial submicrometer
fracEion. Nuclear surface detonations may be much more efficient in generating
fine dust than volcanic eruptions which have been used inappropriately in the past

to estimate the inpacts of nuclear war.

F.rom: ,'Globa1 Climatic Conseguences of Nuclear lrlar: Simulations with Three
Dimensional Models',, by s. L. Thompson, v. v. Aleksandrov'
G. I,. SEenchikov, S. H. Schneider, C. Covey and R. M. Chervin, in
Ambio, the journal of the Royal Swedish Acadeny of Sciences, vol. 13,

No.4' 1984.

,,The intermediate and long-term effects of nuclear war have been considered in
a number of past studies. Most of these have concentrated on radioactive fallout
because of iEs potentially severe conseguences. Hoctever, during the lasE decade it
becare aPParent that the nitrogen oxides produced and injecEed inEo the
stratosphlre Uy Iarge nuclear fireballs could significantly damaqe the ozone layer,
and the consequent increase in ulEraviolet B radiation reaching the earthrs surface
would have negative effect.s on t,he health of hunans, animals and plants-
Similarly, the potential of nuclear explosions to Eouch otf widespread fires and to
inject chemical pollutant,s or dust into the atmosphere has been knoen for years.
goweverr Ehe grave poEential for adverse weaEher and clirnatic ef,fects from massive

amounts of smoke and dust has only recently been realized.

Crutzen and Birks concluded, via a simple order-of-magnitude estinate, Ehat

the forest fires ignited by a ful}-scale nuclear war could produce enough smoke to
block sunlighe over much of the Northern Hemisphere (NH) for a period of weeks or
longer. They also suggested that the smoke produced by other sources such as gas,

oil and urban fires """fa 
be "of enorrnous inportance". Prior to Crutzen and Birksl

work it had not been quantitatively demonstrated that t,he smoke from such fires
could have a major hemispheric-scale irnpacE on the aEmosphere.
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lhe potential for a hemispheric-scale srnoke cloud to create major alt,erationsin atmospheric and surface temperatures was investigated in a subseguent study by
Turco et al. The assessnent of Turco et al., which confirmed crutzen and Birks'basic point about the crinatic irnporEance of Ehe aerosols, emprq;ed a
one-dimensional radiative-convect.ive global climate model, or RCf{. In addition,
Turco et al. used an aerosol model to predict the evolution and eventual removal ofaerosols generated by a variety of nuclear war scenarios.

RCMs have routinely been used to study clirnatic changes, though t,hey represent
an extreme simplification of the behavior of the actual atnosphere. Basically,
RcMs average all horizonEal variations and consider quantities such as temperature
and aerosol concentration to be functions only of altitude. Such models give only
a globally averaged picture of the clirrnate without regard tor regional or seasonal
variations. Nor can an RCtrl address the issue of how a perturbaton originating in
one region can atfect other regions through atmospheric interactions -- e.g., by
winds which transport heat. However, RCIrts are economical wiEb respect to computer
usage and can excel at performing detailed radiaEive transfer calculations,
important considerat.ions for initial studies of the nuclear sar-climate problem.

Recognizing the horizontally averaged nature of RCli!,s, Turco eE al . perforned
tt"o types of calculations. fn the first type, the heat capacity of the surface wasset low, in order to mimic the thermal inertia of a land surface. In this
"all-land" case the aerosol injection scenarios resurted in a substantial decline
in surface temperature. within 30 days of the initial smoke injecEion the surface
temperature dropped from a NH mean annual average of about l5'C to values well
below the freezing point. Then, as the aerosols oere removed from the atmosphere
over the next few months the surface temperature gradually recovered to its initialvalue. During the tirne that. the surface cooled, t,he atmospheric layer containing
the smoke warned. Both effect,s were caused by the absorption of sunlight by the
smoke aerosol. As a resultr a massive t.emperature inversion formed so that narmerair overlay cold air near the surface.

The results were very ditferent when Turco et aI. use<i a surface heat capacitycharacteristic of an all-ocean planet. The rucn-Ji;ter thermal inertia in thiscase resulted in only a small drop in surface temperature (less than 3.C after sixmonths). rn the real atmosphere, of eourse, both cases could occur at once; land
areas under the smoke would be expected to cool much more t,han t,he oceans.
Furthermcre, those areas of the globe not initially covered by smoke -- €.9., thetropics and the southern Hemisphere (sH) -- would be expected to suffer a muchsmaller temperature perturbation.

Since atnospheric nptions tend on averge to lransport heat from warmer !ocooler areas' the cooling of land surfaces envisioned by Turco et al. would be
ameliorated to some degree by the transport of heat from Ehe high heat capacigy
oceans and from other areas which suffered much less cooling. Turco et aI.
exurapolated the results of other sirnple clinate models to est.imate that the
magnitude of the land temperature drop could be reduced by about 20t in the middleof continents and 408 near the coasts. However, Ehey also speculaEed tbat a
disruption of normal atmospheric circulation created by aerosol-induced heatingcontrasts might spread the aerosols sell beyond their original latitudes of
injection, perhaps into the,SH.
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The results of the RCD| by Turco et aI. has been largely duplicated by

calculations with other one dimensional models. lrlacCraken reported resulEs from
both a one-dimensional RCD| and a too-dimensional rnodel using Uhe same nuclear
aerosol scenarios. The one-dimensional model gave a maximum lard surface coolinq
of about 3O'C, in rough agreement with Turco et aI. AlEhough only latitude and

height were resolved in the two-dimensionaf modef, the moderatinq effect of the
oceans was allowed for by approximating the thermal mixing between land and sea.
In this case the average cooling of land areas underlying Ehe slrcke was about l5'C
after two seeks. The linitations of spatially averaged models, in terms of both

estimating average land surface cooling and determining regional effects has

pronpted two groups working independently Co use Ehree-dinensional atmospberic
models to examine this important problem in more detail.

The General Circulation Models

The atmosphere in a general circulation model (GCU) is described by

mathematical represenEalions of basic physical laws -- e.g', conservation of mass

and energy, and Newtonrs second law of molion. However, shereas the aEmosphere is
a continuous fluid, computaEional conslraints forqe us to discretize our nodel
atmospheres. ThaE is, we must approximate the continuous equat,ions by solving only
for a finite number of variables (e.g" temperafure, pressure) on a discrete grid
mesh covering the earth horizontally and verEically. The process of
"discretization'r implies t,haE the models cannot resolve Certain small'-scale
feaEures and processes that se know to be important in deEerrnining the large-scale
atmoSpheric circulaE,ion and tenperatures. These "sub-grid scalex processes must be

represented in terms of the large-scale fields, a Process called Parameterization.
Cloud formation, Precipit.ation, and turbulent/radiative beat transfer at the
Earth's surface are examples of parameterized processes in GCMs.

A GC!,f recently developed at the National Center for Acmospberic Research in
the U.S. lreferred to here as the NCAR rnodell represents Ehe atmosphere and surface
by approxirnately 4.5'latitude and 7.5'IongiEude resolueion with 9 layers from the
surface through the troposphere and stratosphere to an alEiEude of abouE 30 km.

Tbe version reported on here uses prescribed solar insOlationt ocean surfaCe
temperatures, sea ice, ozone and snowcover for the particular Eime of year being
simulated. The massive heat capacity of the upper mixed layer of the ocean assures
thaE, the relatively short (less than a few months) simulat.ions described here will
not be noticeably compromised by assuming non-inEeracting oceans' On the other
hand, land surface EemperaCures are computed assuming a zero heat capacity surface,
an approximation which is reasonable for tine scales longer than a fetr days'
Simulations were perforrned with this rnodel sEarting at several different points on

the annual cYcle.

The model employed at the Computing Centre of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences

lreferred to here as the CCAS modell has a horizontal resolution of 12' Iatitude by

15' longiEude with two vereical layers represenEing the troposphere from the
surface to an altitude of about 12 km (20 kPa). unlike the NCAR model, Ehe CCAS

model conputes the change in ocean surface lenperatures through t'he use of a

coupled thermodynamic model of the upper ocean. ccAS model simulations use

annually ..r"r"ged solar energy and Ehus are intended Eo be represenEaEive of annual

mean condiEions rather than individual seasons'
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Both the NCAR and CCAS models specify actual continental locations and
topographic heights consistent oit.h t,heir resolut.ion. Large scale atnospheric
motions and temperatures are generated, as in reality, by the non-uniform
absorption of solar energy and its subsequent transformation to sensible heat,
potential and kinet.ic energies through radiative, condensational and turbulenE
processes. Both models include parameterizations for precipitation and for clouds
that form and dissipate as determined by relative humidity and convecti.ve
activity- The basic atmospheric simulations of both nodels are in reasonable
aEreement $rith nost inportant observational variables.

**

From: TFe Effegts on the Atmosphere of a Major Nuclear Exchanger report of
the Committee on the Atmospheric Effects of Nucleai exptosions,
National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences,
Irlashington, D.C., 1995.

"The Baseline Nuclear Exchange

"The conclusions of any study of the conseguences of nuclear war depend on the
level and nature of Ehe seapons exchange. The baseline case for this study,
consistent wilh the mission statement, depicts a major nuclear war between Ehe
United states and the Soviet Union. The committee has not chosen the baseline
assumptions to depict either the nmost likely" general war scenario or the
'rworst-casett general war scenario. In def ining t.he baseline case, the committee
has sought to establish a credible, lteneralized account of the extent of a possible
general nuclear war in the mid-1980s; hence it is not necessary to specify the
nanner in which this general war might begin or migtrt escalate from the initial use
of nuclear tteapons or to designate specific weapons for specific targets.

United St.ates and Soviet nuclear forces reportedly notr include about 50,000
nuclear tteapons, with a total yield of some 13,000 Mt. About 25,000 of E.hese
nuclear weaPons, with a yield of about 121000 !4!, are on systens with st,rategic or
major theater missions. The other 25,000 $eapons, nost.ly of much snaller yield,
are designed for tactical battlefield, air defense, antisubmarine, navalr End other
special missions. rn this analysis the committee has assumed tbat Epproxirnately
one-half of these weapons, or 251000, would actually be detonated, with a totalyield of about 5,500 Mt. This would include 12,500 strategic and major theater
weapons with a yield of 500 ltlt. The fraction of one-half has been applied to take
into account the following factors that would reduce the number of weapons actualry
delivered on target: neapons destroyed by counterforce attacks, weapons systems
unreliable under combat condit.ions, and weapons held in reserve. This assumption
should be within a factor of 2 of t.he exchange in a general nuclear !rar.

The weapons in this exchange are aII assumed to be 1.5 Mt or less, with a
major faction less than 1.0 Mt. This represents a shif,t from many earlier
analyses, which included significant numbers of 10- and Z0-Mt bombs and missile
warheads. The elimination of very high yield weapons reflects the fact Ehat both
nations have, in recent years, been increasing to obtain larger numbers of lorcer
yield warheads. Sinilarly, rnultimegaton bornbs have been replaced by more and
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smaller bombs and by large numbers of stand-off cruise missiles with snaller
yields. By 1985, there will probably be few, if any, rnultimeqaton weapons deployed
by either the United States or the Soviet Union, unless present trends are reversed.

In a general nuclear nar between Ehe United States and Ehe Soviet Union, the
Commit.tee has assumed that all menber nations of NATO and the t{arsaw Pact would be

involved and targeted for strategic weapons. The significance of this assumption
to the study is Ehat a number of targets located in urban areas, which are Ehe

major source of snoke, are found outside the UniEed States and Soviet Union. It' is
further assumed that, tactical nuclear war would for the most part be confined to
the NATO/I{ARSA!{ Pact area (European FronL) and the oceans. !{hile ottrer key allies
and countries could well become involved in suctr a conflict, the committee did not
have a specific rnilitary rationale for inctuding targets in these nations.
Moreover, nrodest numbers of rnilitary targets in such counEries would not
significantly alter Ehe study resulBs.

The description of specific Eargets in all of Ehese countries for
12,500 strategic and major theater r"eapons would be a difficult undertaking with no
enduring validity. Even if the specific targeting plans of the nuclear powers were
adopted, such deEail could be misleading in suggesting that there would be a unique
predictable pattern to a general nuclear exchange. Moreover, such det.ail is not
relevant to t.his study, which relies on models that do not have as inputs the
actual- locations of targets. Factors such as proximity to oceans might be

important to more sophisEicated future models.

The committee has assumed t,hat each side would give highest priority to
"counterforce" aEtacks against the vulnerable components of Ehe oEher side's
threatening strategic forces and against the command, control, communications, and
intelligence (C3f1 facilities necessary to operate those forces effecEively. It
is also assumed that. high priority would be given to dest.roying key military bases
and transportaeion and communications nodes necessary for theater operations,
parlicularly in Europe. The committee has assigned approxirnately 9'000 etfective
warheads $rith a yield of some 5,000 Mt to these missions. This would be consistent,
with each side's attacking each of the other side's straEegic missile silos with
two weapons in order to inprove the kill probability; mulEiple attacks on several
hundred military and civitian airfields capable of sustaining redeployed strategic
aircrafEl multiple attacks on submarine and naval basesi extensive aEtacks against
the central civilian and military command and control systems, Ehe critical nodes
in the rnititary communications systems and facilities necessary to exploit
intelligence assets for real-time targeting and darnage assessmenti and multiple
attacks on several hundred major theater military targets.

The committee assumed that each side would, as a second priority, atEack the
other's economic base necessary to sustain its military efforts. These

"countervaluen targets would include plants producing military eguipmenE, important
components, and materials, pet,roleum refineries and sEorage, and electric power
plants, as well Es key transportation and communication nodes. In t,his scenario,
some 3,500 effective warheads with a yield of I,500 ltt would be used aqainst such
ta rgets.
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l{hile neither side would Earget populat.ion per se, the committee has assumed
that neither would refrain from attacking urban areas if military or economic
targets were located there. Most economic targets are co-located with urban areas,
and many nilitary targetsr such as airfields capable ot susEaining redeployed
strategic aircraft,, naval basesr dtrd CJt facilities, are also co-located with
urban areas. The number of econonic targets not co-located with urban areas nay be
comparable to t,he number of military t,argets that are co-located with urban areas.
Therefore, for Ehe purpose of this study the commit,tee has assumed that some
3,500 r,eapons eith a yield of approximately 1r500 Mt would strike urban areas.
Specifically, as a first approximation, it is assumed that economic targets and
co-located military targets rrould be distributed in the largest I,000 NATO,/warsaw
Pact urban areas roughly in proport.ion to the populalion of those areas.
As detailed in the chapter on fires resulting fron such an attack, it is assurned
that there would be one-t,hird overlap of areas exposed to 20 caL/cm2. These
assumptions imply that fire ignition would occur over 50 percent. of the areas of
these cities.

The committee has assumed that both sides would fuse their warheads for air or
ground burst to optimize military etfectiveness against the targets under atEack
and not Eo increase population fatalities. t{ith Ehis in mind, iE is estirnated that
about 25 percent (1,500 !tt) of the total yield would be ground bursts. one ground
burst is assumed against each siro and other hardened target.

Given the large number and side distribution of possible targeEs in t,his
scenario, it is assumed as a first approximation that the target.s and megatonnage
would be distributed evenly over the -l.and areas from laEicutes 30'N to 70'N.
A more precise approximation by exanining lhe density of known major strategic
targets and urban areas within these latitudes; however, such detail would not add
appreciable precision to the present eslimat.ion of atmospheric consequences until
knowledge about soot production, transport, and renoval is rnuch improved

It is important to not,e that this weapons exchange assumes that all tarEets
would have been chosen to have direct or indirect impact on the abiliEy of the two
sides to conduct or suscain military operations or to emerge frorn the hostiliEies
in a superior position. No targets would be chosen to naximize worldwide
population fatalities or long-tern effects on the biosphere. Consequently, it is
assuned that there would be no attacks on urban areas in countries not directly
involved in the conflict. The conmittee has assumed that there would be no attacks
solely designed to ignite or sustain forest fires -- and no at,tacks on oil fieldsr
sinee the destruction of storage facilities and refineries would provide more
innediate and effective denial of petroleun prod,ucts. In addition, it is assumed
thal the war at sea would be directed againsL specific ships and submarines.

In this 6'500-Mt baseline case, no large nulEirnegaton weapons would be
employed by either side. In order to examine the atrnospheric effects of very highyield expJ.osions, the comniltee has also analyzed a second case -- an 8r500-Mt
excursion -- in which sufficient multimegaton (i.e., 20 Mt) missile warheads would
be deployed to permit successful delivery of approximately 100 such weapons on
superhardr high-value targets, in addition to the 6,500-Mt baseline megatonnage.
It is assumed that these would all be surface bursts.

/,,,
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For very large smoke injections, global-scale spreading and cooling are more
likely in summer Ehan in winter.

Despite good initial progress, many basic problems remain lo be solved in the
areas of smoke and dust, injection, Eransport, and removal. In order Eo make the
results produced by these nrodels nore accurate, we must improve our understanding
of the basic phenonena occurring aE tbe micro, meso, and global sCale.

One final problem should be mentioned. Dust and smoke have differing
potentials to effect the climaLe only because of their ability to absorb and
scatter sunlight. The absorption and scattering coefficienEs of Ehe various forms
of smoke, dust, and other potential nuclear-produced pollutants must be known
before any realistic predictions can be expected. llere again there is a large
uncertainty, and what, t9e do know about pollutants in the normal atmosphere may noE
be correct, for the conditions in a significantly altered atnosphere.

The Departnent of Defense recognizes the importance of inproving our
understanding of the technical underpinnings of the hypothesis which asserts' in
its most rudimentary form, Chat if sufficient material, smoker and dust are created
by nuclear explosions, lofted to sufficient alBitude, and were to remain at
altitude for prot,racted periods, deleterious etfects would occur oith regard to the
earth's climate.

We have very little confidence in Ehe near-term ability to predict this
phenomenon quantit.atively, either in terms of the amount of sunlight obscured and
the related temperature changes, the period of t,ime such conseguences may Persist'
or of the levels of nuclear attacks which might initiate such consequences. ...'

IV. FIRES AND EFFECTS OF SIIOKE

From: "The Atmosphere afEer a Nuclear War: Twilight at Nooni by
Paul J. Crutzen and John W. Birks, in Ambior the journal of the Rqytal
Swedish Aeademy of Sciences, vol. lI, No. 2-3, 1982.

" Fi res

"From an atmospheric point of viewr the most serious effects of a nuclear war
would most, likely result from the many fires which would start in the war and could
not be extinguished because of nuclear contaninations and loss of water lines, fire
eguipment and expert personnel. The devastaEing effects of such fires in urban
areas were indicated by Lewis. tlere we show that Ehe aEmospheric effects would be

especially dramatic. Several types of fires may rage. Besides the fires in urban
and industrial centers, vast forest fires would start, extensive grasslands and
agricultural land would burn, and it, is likely Ehat nany naEuraL gas and oil wells
would be ruptured as a result of the nuclear explosions, releasing huge quantities
of oil- and natural gas, much of which would caEch fire. To Eive an estimate of the
possible etfects, we will consider as a working hypothesis that t05km2 of
forests will burn (this corresponds roughly to the combined area of Dennark, Norway
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and Sweden) and that breaks in gas and oil production wells will release ltaseouseffluenls from the earth corresponding to the current, rate of worldwide usage.
In our opinion these are underestimates of Ehe real extenE of fires Ehat would
occur in a major nuclear war.

Gaseous and Particulate Emissions from Forest Fires

In the US and especially in Canada and the USSR, vast forests are found closeto important urban slrategic centers, so that it may be expected that manywildfires would start burning during and after the nuclear exchange. Although it
is hard to estimate how much forest, area might burn, a total of l06km2r spr€arl
around in the Northern Hemisphere, is probably an underest.imate, as it is only
about 20 times larger than what is now annually consumed by wildfires. This
amounts to 4 percent of the temperate and boreal forest lands, and is not larger
than that of the urban areas combined. Furthermore, illard et al. have pointed outthat effective fire control and prevention programs have reduced the loss of
forests in the US (exclusive of Alaska) fron 1.8 x 105km2 in the early 1930s to
less than 1.5 x 104kn2 by the mid 1970s. The US Forest Service is quoted as
estinating that a nuclear att,ack on the US of approxinately 1,500 lr{t. would burn a
land area of 0.4-6 x l05km2 in the us. AlI this information indicaEes tha! our
assumption of 106 km2 of forest area that could be consumed by fire is not an
overestimate.

An area of to6rn2-of forest contains on the average about, 2.2 x tol6g
dry matter or about tol6g of carbon phytonass and aboui tol4s of fixed
nitrogen, not counting the material which is contained in soil organic matter.
Typically, during forest-wildfires about 25 percent of the available phytomass i.s
burned, so that 2.5 x l0r5g of carbon would be released to t,he atmosphere.
During wildfires about 75kg of particulate matter is produced per ton of forest
material burned or 450kg of carbon, so that, 4 x lOrag of particulate maEter is
injected inEo Ehe atmosphere by the forest fires. Independently, we can use Ehe
information by Ward et al. Eo estimate the global biomass and suspended particulate
matter expected to ue$auced by wildfires which would be started by the nucrearwar. According to these authors the forest. area nos burned annually in Ehe US,
excluding Alaska, is about l.B x l04kn2, which delivers 3.5 x tOl2S
particulaEe matter to the atmosphere. Accordingly, a total area of lO5km2
would inject-2 x l0rag part.iculate matter into lhe atmosphere which should comefron 3 x tol5g of burned forest material, or 1.1 x tolsgt. This is a factor of
two less than the earlier derived estimat.e, so ire will use a range of
I.3-2.5 x,10l5g of carbon as the global atmospheric Aaseous release and
2-4 x l0r{g as particulate matter.

In forest fires rrost, of the carbon is released as CO2 to the at,mosphere.
The-forest fire contribution to the atmospheric @2 content, which totals 7 x
tol7g of carbon, is rather insignificant. The repercussions of the forest fires
are, however, much more important for the contribution of other gases to the
atmosphere, e.g. carbon monoxide (CO). With a relative release rate ratio C0:CO2
of about 15 percent,, the production of CO would amoun! Lo 2-4 x 10149C, which is
roughly egual to or two times larger than the present aEnospheric CO content.
l{ithin a short period of E,ime, average concentrations of CO at nidlat.it,udes in the
Northern Hemisphere would increase by up to a factor of four, and much larger
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CO increases may be expected on the cont,inents, especially in regions dosnwind
(generally east of the fires). Accorupanying tbose emissions there will also be

significant inputs of tens of Teragrams (1 Teragram = I fg = 10129) of reactive
hydrocarbons Eo the atmosphere, mostly eEhylene (C2H4l and propylene
(Calt5), which are important ingredients in urban, phoEochenical smog

formation" llore iniportant, phytonass consists roughly of about I percent fixed
nitrogen, which is nainly contained in ttre smaller-sized material suctt as leaves'
bark, twigs and small branches, which are preferentially burned during fires. As a

rough estimate, because of the forest fires qre may expect an input of 15-30 TE of
nitrogen inEo Ehe atmosphere. Such an enission of NO would be larger than the
production in the nuclear fireballs and comparable to Ehe entire annual input of
NOx by indust.rial processes. Considering the critical role of No in the
production of tropospheric ozone, it is conceivable that a large accurnulation of
ozone in the troposphere, leading to global photochemical smog condit,ions, may Eake
place. An increase of ozone due to photochemical processes in forest fire plumes
has indeed been observed by several invesEigators.

Part,iculate trlatter from Forest Sires and Screening of Sunlight

The total production of 2-4 x 1014g of particulate maEter from the burning
of 106kn2 of foresEs is conrparable on a volune basis to Ehe total global
production of particulate matter with diarneter less than 3 microns (um) over an
ent,ire year (or 200-400 million Eons) . The physical and chemical nature of t,his
material has been reviened.

The bulk of the nass (more than 90 percenE) of Ehe particulat,e matCer frotl
forest fires consisls of particles with diameBers of less than I um and a maxinum
particle number density at a diameEer of 0.1 un. The naterial has a very high
organic matter contenc (40-75 percent) and much of it is forned from gaseous
organic precursors. Its composition is on the average: 55 percenE Ear' 25 percent
soot and 20 percent ash. These particles strongly absorb sunlight and infrared
radiation. The light extinction coefficient, bs(m), is related to the smoke
density, d (S/m3), by the relationship b" = ddr where a is approximately
e-Sn2/g. With most smoke particles in the submicron size range' their average
residence tirne in the atrnosphere is about 5-10 days. If we assume Ehat the foresE
fires will last for two flpnths, a spread of 2-4 x 10149 of aerosol over half of
the Northern Hemisphere will cause an average particle loading^such t,hat. the
inEegrated vertical column of parlicles is egual to 0.L-O.S9/nz. As a result,
the average sunliEht penetration to Ehe ground will be reduced by a factor between
2 and 150 at noontime in the summer. This would imply fhat much of the Northern
Hemisphere would be darkened in the daytine for an extended period of time
following the nuclear exchange. The large-scale atmospheric effecEs of massive
forest fires have been documented in a number of papers. Big forest fires in
arctic regions are commonly accompanied by huge fires in peat bogs, which may burn
over two meters in depth without any possibility of being extinguished. The
production of aerosol bry such fires has not been included in t,he above estimates.

Gas, Oil and Urban Fires

In addition Eo Ehe above mentioned fires there are also the effects of fires
in cities and indusLrial centers, where huge guantities of combustible materials
and chemicals are stored. As an examplel if the European 95-day energy sEockpile
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is roughly rePresentat,ive for the world, about 1.5 x 1015qC fossil fuel (around
l-5 thousand mitlion tons) is slored globally. Dluch of this would be destroyed in
tbe event of a nuclear ltay. Therefore, if the relative emission yields of
particulate rnat,ter by oil and gas f res are about egual to those of forest fires,
sinilar rates of production of atnospheric aerosol would result. Although it nay
be enormously irnportant in this study we will not consider the global environmental-
impacts of the burning and release of chenicals from urban and industrial fires, as
we do not yet have enough information availabte to discuss this maEter in a
guant,itative manner.

Even nore serious atmospheric consequences are possible, due to the many fires
which would start when oil and gas production wells are destroyed, being anong the
principal targets included in Ehe main scenario provided for this scudy. Large
quantities of oil and gas which are noc contained under high pressure would then
flow up to the earthrs surface or escape into the atmosphere, accompanied by huge
fires. Of course, it is not possible for the nuclear porders to target alt of the
rnore than 600'000 gas and oil wells of the world. However, certain regions of the
world where production is both large and concentrated in small areas are like1y to
be prime targets in a nuclear ear. Furthernore, the blowout of a natural gas well
results in the release of gas at a much greater rate than is allowed when under
control and in a production netnork. For example, one of the more famous blowout.s,
"Tbe Devilrs Cigarette Lighter', occurred at Gassi Touil in the Sahara. This well
released 15 x lOomr of gas per day until the 200-meter high flame was finally
extinguished by explosives and the well cdpped. Ferrer than 300 such blowouts would
be reguired Eo release natural gas (partly burned) to the atmosphere at a rate
egual to present consumption. Descriptions of other blowouts such as the Ekofisk
Bravo oil platform in the North sea, a sour gas well (22 percent lt2s) in the
province of Alberta, Canada and ttre Ixtoc I oil well in the Gulf of Mexico may be
found in t,he literat,ure.

As an example of how very few weapons could be used to release large
guantities of natural gas, consider the gas fields of Ehe Netherlands. The
1980 production ot 7.9 x 1010m3 of natural gas in Groningen amounted to
38 percent of that for all of lrlestern Europe and 5 percent of that for the entire
world. llost of the gas production in the Netherlands is concentraEed in a field of
about 700 km2 area. It seems likely that a 300-kt nuclear burst would uncap
ev€ry gas well within a radius of I krn either by melEing the metal pipes and
valves, by snapping the pipes off at. the ground by the shock w€lv€r or by breaking
the well casings via shock waves propagated in the eart,h. This is in consideration
of the following facts: 1) the fireball radius is 0.9 km, 2l for a surface burst,
the crater formed is approximatety 50 m deep and 270 m in diarneter, 3) the maximum
overpressure at I krn is 3.1 atrnospheres (atm), 4) the maxirnum dynamic pressure
at I km is 3.4 aEnr and 5) the maximum wind speed at I km is 1700 km/h.
Considering then that a 300-kt borab has a cross-secEion of greater Ehan 3 km2 for
opening gas wells, fewer Ehan 230 such weapons are reguired to cover the entire
700 km2 Groningen field of the Netherlands. This arnorints to less than 59 rrlt of
the 5750 t'lt available for the Scenario I nuclear war.

Offshore oil and gas ptatforms might, also be Eargets of a nuclear war. For
example, in 1980 the United Kingdom and Norway produced 2.1 x 106 barrels of oi}
per day frorn a total of 390 wells (about 40 platforms) in the North Sea.
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Considering that a 100-kt weapon would be more than sufficient to destroy an

offshore platforn, only 4 trit of explosive yield need be used to uncaP these eells'
which produce 3.5 percent of Ehe rrorldrs petroleum.

one can point out many other regions of the world where 9as and oil production
is particularly concenErated. Production in the US is considerably rnore dlspersed
than in other countries, however. For comparison, in 1980 the US produced an

average of 8.6 x 106 barrels of oil per day from about 530'000 rrells whereas the
USSR production was 12.1 x t05 barrels per day from only 80,000 wells. The oil
and gas fields of the Soviet Union, particularly the oil producing Volba-Ural
region and the gas and oil fields of Ehe Ob region, are highly localized and

particularly vulnerable Eo nuclear attack.

Much of the gas and oil released as a result. of nuclear attacks will burn-
This i.s another source of copious amounts of parEiculate matter in Ehe atmosphere'
ttowever, it is also llkely that a traction of Ehe gas would escape unburned to Che

atnosphere where it would be gradually broken by photochemical reactions. Much of
Ehe escaping oil nay likewise burn, but an appreciable portion of it may volatilize
as in the Ixtoc I blowout, in the Gulf of lvlexico, which resulted in Ehe worldrs
largest oilspill. In this case it is estimated t.haE only l percent of t'he oil
burned, while 50-?0 percent, evaporated. lrle next consider the influence of these
emissions on the gaseous composit.ion of the atmosphere.

Of course it is impossible to guess how nany oil and gas well destruclions
would result, from a nuclear war, how much gas cill burn and how much will escape

unburned Eo the atnosphere. As an example to indicate the atmospheric effects, let
us assume that quantities of oil and gas will continue to burn corresponding to
present usage rates, with 25 percent of the present product.ion gas escap.ing

unburned inlo Ehe atmosphere. !{e do not know whether Ebe latEer assunption is
realistic. If not, the chosen conditions may rePresent a gross underesEimate of
the atmospheric enissions which could take place durinq and afEer a nuclear war'
This is, of course, especially the case nhen the sorld's oil and gas production
fields are Eargeted as foreseen in the main scenario of this study' $te sinulale
NOx emissions irom oil and gas field fires lrith t,hose provided by currenE
industrial rates. This adds 20 Tq of nitrogen to Ehe NOx source from forest
fires.

Fron: ,,Nuclear !{inter: Global Conseguences of MuItiPle Nuclear Explosions",
by R. P. Turco, O. B. Toon, T. P. Ackerrnan, J. B. Pollack and C. Sagan'

in Science' vol - 222 (23 December 1983) r PP' 1284-1286' copyright 1983

Uy ttre American Association for Ehe Advancement of Science-

,'The intense light emitted by a nuclear fireball is sufficienE to igniEe
flammable materials over a wide area. The explosions over tliroshima and Nagasaki

both initiated massive conflagrauions. In eactr ciey, the region heavily danaged by

blast was also consumed by fire. Assessments over the past Ewo decades strongly
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suggest that widespread fires would occur after most, nuclear bursts over forests
and cities. The Northern llenisphere has approximately 4 x 107 kn2 of forest
land, which holds combustible material averaging of the order of 2.2 g/cm2. The
worldrs urban and suburban zones cover an area of approxirnately I.5 x lO5 kn2.
Central cities, which occuPl 5 Eo 10 percenL of the Eota1 urban area, hold
approximately 10 to 40 g/emz of combustible material, while residential areashold approxirnateLy I to 5 9/cm2. Snroke emissions from wildfires and large-scale
urban fires probabty lie in the range of 2 to 8 percent by mass of the fuelburned. The highly absorbing sooty fraction (principally graphitic carbon) could
comprise up to 50 percent of the emission by weight.. fn wildfires, and probably
urban fires, nore than or egual to 90 percent of the smoke mass consists ofparticles less than I um in radius. !'or calculations at visible wavelengths, smokeparticles are assigned an inaginary part of the refractive index of 0.3.

Simulations

The nodel predictions discussed here generally represent effects averaged over
the Northern tlenisPhere (Nll). The initial nuclear explosions and fires would belargely confined to northern mid-latitudes (30' to 60'N). Accordingry, thepredicted mean dust and smoke opacity could be larger by a f,aclor of 2 to 3 aEmid-latitudes, but snaller elsewhere. Hemispherically averaged opt,ical dept,hs atvisible wavelengths for the mixed nuclear dust and smoke clouds corresponding tothe scenarios in table I are shown in flgure I. The vert,ical optical depth is a
convenient, diagnost.ic of nuclear cloud properties and may be used roughly to scale
atmospheric light levels and Eemperatures for the various scenarios.

In the baseline scenario (case l, 5,000 trtT), the initial NH optical depth is
approximately 4, of which approxinately I is due to stratospheric dust and
approximately 3 Co tropospheric smoke. Afler I month the opt,ical depth is sti.ll
approximately 2. Beyond 2 to 3 months, dust dominates the optical effect,s, as the
soot is largely depleted by rain-out, and wash-out. In the baseline case, aboub
240'000 kmz of urban area is partially (50 percent) burned by approxinately
1,000 ttlT of expJ.osions (only 20 percent of the total exchange yield). This roughly
corresponds to one sixth of the world's urbanized land area, one fourt.h of the
developed area of urban centers wiEh populat,ions greater than 100,000 in the NATO
and l{arsaw Pact countri,es. The mean guantity of combustible material consumed over
the burned area is approximatety L.9 g/cn2. wildfires ignited by the remaining
4'000 ttlT of yield burn another 500,000 km2 of forest, brush, and grasslands,
consuming approximately 0.5 g/cnz of fuel. in the process.

Total srnoke emission in the baseline case is approxinaEely zz5 million tons
(released over severat days). By comparison, the current annual global smoke
emission is estimated as approximately 200 million tons, but is probably less thanI percent as effective as nuclear srpke would be in perturbing the atmosphere.

The optical depth sirnuLations for cases l, 21 9, and 10 in Fig. I show thaE a
range of exchanges between 31000 and 10r000 MT might create sinilar effects. Even
cases 11' 12' and 13, while less severe in their absolute impact,, produce optical
depths cornparable to or exceeding those of a najor volcanic eruption. It is
notesorthy that eruptions such as Tambora in 1815 may have produced significant,
climate perturbations, even with an average surface temperature decrease of less
than or approxinately I K.
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t. The number of low air bursts over areas of foresE, brush, and grass.

2. tileteorological condit,ions, such as cloudiness, precipitation, winds,
humidity, and snow cover.

3. The probability of igniting persistent fires in the fuel bed, accounting
for t.he shading of dry fuels by the live canopy.

4. The probability of fire spread in the fuel bed.

5. The effects of blast on the distribution of fuels and the development ot
f i res.

6. Other factors, such as terrain, exist,ence of firebreaks, and nearby
nuclear explosions.

Rough estimates for sorne of these factors, based on past wildfire experience and
theoretical analyses of nuclear effects, are discussed below.

Although Ayers (f955) had pointed out that rnany fires are likely to occur in a
nuclear exchange, Crutzen and Birks (f982) made the first guantieative estimaEe of
forest, fire snoke and gas emissions in a nuclear war, and proposed that large
quantities might be generated. As in cities, the nuclear bomb light is likely to
ignite numerous snall fires over a large area, nrost of which would be extinguished
by the blast wave (Jaycor, 1980). The area initialty subject, to ignition could be
as large as 500 kmz/t4E (Ayers, 1955), which corresponds to thermal fluences of
more than or of the order of 10 cal/cm2. It is possible that Ehe number ot
individual- fires surviving the btast wave and developing into major conflagrat,ions
could oell exceed one per 10,000 m2 (i.e., 100 ignitions per square kilometer).
The rise of the nuclear fireball would establish strong afteroinds to fan the
fires. It is unlikely that organized firefighting crews rith sophisticated
eguipment would be available to extinguish the flames.

Nuclear forest fires would not resemble most forest fires of Che past. It is
conceivable, although uncertain, that, because of the sinultaneous ignition over a
large area and the fanning action of the afterwinds, some of the nuclear forest
fires could develop into intense firestorms with touerinE smoke plumes. The
distribulion and consumption of, fuel in nuclear forest fires could also be
significantly modified. For one thing, much of the forest canopy and some heavy
tinbers would be shattered and blown down into the burning zone. If the nuclear
fire were very intense, even large standing timbers could be substantially
charred. Thus nuclear forest fires might consume a larger fraction of the forest
fuels than typical natural wildfires.

Finally, the net smoke emission factor is assurned to be 0.02 q/g (grams of
smoke per gram of fuel consumed) after scavenging and removal by coagulation and
condensation processes in the convective fire plurnes is taken into account
(50 percent renoved). trlultiplying the appropriate factors togeEher' the total
urban smoke emission amount,s to approximately equal to 150 Tg (1.5 x tOf4 g).
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Forest, fires are also estimated to burn 2501000 k*2-(i.e., roughty the area
of irradiation at more Ehan or of the order of 20 caL/cm2 by 1,000 ttt of air
bursts) - The basis for this est,imate is discussed earlier in this chapter. The
fuel consumed in forest fires is Eaken to be 0.4 g/cn2 (about 20 percent of t,he
typical fuel loading), and the net. smoke emission factor is taken to be O.03 q/q,
both values based on observations. Brusb and grass fires, whose emissions are
smaller per unit area burned, are not explicitly included in the analysis. The
total forest fire smoke emission is tben approximately egual to 30 Tg. In winter,
wildfire emissions might be reduced to a tew teragramsi however, because urban
fires contribute much more soot, the total emission would be reduced by no rnore
than 20 percent.

The composition and opti.cal propert.ies of the smoke in the baseline model must
also be specified. Even though urban fires dominate the aggregate smoke emission
in the baseline case, wi.th potenEial soot fractions of up Eo 90 percent, it is
assumed that Eraphitic carbon fraction is only 20 percent (compared Eo of the order
of I0 percent in forest fire smoke). The smoke particle number si.ze distribution
is taken to be log normal with a number mode radius* of 0.1 um and y = z.o; the
ef fecti.ve particle density is I grlcm3. The snoke inf rared exE,inction and
absorption coefficienEs (at l0 um) are both roughly 0.5 n2/g. These physical
constant.s provide a consistent set for optical (Mie) calculations.

Because the selected baseline opt.ical extinction and absorption coefficients
are muctt smaller than tyPical values for sooty (urban) smokes, E,he effect of
"agingr" which can reduce the optical etficiency of the smoke, nay be neglected in
carryinE out approximate optical-etfects simulations. The optical efficiency is
ot.herwise expected to decline in Eime.

... The totat est.imated smoke emission is lg0 Tg, caused by roughly 30 percenE
of the nuclear explosions. The estirnated smoke emissions are very uncertain,
howeveri some of the sources of uncertainty are discussed below.

The total quantity of combust.ibles consumed in the baseline war scenario is
8,500 Tg (7'500 Tg in urban fires and 1,000 Tg in forest fires). For the urban
flammables, about 5,000 Tg of cellulosics, 1,500 Tg of liquid fossil organics, and
1,000 Tg of industrial organochemicals, plasEics, polymers, rubbers, resins, etc.,
are burned. The corresponding total energy release is aboul 5 x 1019 cal, or
50,000 Mt, assuming an average heat of combustion of G,000 cal/g. (Note, by
comparison' that one day's solar insolation amounts to about 310001000 Nlt of
energy-) The energy release drives the buoyancy of the fire plumes and may create
strong surface winds. Because t.he intial nuclear detonations over cities wouLd
pulverize large guantit.ies of masonry and plaster into fine dust, it is likely that
a siEnificant burden of submicron particulates would be drawn up into the fireplumes. Even if tr000 tons of fine (submicron) dust were raised for each megaton
of thermal enerEy released, the dust inject,ion could total 30 Tg. However, because
there are feo dat,a pertaining to this source of particulates, it is ignored in the
baseline assessment; fuEure consideration seems worEhwhile.

For volume-equival_ent spherical particles.
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As nas discussed earlier, the smoke mass insertion is assumed to be uniform
sith height between the ground and 9-km altitude, and to occur over a period of
several- days to I week.

Excursions from the Baseline Case

In order to place sorne limits on Ehe possible range of smoke emissions in t,he
baseline scenario, reasonable excursions of the fire parameters are investigated.
These excursions are not neant, to represent an absolute range of possibilities, but
a range that seems to tle consistent with current scienEific knowledge. In the case
of urban fires, the area burned is varied. between 25 percent and 75 percent of t,he
urbanized area of the NATO and llarsaw Pact countries (neglecting possible urban
damage in ot.her industrialized nations such as China and Japan), the net smoke
emission factor is varied between^0.0L S/S and 0.04 S/5, and the fuel burden is
varied betneen 2 g/en2 and 4 g/cn2. None of these assumpBions appears to be
exErene. The resulting urban smoke emission varies from approximat,ely egual to
20 Tg to approxirnaEely egual to 450 Tg. This range ot enissions is in rough accord
sith the range estimated by Broyles (1984). In the case of forest fires, iE is
assumed, on the low side, that no smoke enissions would occur. On the high side,
a fourfold increase in Ehe burned area and a snoke emission facEor of 0.05 g/g are
assuned, yielding a forest smoke emission of approxirnately equal to 200 Tg.
Accordingly, the present estimate of a potential range of snoke emissions following
t,he baseline nuclear exchange is approxinately equal to 20 to approximately equal
to 650 Tg. This is not an uncertainEy range for the emission, but an excursion
range based on plausible paraneter variations. Sources of uncertainty in these
estimates are discussed in the next section.

Because it is possible that the smoke pluoes of massive urban fires would
penetrate into the stratosphere, it is worthwhile to consider ttre implicat,ions of
smoke injections in the looer stratosphere. The inject.ion of up to 10 Tg of smoke
(just over 5 percent of Ehe baseline calculation), it represents a potentially
interesting excursion (Turco et al., 1983a, b).

Turco et al. (19g3a, b) pointed out that massive smoke emissions would be
possible in nuclear exchanges lhat involved only a lirnited total yield detonated
over or near najor urban centers. This conclusion is based on Ehe observation that
nost urban areas bend to have dense 'cores'r in which cornbustible materials are
concenErated. Thus about 100 llt (say, in 50- and 100-kt eeapons) would be
sufficient to attack all of the major urban cenEers in the NATO and !i!arsa$ PacE
countries. Such a purposefully destructive strategy is currenEly Ehought to be
unlikely. llowever, an eguivalent result is possible. For a scenario^of any size
in which IOO !4t, of explosions were to burn an urban area of 25,000 kmz (about
50 percenE of ttre city cores of the combatant naEions), consune 20 g/cnz ot
conbustibles, and emit 2 percent (net) of lhe burned mass as particulate in the
process, approximately equal to 100 Tg of snoke would be generated. This is
similar to the basel.ine urban smoke emission of 150 Tg. However, Ehe emission
would be patchier for a longer t,ine in the 100-Fft case due to a reduced number of
smoke sources.
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In accordance with the estimates presented ahrove, one may deduce that smoke
enissions from nuclear-initiated witdfires scale very roughly with the Eotal yield
of the exchange, including tactical rdeapons, and are very sensitive to season, with
maximum emissions in summer and early fall and minimum emissions in rrinBer. Smoke
production by urban fires, on the other hand, may be rather insensiEive to total
yield, it the urban centers, or the military and industrial siEes eithin urban
zones, are systenatically targeEed. The etfect of Beasonal and meteorological
conditions on nuclear urban fires (as oith everyday urban fires) is also less
important, owing to the general protect,ion of urban combust,ibl.es from the oeather.

Unce rta inties

Uncertainlies are recognized in each of the key parameEers pertaining Eo fires
and smoke enissions in a nuclear war. Although only very rough estinates of the
uncertainBies rnay be deduced, even these rnay be useful in evaluat,ing the eeaknesses
in current knowledge. Accor{ingly, a subjective assessment of uncertainties, based
on consideraEion of the limited see of data available to the committee, is spelled
oul beloo.

1. The areal extent of nuclear urban fires per megaton of yield (factor of 2
to 3). Potential overlap of fire zones, and fire spread, doninates the uncertainty.

2. Quantities and distributions of flamrnable materials in ciEies and
surrounding areas (factor of 3 in the average central-ciEy fuel burden, factor ot 2
in the average suburban fuel burden, .tactor of 3 in the worLdwide urban-area
average fuel burden).

3. Urban smoke emissions per unit mass of combustible loading (faclor of 2
in the fraction of fuel burned in urban nuclear fires, factor of 2 to 3 in the
quantity, or nass, of smoke generated per unit mass of material burned, facEor of 3
in Ehe graphitic carbon mass in the average particle bulk density).

4. Optical (visible wavelength) properties of urban fire smoke (factor of 2
in the specific extinction and scattering coetficients (square meters per gran),
factor of 3 in the specific absorpEion coefficient (square meters per gram), factor
of 3 in the imaginary part of the refractive index).

5. Infrared properties of urban fire smoke (factor of 3 in the late-lime
specific exlinction/absorptton coetficient which may be controlled by condensed
waBer and fly ash).

5. The areal extent of nuclear forest fires (factor of 3 to 4, neglecEing
sensitivity Eo the explosion scenario).

7. Forest fire smoke emissions per unit area burned (factor of 2 to 3 in the
fraction of biornass fuel consumed, factor of 2 in the rnass of snoke emitted
per unit nass of fuel burned, factor of 3 in the size, and facEor of 1.5 in the
average part,lcle bulk density).
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These are estinates for fires that start as a direct and immediate conseguenceof lhe attack- In addition, there is the possibility that the long-term fire
danger rrould al'so be increased. t'tany trees rrould be killed by blast, radiat,ion,cold (if the attack cook Place shen t,he trees were in sap, before frost hardening),and pests, leaving vast quantit,ies of flamnable litter.

Coniferous trees, such as those dominating the Boreal Forest,, are extrenelysensitive Eo radiation, a lethal dose being in the general range 350-600 rads (the
same order as humans). This has been known since the classic Brookhaven sEudies ofthe early 1960s (see !{oodwell, f963)r dnd its relevance to Canada is beyond dispute.

There are various estimates of the area of forest that night be affected, andobviously the number and nature of delonations and the seather patterns aredecisive variables in the assessment. one of our consullants (Grover, see paper Zin the supplement) suggests that rrdoses exceeding severar tens to severar hundredsof rads would likely'be found over large regions of Canada, even if a nuclear warinvolved only U.S. targetstr, although these values may be the result of long:tern
exposures. The possible death of forests frorl the combined etfects of radiation
and f ires has t,hree aspects of i,mportance3

the perturbat,ion of a major biome, covering about 9 million sguare
kilometers ot North America (it is reasonable to suppose t,hat
commensurate danage will occur to the Siberian forests) will have global
envi ronmental consequences

the fires nill contribute smoke and soot to the atnosphere, reinforcing
lhe climate perturbation

- the loss ot trees will result in erosion of t,he thin and discontinuoussoils of the Pre-Cambrian shield further constraining the already Iimited
product,ivi ty

- there would be rnineral and nutrient, loss from the soils and rnajoralterations lo the hydrological regime

- a major economic resource sould be harmed.

The severity of the poEential impact, the manifest uncertainties over howfires would start and propagater coupled wilh the need to find out nore about thegeneration, distribuBion and properties of srpke make a convincing argumeng forfurEher research on the effect of nuclear warfare on Canadars forest.s, and the
conseguent effect of forest destruction on climale.

**



From: "Global consequences of a nuclear
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of recent Soviet
A. S. Vasiliev' in

198 5.

"In 1983 Soviet. scientists published a number of papers devoted to the
elaboration of the nuclear winter hypot,hesis.

Smoke, soot and especially such products of city fires can virtually bar
energy from reaching the surface of the Earth. As a result, solar radiation is
absorbed solely by the atnosphere. In this case, the surface is warmed by Ehermal
emission of the atnosphere, not by solar radiation. The temperature of the surface
drops by t.ens of degrees centigrade, coming close to the temperature of the aerosol
layer which has absorbed the solar radiation. As a consequence, the greenhouse
effect becomes disabled, leading to nuclear nigfrt and nuclear winter.

Smoke warned by t.he Sun spreads upwards and sideways tron the sources of the
fire. In about one month, a huge cloud of smoke and dust may envelope the northern
hemisphere and begin spreading into the sout.hern henisphere. Over the oceans Ehe
smoke cloud perceptibily raises the temperature of the lower layers of air. Smoky

atnosphere over the oceans absorbs both solar radiation and heat enission of a

cooling ocean, and thus has its ternperature raised even more.

Such contrasting temperaEures beEween ocean and land produce a situation well
known to meteorologi.sts: winter monsoon of the dry season in southern and
south-east Asia. City and forest fires will proceed for about a week, and in one
month a dense cloud of microscopic part.icles of smoke and dust, will cover both
hemispheres. tand temperatures in the interior of the continent,s' even in Ehe
tropical belt, will go down to 0'C.

Pollut.ion by forest f ires

Some additional information on natural fires is given below. Russian
chronicles contain data on large fires in northern Russia beginning in tbe year
LO92. According to The Nikon's Chronicle, during huge forest fires in 1371, a
person standing in the thick smoke Ehat lasted for two months could see spots on
the Sun with an unaided eye. Not only woods but, dried slramps were also burning.
Wild animals, having lost their scent, wandered among people; birds lost their
orientation and fell to t,he ground. Arkhangelsk province was afflicted by a storm
of forest fires during the entire summer of 1881i smoke spread over Arkhangelsk and
hampered breathing. During giant fires in Siberia in 1915, an area of
120,000 km2 was scorched. Because of heavy smoke the cereals ripened two weeks
late, giving smallr puny grain. In some places the smoke shroud tras so thick that
buildings five to six sEeps away could not be seen.

Large fires (covering more than 200 hectares) bring the greaEest losses Lo the
forest; they last, for a long.time, take on Ehe dimensions of naEural disasters and
are extinguished mainly by natural preci.pitation. AccordinE to visual estimates'
the smoke layer (with an eroded upper boundary) aEtains a height above the ground
of approximately 3.5 kn, and reduces the visibility at the atmospheric boundary
layer to about. 500 rn.
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The smoke plunes from recently initiated small fires are 10-100 km in length.
&lore extensive old fires have pJ.umes of up to 200 krn. During mass fires, according
to satellite observations, smoke plumes can reacb up to 300-400 km. At sone
distance fron the fires the plumes coalesce forming a single, ribbon-shaped cloud.

'rle may not.e that the most conmon height of smoke plumes rising from large
forest fires is 2-3 km; greater heights are rather rare. This can probably be
explained by the fact Ehat, fires usually take place in dry weather and as a rule
are connected with anticyclones. In the central Iatitudes, where one finds
anticyclones, large-scale downward mocions take place which appear to lirnit the
height to which the smoke rises.

Smoke output estimates are given below. The stock of dry conbustible material
in the most, productive forests of middle latitudes of the nort,hern hemisphere is
25-30 kg/m". Approxinately 15-20 per cent of Ehis material is easily inflamnable
and can be burnt up completely -- moss, dead twigs and leaves. In pine woods the
stock of needles is 0.6 Rg/nzi in cedar woods it is 0.2-1.L kg/n2i in
broad-leaved forests the fallen dry mat.ter is nearly 0.3 kg/n2. The stock of dry
combustible rnaterial in the tirnber of, for example, pine woods totals from 8 to
30 fg1n2. In forests of low productivity, the stocks of dry material are not
large -- just below L Rg/m2. The average stock of dry timber is about L5 Rg/n2.

Observations of forest fires suggest Ehat twigs up to 4 crn in diameter burn
out completely, and overall, 15-20 per cent, of E.imber burns out. The fallen dead
material burns out completely as a rule. The proportion of burnt-out peat varies
greatly. Tttus, excludinE peat, the average figure for burnt-out material in
forests is 5-10 kg/n2. The srnoke output for the burnt-out dry timber is
approximately 2 per cent by mass. This result was derived from a special
experiment. on est,imaEed srnoke output according to LIDAR (light det.ect,ing and
ranging) data from burning out a stock of timber. The stock, with the
dimensions 5 x 6 x 2.5 m and a weight of 9 tonnes, gave 150 kg of smoke, shich is
1.8 per cent of the initial weight.

Smoke estimates made by @lit,syn, based on Soviet, data on forest. fires, showed
that the quantity of aerosol part.icles getting into the atmosphere from fires
covering I million kmz may total I50 rnillion tonnes in summer, with lower
estimates for the rest, of the year. This amount of snoke can be insLrumental in
changing the regular structure of atmospberic Eemperatures and cause significant
cooling of the land masses.

In addition co forest, fires, the phenomenon of nuclear winter can be broughE
about by city, gas and oil fires. fn major cities the guantity of combustible
materials goes up to hundreds of kilograms per sguare metre. According to Ambio
and successive publications, fires in inhabited areas produce at, least double the
amount of smoke and soot in the atmosphere compared to forest fires. one should
further bear in mind that particles produced by burning oil producE,s and plastics
absorb solar radiation more intensely than those from forest, fires.
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From: rrThe Environmental Consequences of Nuclear iilar", report, of Ehe Steering
Committee for ICSUr/SC1OPE, September 1985.*

"AI1 of the simulalions indicate a strong potential for large-scale treather
disruptions as a result of extensive post-nuclear fires. These modelsl howsegs,
still have important sirnplificaEions and uncertainties that rnay affect the fidelity
and del.ails of Eheir predictive performance, but probably not Ehe general character
of the physical response. One potentially important exception is the inability of
present models to t.reat. adeguately mesoscale processes and microphysical evolution
of the smoke particles and the consequent effects on dispersion and scavenging of
smoke plumes. After careful analysis, we have arrived at t,he following mai.n
conclusions:

For massive smoke injections at altitudes near or above several kilometers,
occurring during the Erowing season in the Northern Hemisphere, Iand surface
temperatures beneath dense, patchy, smoke clouds have been estimated to decrease
temperatures in mid-conlinenBal sites to 20-40'C below normal within a few days
(depending on the duration of the dense smoke and the meteorology of the particular
location). Some of these smoky paEches nay be carried long distances and create
episodic cooling. lfeather anomalies could be spatially and temporarily quite
variable during t,his initial period if dense smoke situations lhat allow nearly no
sunlight through to lhe surface alternate with clearer conditions or thin smoke
situations during which a substantial fraction of sunlighl could reach the surface.

Smoke would be spread throughout the Northern Hemisphere, in one to two weeks,
although the srnoke layer would be far from hornogeneous. For injections during the
growing season, solar heating of the particles could rapidly sarm Ehe air and lead
to a net upward motion of a substantial fraction of the smoke to higher levels.
llere, particle lifetimes in the unperturbed atmosphere are generally months to
years. This warming of t.he upper troposphere would stabilize the atnosphere and
suppress vertical air novenents, extending the lifetime of smoke in that region
fron weeks to perhaps nonths.

Average summertime land surface CemperaCures in the Nort.hern Hemisphere
mid-latitudes could drop to levels typical of fall or winter for periods of weeks
or more with convective precipitation being essent,ially ellminated. These cold air
layers might initially lead to fog and drizzle, especially in coastal and lowland
regions. In continental interiors, periods of very cold, mid-winter-like
temperatures are possible. In winEertirne, light levels would be strongly reduced'
buE the initial temperature and precipitation pert.urbations would be less
pronounced and might be essentially indistinguishable in many areas from an
anomalously cold winler. However, such condit,ions would occur simultaneously over
tbe entire mid-latitude region of the Northern Henisphere and freezing cold air
outbreaks could penelrate southward into regions that rarely or never experience
frost, condit,ions.

* At the time of preparation of the present compilation, t,he full report
was not available to the Secretariat. This maEerial is from the summary of the
report provided to Ehe Uniled Nations SecretariaE by the Chairman of the SteerinE
Commit.tee in response to the reguest in General Assembly resolution 39/148 F.
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For large smoke injections, in Northern llemisphere subtropical latitudes
temperat.ures in any sea€ion could drop rell below typical cool season condieions.
Temperat.ures could be near or below freezing in regions where f,emperaBures are not
moderated by the warming influence from oceans. The convectively driven monsoon
circulation, which is ot critical importance Eo subtropical ecosystems and
agriculture, and the rnain source of water, could be essentially eliminated.
SmaIIer scale, coastal precipitat.ion nighl, however, be initiated.

Strong solar heating of the srcke injecEed in the Nort.hern Hemisphere between
April and September would carry it uprards and equalorsard, strongly augmenting the
normal high altitude flow to the Southern llemisphere (where the initial downward
motion induced there could tend to suppress precipitation slightly). Within one or
two weeks, thinned smoke layers nay appear in the low to nid-latitude regions of
the Southern llemisphere as a precursor to a more uniform but still thin, veil of
smoke that could soon follow and perhaps induce, modest cooling of land areas not
well buffered by oceanic heating. Since in rnid-latitudes it eould already be the
cool season, temperat,ure reductions would not likely be more t,han several degrees.
However, in more severe, but less probable, smoke injection scenarios, clinatic
effects in the Southern Henisphere could be enhanced, significantly, particularly
during the following spring and summer.

I'luch less analysis has been done on the recovery processes of the atmosphere
from the several week acute climatic phase following the near global-scale spread
of a substantial inject,ion of the smoke that could occur from a Northern tlernisphere
nuclear war during the growing seasons. Significant uncertainties remain
concerning estimation ot Ehe potent,ial removal rate of smoke particl-es by
precipit,ation scavenging, chemical oxidation, and oEher physical-chemical factors.
Dynanic transport, and subsidence is also uncertain, both for part,icles in lhe
sunlit and stabilized upper troposphere and sEratosphere and in the winter polar
regions' where attenuated sunlight. and radiaEive, long-wave cooling could result, in
the circulation of part,icles out of the stratosphere.

Present estimates suggest t,hat smoke lofled to 10 kilometres and above, either
in fire plumes or under the influence of solar heaEing, could remain in the
atmosphere for a year or more and induce long-term global-scale cooling of several
degrees or more, especially after the oceans had cooled. For such condiEions,
precipitation could also be reduced significantly. Reduction of the summer nonsoon
intensity over Asia and Africa may be a parEicular concern.

***
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V. DUST AND SOOT

Erom: nGlobal conseguences of a nuclear war: a review of recen! Soviet
Studies", by A. S. Ginsburgr G. S. Golitsyn, and A. S. Vasiliev, in
Global Arnaments and Disarmanent, srpRr yearbook, r9g5.

'rlt is conmon knowledge that the Sunrs rays warm up the land and the oceansrqhich in turn heat up the atmosphere. It is also known that the Earthrs atmosphere
is much more cransparent. to solar radiation than to the thermal radiation emilled
by water and land surfaces. As a result, the Earth's atmosphere is some 30'C
warmer than it would be if the atnrosphere nere egually transparent Eo solar and
thernal radiation. These 30' consLitute the so-called rgreenbouser effect of Ehe
EarEh's atmosphere.

Filling the atmosphere 'rith particles which scatter the solar radiation (dust)
and absorb it (snoke) decreases sharply the anount of solar energy reaching the
surface of the Earth. In addition the absorbing aerosol renders t,he aEmosphere
about as transparent to solar radiation as it is to thermal electronagnetic
radiation. Thus, ehen it is saturated with aerosol, the greenhouse effect of che
atmosphere is decreased.

The thermal effect of aerosol is, in certain respects, similar to the effect
produced by clouds. As is known, clouds in daytime (or in summer) cool the land by
reflecting part of the solar radialion, but at night (or in winter) they moderate
temperature falls by constratning the thernal enission of the surface. Aerosol
tempers fluct,uations of temperature in t.ine and space in the same manner,
regulating fJ.uxes of solar and thermal radiation in tbe atmosphere. The etfect
depends on opticaL properties and the height or location of an aerosol cloud. For
instance, sulphuric aerosol and dust, particl-es find their way into t,he Earthrs
stratosphere after najor volcanic erupt,ions and, staying in it for a year or two,
cause a decrease of the surface lemperature.

Smoke' soot and especially such producls of city fires can virt,ually bar
energy from reaching Ehe surface of the Earth. As a result, solar radiation is
absorbed solely by the atmosphere. In this case, the surface is warmed by thermal
emission of the atnpspher€r oot by solar radiation. The temperature of the surface
drops by tens of degrees centigrade, coming close to E,he ternperature of the aerosol
layer which has absorbed the solar radiation. As a consequence, the greenhouse
effect becomes disabled, leading to nuclear night and nuclear winter.

Smoke warmed by the Sun spreads upwards and sideways from the sources of the
fire. In about one nonth, a huge cloud of smoke and dust may envelope t,he nort.hern
hemisphere and begin spreading into the southern hemisphere. Over Ehe oceans the
smoke cloud perceptibly raises the temperature of the lower layers of air. Srnoky
atmosphere over t,he oceans absorbs both solar radiation and heat emission of a
cooling ocean, and t,hus has its temperature raised even more.

Such contrasting temperatures between ocean and land produce a situation well
known to meteorologists: winter nonsoon of the <lry season in southern and
south-east Asia. City and forest fires will proceed for about a week, and in one
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Nuclear explosions at or near ground level throw up huge amount,s of dust. The
principal dust-forming mechanisms include the ejection and disaggregation of soil
particles from Ehe crater formed by the explosion; Ehe vaporization and subseguent
renucleation of soiL and rock, and the lifLing of surface dust and srroke. A

one-meEaton explosion on land can excavate a crater hundreds of meters in diameter'
eject several nillion tons of debris, lift, bet{een 1001000 and 600,000 tons of soil
to a high attitude and inject between 10r000 and 30r000 tons of submicrometer dust
particles into the stratospbere. The height at which Ehe dust is injected depends
on the yield of the explosion: the dusB clouds produced by explosions with a yietd
of less than about lO0 kitotons will generally not penetrate into the sEratosphere,
rrhereas those from explosions with a yield of npre Ehan about a megaLon will
stabilize rnainly within the stratosphere. Explosions above the ground can also
raise large guantities of dust, which is vacuumed off the surface by the rising
fireball, The conbined effects of nulEiple explosions could enhance Ehe total
amount of dust raised to high altitudes.

The quantity of dust produced in a nuclear trar would depend sensitively on the
way the seeapons sere used. Ground burst would be directed at hard Eargets' such as
rnissile silos and underground command poses. SofE largets could be attacked by air
bursts as well as ground bursts. There are more than 1,000 missile silos in the
cont,inental U.S. alone, and at least two Russian sarheads are probably committed to
each of them. Some 1,400 missile sitos in the U.S.S.R. are similarly targeEed by
U.S. warheads. Air bases and secondary airfields, submarine pens and command and
control facililies are arpng the many other straEegic Eargets Eo which Eround
bursts night be assigned. In short, it seems quite possible that at least
41 0OO megatons of high-yield weapons might be detonated at or near ground level
even in a rdar in which cities were not Eargeted, and that roughly 120 million tons
of submicrometer soil particles could be injected inLo t,he stratosphere in Ehe
North Tenperate Zone. This is nany times greater than all the subtuicrometer dust
lifted into the stratosphere by Ehe eruption of the volcano EI Chich6n in llexico in
1982 and is comparable to the global. submicrometer dust injecEions of much larEer
volcanic eruptions such as that of Tambora in 1815 and KrakaUoa in 1883.

Analogies between the aEmospheric effects of a rnajor volcanic explosion and a

nuclear war are often made for convenience. Nevertheless, there is no
straightforward way to scale the effects of a volcanic explosion against those of a
series of nuclear detonations. The aerosol particles produced by volcanoes are
fundamentally different in composition, size and shape from Ehose produced by
nuclear explosions. !{e have therefore based our calculations on the proPerties of
dust measured directly in nuclear-exploaion clouds.

The only proper comparison between a volcanic eruption and a nuclear explosion
is the oplical depth of the long-term aerosols that are produced. In facE, we

utilized data on global rrdust veils'r generafed by volcanic explosions to test and
calibrate our climaEe models. In so doing we have been able to account
quantitatively for the hemispheric surface-cooling effect observed after major
volcanic eruptions. The present nuclear-dusE calculations are entirely consistent
with observationg of volcanic phenomena. For example, it is now clear that violent
eruptions can lead to a significant climatic cooling for a year or more. Even so,
in recorded history volcanoes have had only a rather modest climatic role. The
fact Ehat volcanoes are localized sources of dust limits their geographic
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influencei moreover, volcanoes inject comparatively little fine dust (and no soot)
into the stratosphere. Nuclear explosions, on the other hand, are a powerful and
efficient, means of injecting large quant,ities of fine soot and dust into the
atmosphere over large regions.

The atoms produced in Bhe fission reactions of a nuclear explosion are often
in unsE,able isotopic states. Radioactive decay from these states releases alpha,
beta and galnma radiation. In most nuclear weapons at least half ot the energy
yield is generated by fission and the rest by fusion. About 300 distinct
radioactive isotopes are produced. !!ost of them condense onto aerosols and dust
forned in (or sucked into) fhe fireball. Accordingly the dust and the
radioactivity generated by nuclear explosions are int,imately related.

Of particular interest here are the prompt and the internediate radioact,ive
fallout. The former is associated with shorE-.lived radioactive isotopes t,hal
condense onto large soil parEicles, which in Eurn fall to the ground within hours
after an explosion. Intermediate fallout is associated with longer-lived
radioactive isotopes carried by smaller particles that dratt in the wind and are
renoved by settling and precipitation in the interval from days to months. prompt
fallout is generated by ground bursts, and intermediaEe fallout is generated by
ground bursts and air bursts in the yield range from 10 to 500 kilotons, which
deposit t.heir radioacEivity in the middle and upper troposphere.

The danger from radioactive fallout is measured in terms of the total dose in
rads (a unit of radiation exposure equivalent. to 100 ergs of ionizing energy
deposited in one gram of tissue), the dose rate in rads per hour and the tlpe of
radiat.ion. The most deadly effects are caused by the inEense, penetrating gamma
radiation from prompt faltout. The widespread interrnediate fallout delivers a less
potenE long-term gamma-ray dose. A whole-body garma-ray exposure of 450 rads,
received over several days, is lethal to half of the healthy adults exposed.
Chronic doses of 100 rads or more from inEermediate fallout could suppress the
immune system even of healt,hy people and would cause Long-tern increments in the
incidence of cancer, genet,ic defects and other diseases.

our most recent studies of Ehe effects of radioactive fallout in our base-line
case indicate that the prompt faltout could contaminate nillions of sguare
kilometers of land with lethal radioactivity. The internediate fallout would
blanket at least the Nortb Temperate zone, producing average long-t,erm, whole-body
Eamma-ray exposures of about 50 rads in unprotected populat.ions. Internal
exposures of specific organs to biologically active radioacEive isotopes such as
strontiun 90 and iodine I31, uhich enEer the food chain, could double or triple the
tot.al doses. According to Joseph B. Knox of the I€rdrence Livermore NaEional
Laboratory' it nuclear power plants were targeted directly, the average }ong-term
gamma-ray dose could be increased Co several hundred rads or more.

Hoht a smoke cloud extinguishes light also differs from how a dust cloud does
so. A sooty pall of smoke absorbs most of t,he incident light and scatters only a
snall fraction back into space or down Eoward the surface. The absorption rapidly
heats the smoke clouds, inducing powerful air motions and winds. Dust clouds, on
Che other hand, prirnarily scat,ter t,tre incident sunlight and absorb only a smal}
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fraction. To block lighL effectively clouds t,hat. are purely light,-scatEering must
be very thick, because much of the light is scaEtered forward toward Ehe earti't's
surtace; for example, ordinary water clouds typically have an optical depth of 10
or more.

We find that for nany scenarios-.a substantial reduction in sunligh! may
persist for weeks or rpnths after the war. In the first week or two Ehe clouds
would also be paEchyl hence our calculations probably underestinate the average
light intensity at these early states. Nevertheless, wiEhin the target zones it
would be too dark to see, even at noon.

The large anount of smoke generated by a nuclear exchange could lead to
dramatic decreases in conEinental tenperatures for a substantial period. In many
of t,he scenarios represented in the illustrations accompanying this article land
temperatures renain below freezing for months. Average temperaEure decreases of
only a few degrees Cel.sius in spring or early summer could destroy crops throughout
lhe North Temperate Zone. TemperaEure drops of some 40 degrees C. (Eo an absolute
temperaBure of about -25 degrees C.) are predicted for the base-line case, and
still severer cooling effects are possible with the current nuclear arsenals and
with those projected for the near future.

Tbe predicted changes in air temperat.ure as a function of height. and t,ime for
our 5r000-megaton base-line scenario reveal several important features. First, the
upper atmosphere is heated by beteeen 30 and 80 degrees C. as the sunlight, rrhich
normally narms the ground, is absorbed in the highest smoke layers. At the same
time the ground cools in darkness. The hot clouds, Iike hot.-air balloons, would
not remain stationary but would rise and expand.

A month after a massive nuclear exchange the entire troposphere over land
could be thermally brought, to a stand-still. Even after three months only the
lorest few kilorneters would receive enough solar energy to drive weak convection.
In effect Lhe stratosphere would descend lo the surface, creating an alien
atmosphere. In some places ryarm currents of ocean air would st,ill sweep into the
continents at ground level, but this heat source would be able to drive convection
only within the lowest few kilometers of the atmosphere. The intense temperature
inversion would effectively damp deep convective activity. Elsewhere cold air
floeing off the continents might earm over the oceans, rise and recirculate over
the continents and finally subside over the land.

one possible consequence of the temperature inversion caused by such a smoke
cloud would be an increase in the atmosphere residence time of the srroke and dust.
This outcome represents a positive feedback effect, not taken into account. in any
calculations so far, thaE would increase both the severity and the duration of the
nuclear winter. The temperature inversion reduces the convective penetration of
moist air from belord, inhibit.ing the condensation of water in ttre sooty air and
hence greatly liniting precipitation at, altitudes higher than a few kilometers.
The longer soot and dust remain in the atmosphere, the fart,her t,hey spread
horizontally and Ehe nore widespread their climatic impact is. Under these ,

conditions the part,icles are removed mainly by continuing coagulat,ion and fallout
and by transport in global-scale uind systems and turbulence to los altiludes where
precipitation scavenging still takes place.
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Our calculated temperat,ure changes over extended land masses do noE account
for the init.ial patchiness in the clouds or the later dilution of cold conEinental
air by warm marine air. I{ichaet C. MacCracken of Livermore has investigated the
combined effects of patchiness in clouds and the transfer of heat, from the ocean,
working with a general-circulation model to trace large blobs of smokei he has also
worked with a two-dimensional clinate model to calculate land temperat,ures
corresponding to the smoke emission in our 5100O-megaton base-Iine scenario.
He finds average temperature decreases on land that are roughly half our
continental-int,erior temperat.ure drops. Even nore sophisticated three-dimensional
general-circulation-rnodel calculations for conditions sirnilar to our base-line
scenario confirn that temperat,ure drops of between 20 and 40 degrees C. are
possible over vast cont.inental areas.

Ttre results of our computations indicate that the rnot.ions induced in soot
clouds by the absorption of sunlight might cause the soot cloud to rise and spread
out, horizontally. Thi.s phenomenon could accelerate both t,he early dispersal and
the Elobal spreading of snoke plumes, a process that is ot.herwise dominated by wind
shear and turbulence. Recently a group at the National Aeronautics and Space
Adninistration's Ames Research Center, consist,ing of Robert. M. tlaberle and two of
us (Ackerman and Toon), applied an advanced two-dimensional global-circulation
model to conpute the motion of heated soot clouds in the earthrs troposphere. The
Ames group considered a uniform soot cloud bet.ween 30 and 60 degrees north
latitude, encircling the earth at, these lat.itudes and extending from the ground to
an altit.ude of eighE kilometers. This srnoke simulation shows massive fragments ot
the cloud rising high into the stratosphere and noving briskly toward the Equator
and the Southern Hemisphere.

Although these calculations are preliminary, they suppor! a major hypothesis
of our initial study: that self-propelled snpke and dust, clouds fron the Northern
Hemisphere could be rapidly transported to the Southern llemisphere, causinE large
climatic anomalies there as well. Such accelerated dispersal could have the most
severe conseguences in the Tropics of both hemispheres, where the indigenous
organisms are ext.remely sensitive to dark and cold. A nuclear winEer extending to
the Tropics would represenB an ecological disaster unprecedented in history.

Our speculat,ions about major meteorological disturbances and inEerhemispheric
transport following a nuclear conflict have received furt,her support from
sophisticated calculations with three-dimensional models of global circulation.
These nodels are not yet detailed radiative-transport calculat.ions. Nevertheless,
they are able to define t.he initial three-dinensional perturbations in winds and
temperatures caused by massive smoke injections. Tvo research groups have made
these advanced clinate studies: curt covey, stephen H. schneider and
Starley t. Thompson of Ehe National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in
Boulderr Colo., and Vladinir V. Alexandrov and Georgi L. Stenchikov of the
Computing Center of Ehe Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.

The predictions made by both groups of the normal and perturbed meridional, or
north-south, circulation of Ehe atrnosphere several eeeks after a nuclear exchange
in the Northern tternisphere in the spring or sunmer lead lo t.he same conclusion:
the normally bifurcated "Hadley cell'r circulation in the Tropics would be
transformed into a single intense cell with strong winds in the upper troposphere
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flor.ring directly from the Norlhern ttemisphere to the Sout,hern Hemisphere. This
would represent a profound ctrange in the global wind system.

The average meridi.onal circulation is t,he residual motion of large-scale
planetary-wave oscillations. The global-circulation models predict anomalies in
the planetary-wave motions, and here too the results are surprising. The NCAR
group finds that continent.-size bodies of heated air could penetrate deep into the
Sout.hern Hemisphere in a matter of days. Essentially all the habitable land masses
of the earth could be subjecE to rapid blackout by soot. The global-circulation
models also forecast subfreezing tenperatures over most of the northern continental
regions. l{hat is startling is that local freezing could occur within two or three
days; the NCAR group refers to it. as a "quick freeze". Under such circumstances
practically no area of the globe, north or south, would be safe from nuclear winter.

Consideration of the possible weather activity near coastlines during the
nuclear wint,er suggest,s E.hat even if the incident sunlight were reduced
significant,ly, the oceans would continue to feed heat and moisture into the narine
boundary layer near coastlines. In some'regions cold offshore winds would interact
with the marine environment to produce intense storms and heavy precipitation. In
other regions, as prevaiting winds swept ocean air onto cold continents, thick
stratus clouds and cont.inuous precipitation could ensue. It is not known how tar
this severe weather night extend inland from t,he coastlines, but a 100-kilomeEer
margin would probably include most of Ehe activity.

Our study also considered a number of secondary climatic effects of nuclear
ltar. Changes in the aLbedo, or reflect,ivity, of the earthrs surface can be caused
by widespread fires, by the deposition of soot on snolr and ice and by regional
nodif ications of veget.ation. Short-t,erm changes ln albedo were evaluaEed and found
to be uninportant compared with the screening of sunlight. If significanE
semipermanent albedo changes were to occur, lonE-term climatic shifts could ensue.
On the other hand, the vast oceanic heat source would act Eo force the climate
toward conE.emporary norms follouing any major dist,urbance. Accordingly we have
tentatively concluded that a nuclear r,ear is not likely Eo tre followed by an ice age.

**

Frorn: "Global Atmospheric Effects of N{assive Smoke Inject,ions from a
Nuclear War: Results from General Circulation Model Simulations",
by Curt Covey, Slephen H. Schneider and Starley L. Thonpson, in Nature,
vol. 308 (I March t9B4).

"Our results gualit,atively agree with the fundamental conclusion of t,he
lower-dimensional models, that is, for plausible scenarios. Smoke generated by a
nuclear war would lead to dramatic reduct.ions in land surface temperature.
Furthermore, the three-dinensional results suggest the possibility of rapid
freezing of land surfaces under transient patches of smoke that may be randomly
transported by atmospheric winds. We also find significant changes in atmospheric
circulation which in nany cases would probably spread the smoke far beyond t,he
altitude and lat,itude zones in which it was initially injected.
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Clearly, further study of currenE model results and a grealer varieEy of smoke
injection scenarios are necessary both to analyse thoroughly physical mechanisms
and to examine additional inportant climatic variables. AIso, it should be clear
that the problem is int,rinsically a dynamic one. !{ithin a few days atmospheric
winds and temperature would be so profoundly altered that any esEimates of aerosol
spreading or removal based on todayrs condilions become highly guestionable.

More nodest improvements in nodel simulation should include more realistic
specification of the radiative eftecEs of aerosols, that, is, inclusion of
IR absorption and emission and scatcering of sunlight by the aerosols.
One-dimensional sensitivity studies indicate that inclusion of IR cooling due to
smoke of visible optical depEhs }ess than -10 would lead to only a small reduction
in the amount of mid-atnospheric earning, and that the surface greenhouse warning
would be quite small. The same studies irnply EhaC inclusion of scattering by Ehe
smoke aerosols trould slightly decrease the amount of surface cooling because the
aerosols will scatEer some sunlight down to the surface. Hosever' dust raised by
the nuclear explosions, also nol, included in Ehis study, will enbance surface
cooling by backscattering sunlight to space, renoving energy from the
Earth-atnosphere systen. Moreover, such stratospheric dust or snoke scattering
would also reduce the upper tropospheric heaE,ing rate for the purely absorbing
smoke case, changing the calculated atmospheric circulation.

Physical processes incorporated into GCMs - including assumptions of fixed sea
Eemperatures and zero land surface heat capacity, crude near-surface atmospheric
represenEation, and sub-grid scale paraneterizations for vertical and horizontal
heat transport and for cloud properties - must also be critically examined. For
exampler vertical transport, of heat by sub-grid scale processes would be affected
by the dranatic increase in atmospheric stability obtained in our study.
Nevertheless, our basic results for a 2 x lOrag sEabilized smoke cloud - strong
land surface cooling, mid-at,rospheric warningr ind profound changes in circulation -
seem robusti Ehey are confirmed both by Ehe lower-dimensional models discussed
above and by resulcs from a sirnplified GCtr{ with difterenE sub-grid scale
paramet,erizaEions and with more realistic (finite) surface heat capacity. But
important details such as the initial patchy freezing are highly tentaEive,
dependent on both the raodel and the initial conditions.

Vfe believe the largesE uncertainties in the nuclear aerosol,/climate problem
lie in translat,ing the estimated invenEory of burnable fuels in cities and forests
inlo stabilized smoke clouds on a spatial scale suitable tor global atmospheric
circulation models. The way fires will burn (for exanple, firesEorms), the height
to which smoke is injected, the duration of fires, the parlicle concentration
within the initial smoke plumes, and early parEicle removal by rainout, in
convective,/mesoscale circulaEions all occur on spatial scales smaller than the
resolution of any general circulation model now available. Unless the current
estinates of t,he effect, of these processes are substantially in error, howeverr
st.rong cooling of mid-continental land surfaces below regional-scale smoke clouds
is very plausible. Floreover, paEchy, Eransient, subfreezing outbreaks could be
plausible even if bemispheric scale slabilized smoke clouds were many Eimes smaller
Itran tne Z x l0t4g ee assume.l.
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Thus, the problem of long-term conseguences of nuclear oar represents not only
an obviously crit.ical issue for mankindr but also a stringent test of current
understanding of the causes of clirnatic change. By subjecting models to the
nassive perturbation of several optical depths of aerosol, we gain insights inEo
both nodel behaviour and properties of the real aEnosphere which trould not
necessarily be as evident from st,udies of rnuch smaller perturbaEions. Thus, we may
draw irnplications for scientifically related problerus such as t,he effects of
volcanic eruptions on the climate and the possible massive dust injection result.ing
from the postulated impact of an asteroid on the earth at the end of the CreEaceous
period. It is our hope tbat a full hierarchy of models will be brought to bear on
t,he guestion of nuclear trar atmospheric effects.

From: rrSome Changes in the Atrnosphere over Australia that may Occur due to a
Nuclear !{ari, by I. E. Galbally, P. J. CruEzen and H. Rohde, published
in Australia and Nuclear l{ar, Michael Denborough, ed. (Croon Helm,
Sydney, Australia, 1983) r pp. lO5-166, 167-169 and lG9-123.

[The other sc,urce of atrospheric parEiculate material is from soil dusE thaE
is vaporised and recondensed or merely raised during the explosion. The NAS (1975)
report suggests that 103 to 104 tons it05 to tOTfq) of subnicron material
are produced per 1000 kiloton nuclear yield. This is consisEent with Izrael and
Ter-Saakovrs (1974) estimate of 200 tons of fused soil in the fireball per kiloton
yield given that this latter estimate repreEents all sizes of part,icles. This NAS
(1975) estimate of submicron particles produced by the explosion represents about
10-4 of the soil removed from the craEer by a surface burst of a nuclear weapon.

Some sources of aerosol from fires will persisC after Ebe initial nuclear
exchange. l{hen nuc}ear weapons are exploded as airburst near forests then outside
the zone incinerated in the initial fire following the explosion Ehere will be a
furt,her zone nhere 30 per cent of Ehe trees are uprooted and the remainder have
branches and leaves blown from lhem (Gtasstone and Dolan L977't. This devastated
forest material will dry out and burn when neteorological conditions are favourable
and ignition occurs.

AIso there will be other areas outside the incinerated zone affected by
surface bursts. This can happen where the early fallout occurs over a forest area
and the radiaEion dose exceeds t,he dose reguired to kill the trees. The total
radiation dose }evels reguired lo kill trees are more Ehan or equal to
1800 roentgens for coniferous trees and nore t,han or equal to 50OO roentgens for
deciduous trees (l{oodwell 1982). No information is available on the dose reguired
to kill trees in tropical forests so we assume it is rrpre Ehan or equal to
5000 roenEgens. ltlhen these levels are exceeded due to early fallout, most of Ehe
cumulative dose is received in a day or two of the explosion and the tree canopy
will rapidly die. No doubt, these forest areas also will burn as soon as conditions
are favourable for conbusEion. We have calculaEed the areas affected in this way
from fallout patEerns (Glasstone 1952) with weighEing according to the proportion
of forests on each cont,inent, thal are coniferous and non-coniferous (due to the
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different IethaL radiation doses of coniferous and non-coniferous forests). Tbese
forests are presumed to burn when meteorological conditions are conducive and
accidentat or deliberate ignition takes place during the six months (covering
summer, auEumn and early winter in Ehe Northern llemisphere) following the Ambio
scenario war which occurs on June 10.

Around half the aerosol enission comes frorn city fires and the other half is
made up of approxirrnately equal contributions from dusE rise, forest fires and the
burning of fuel storages. The only quantifiable source of postwar aerosol
emission is that due !o delayed.forest burning in zones killed by radioactivity.
These areas are 0.5 Eo 1.5 x l0{ kmz in the Southern Henisphere and 2 to
6 x I05 km2 in the Northern Hemisphere.

The total aerosol production during the initial exchange is approxinately
10 x 10129 in the Southern Hemisphere and 200 x 1OI2S in the Northern
Hemi sphere.

ltle acknowledge that, these estimates are uncertain, but insuff icient,
information is available to assess the uncertainty. If none of lhe forest material
burnt (an unlikely situation) the particulate product.ion would be reduced by only
15 per cent. Alternatively iE appears quite feasible, in the light of Ehe tigures
we have examined, Chat the total aerosol emission could be much larger t,han Ehe
rbest esEimate' arrived at here.

The initial distribut,ion of Ehis aerosol in the aEmosphere may be estimaeed
from information about the sources. The aerosol from fires will rise in Ehe
at,mosphere.

We calculate this rise using conventional plume rise theory and the heat, flux
from t,he fuel combusted in the fire. This plume rise Eheory has been developed for
a nuclear war f ire scenario (trlanins 1983). Typically we f ind for L Mt of Cotal
explosion on a particular larget and assumed burning times of t hr for grassland
and 3 Eo 24 hrs for forest and cities, the top of the plume reaches 7 km for
grassland and 7 Eo 12 km for forests and cities. The centre line of these plumes
would be at approximately 0.8 ot Ehe top height and the botEom of the plume would
be at 0.6 of the top height i.e. the mininum height of these plumes will be around
4 kn. The soil dust (submicron) will be disEributed according Eo the final heights
of the initial nuclear rmushroonr clouds, and for Ambio Scenario I 90 per cenl of
the soil dust will be beEween 7 and 13 km. Thus lhe final aerosol layer will
reside mainly between 4 and 13 km.

The horizontal extent of this initial aerosol layer is determined by the
initial width of the plunes aE their equilibrium height, the prevailing wind speed
during the plume rise and t,he spacing between the targets (or the degree of overlap
of the plumes). We assume thal the plume from a fire from a I tqt larget is
typically 15 km wide at its equilibrium altitude and initially experiences a wind
speed of 25 m s-I at altitude (Palmen and Newton 1959). Thus the cloud size from
a grass fire might be I x 109 m2. The Ambio Scenario has around 200 cargets in
the Southern tlemisphere and perhaps 5500 in the Nort,hern Hemisphere, and these
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typically recei.ve around I N{E of nuclear explosive. Vte estinate that, E,he Eotal
area of cloud initially produced (neglecting overlap) would be in the SouEhern
Hernisphere 0.2 to 2 per cent of the hemispheric area and in Ehe Northern Henisphere
7 to 40 per cent of the hemispheric area. In Ehe Southern Hemisphere the quesEion
of overlap is not import.ant because even the most, extensive cover ot the clouds
(less than or equal to 2 per cent,) is a very small fraction of the hemispheric
area. Hocrever, in the Northern Hemisphere the area of potential smoke and dust
aerosol cloud cover (7 to 40 per cent) is sufficiently large lo obscure much of Ehe

sky and so the guestion of overlap reducing t,he cloud extent is i.mPortant,
75 per cent of the Eotal nuclear explosive yield will be used in China, Europer
USA and USSR wtrose combined land area is 18 per cenl of Ehe Northern Henisphere.
Alternatively we note that. in t,he Ambio Scenario I, around 91 per cent of the total
nuclear weapons yield is exploded betceen 20'N and 60'N (H. Rodhe unpublished
data). Inspection of the Ambio Scenario Targets are dispersed over tbe area
covered by the USA, Europe, USSR hrest of the Aral Sea, easlern China, Nortb and
South Korea and Japari. This area, about one half of the land area between 20'N and
60'N or 12 per cent of the hemispheric area, represents a reasonable upper linit to
the initial dispersion of the snpke and dust clouds during the 24 hrs following Ehe

commencement of the trar, raEher than Ehe 18 per cent or 40 per cent discussed
above. We estimate the aerosol loading of Ehese clouds to be 0.2 to 2 E m-2
in the Southern Hemisphere and 5-13 g m-2 in the Northern tlemisphere. The higher
loadings in the Nort,hern Hemisphere result from both the greater proporEion of
urban and forest, Eargets in that hemisphere and the considerable overlap of plumes
in that hemisphere.

The aerosol produced during and subseguent, to a nucLear war will undergo
transformaEions in the atmosphere. Here we are primarily concerned with Ehe

attenuation of sunlight (direct, plus scattered) reaching the eart.hrs surface. The
attenuation of sunlight. by aerosol is dependent on the refractive index of the
aerosol, which deEermines the proportion of scattering versus absorption, on the
geometric cross secEions of the part.icles involved and on an optical. extinction
coefficient. dependent on refractive index, particle radius and wave length
(Friedlander L977, Twomey L977'l .

the attenuation of suntiEhE is calculated using Ehe parameterised scheme for
radiation scattering and absorption in aerosol layers developed for thick clouds on
Venus (Sagan and Pollack 1967). BeneaEh lhe aerosol clouds which cover more than
or equal to 2 per cent of the Southern Hemisphere the intensity of sunlight at noon
is est,imated to be at most, approximately 20 per cent of that, on a normal day.

These clouds in the Southern Hemisphere will probably have no large
environmental impact. They will be carried by winds around the hemisphere and
dispersed in a few days. The Eotal aerosol mass predicted for injection in the
Southern Hemisphere lies somewhere between the mass injected by the Krakatoa (f883)
and Agung (1963) volcanoes (Deirmendjian 1973). The climatic impact of t.hese
volcanoes, and by analogy Ehe dust from nuclear nreapons in t,he Southern Hemisphere,
while deEectable (NAS l9?5) would be insignificant compared wiEh the more direct
ef f ect,s of these explosions.
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In the Northern Hemisphere the situation is more complex. The total aerosol
mass injected from this hypothetical nuclear war is perhaps l0 Eirnes that injected
by the Krakatoa volcano and more than 100 times Ehe naEural loading of E,he
atmosphere (Twomey L977'1. We calculate that Ehe huge black clouds forned over the
target areas with columnar aerosol loadings of 6-13 g m-z absorb 92 per cent and
reflect 8 per cent of ehe incoming solar radiation, and transmit virtually no
sunlight Eo the surface. There would be irnrnediele effects on surface temperaEures
in continental areas away from oceans due to lhis blocking of sunlight. The
darkness and cold (in inland regions) combined witlr the general shortage of medical
facilities, food and shelter, will make the task of surviving more difficulE for
the remaining populaEion.

The clouds have such large optical thickness, T = 50 to 100, ehaE on average
(assuming they were well mixed) all the absorption of solar radiation sould Eake
place in the top 1 km. This I km layer would experience an initial heating rate
due to solar radiation of approximately 100 K day-I as a 24 hr average. The
equilibrium temperature for this I km layer with this albedo would be at least
27O K. The heating of the layer could cause the rapid bouyant convection of these
elouds into the stratosphere. Once in the sEratospherer the lifetime of the clouds
would be greatly prolonged permitting them to become dispersed over the whole globe
and persist,ing for nonths to years. If 50 per cent of the aerosoL emitted in the
Northern Hemisphere by this hypothetical trar was dispersed over the globe as an
aerosol layer, its colunn mass loading would be 0.2 g m-2, its opcical depth
trould be approximaEely I.5 and it would absorb or reflecE approximately 80 per cent
of the incoming solar radiaEion. As Lhe circulation between the hemispheres is
quite rapid above 20 km the Southern Hemisphere would not escape from such a global
darkening evenE.

There are other processes which could affect Lhe fate and t,he attenuation of
sunlight by this aerosol layer. If these processes are rapidly effective they may
modify the effects of the aerosol jusl described.

Processes affecting the optical depth of such clouds are:

1. the production of new aerosol particles,

2. the coagulation of aerosol particles'

3. the diffusion and dispersion of t,he aerosol throughout the atmosphere, and

4. the removal of this aerosol by precipitaEion scavenging and dry
deposition.

It should be stressed that tbese processes are interactive and t,hat, a proper
evaluation of the subsequent fate of tbese aerosol clouds requires comPlex
rnodelling not yet undertaken. Any change in the albedo or heating rate of the
atmosphere will induce some change in atmospheric dynamics, cloud formation and
precipit.ation. Obviously reduced precipitaEion through Ehe aerosol clouds would
increase Eheir lifetime, whereas increased precipi[at,ion will reduce it. Changes
in one direction or the other trould be likely if such aerosol clouds entered the
atmosphere. lfe believe that even lhe direction of such changes is presently
unknown. In t,he absence of the modelling necessary to gualify these processes we
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atternpt to critically assess the
unperturbed atmosphere and their
the clouds.

time scales of processes 2, 3 and 4 in an
likely effect on Ehe attenuation of sunlight by

The processes of coagulation and di.spersion of aerosol afe coupled because the
coagulation rate is dependent on the square of the aerosol concentration. So
dispersion of aerosol into clear air reduces the total coagulation rate.
Furthermore, for a constant volune (or nass) of aerosol the opEimum size aerosol
for optical extinction is 0.25 u radius (see Friedlander L977, p" f35). The
predominant size particles in tresh smoke is 0.05 u radius. It takes I25 particles
of 0.05 u radius to make up the volume of one 0.25 u radius particle, so substantial
part.icle number reductions can occur while ttre optical depth of the smoke may even
increase! We have previ.ously calculated that t.tre fresh smoke clouds have mass
loadings of 6 to 13 g rn-2 distributed over 9 km depth. This corresponds wiEh
particle densities of 2 to 5 x 104 particles/cm3 with a peak nunber density of
0.05 u radius (Vines et al. L97L, Barlon and Palt,ridge private communicaEion).

Simple coagulation theory (Friedlander 1977, Twomey 19771 indicates that
at tbese initial concent.rations approximately 3 days are required for a factor
of l0 decrease. 9le cannot assess the exact inftuence on optical depth of this
particle number decrease as it requires complex coagulation calculations buE
considering the discussion above it is not obvious t.hat the optical depth would
greatly decrease during the first week or so of coagulation (e.g. see the aerosol
distributions in Burgmeier, BLifford and Gillette f9?3). Furthermore the
abovementioned coagulation tines oould be lengthened by dispersi.on of this aerosol
into the stratosphere or tbrough the troposphere.

Simultaneously with this coagulation, there will be dispersion of these
aerosol clouds throughout tbe atmosphere. The rate of di,spersion in the troposphere
depends on the initial size of the clouds and E.hese differ greatly between the
hemispheres. Reasonable estimates of the time for spreadinE of these aerosol clouds
throughout the troposphere (if they do not pass into the slratosphere) are about
one month for the Southern Hemisphere and two weeks for the Northern Hernisphere.

From st.udies of radioactive material (Lambert, Sanak and Polian 1983), of soot
particles (ogren and Ctrarlson I9B3) and of the trequency of @curence of clouds and
precipit.ation (Rodhe and Isaksen 1980) we estimate the average lifeEime of
subinicron aerosol part.icles in the upper Eroposphere to be in t.he ranEe I0 to
30 days and perhaps l0 times as long in the lower stratosphere (NAS 1975). This
implies that the mass of such aerosol particles produced during and imrnediately
following the war and contained in the upper troposphere would decline due to
scavenginS (by precipitation) to 30 per cent within two weeks to a month" The mass
of aerosol particles in the lower stratosphere would decline sinilarly due to
stratospheric-tropospheric exchange within three to twelve nonths.

Tbe sleady state loading of aerosol mass in the troposphere due to forest
tiresr 3Dd oil and gas well fires in tbe months after a nuclear rear would be
approximatery 0.001 g m-2 in the southern Hemisphere and approxinateJ.y
0.03 9 m-z in the Northern Hemisphere. This loading is below the natural level
in tbe Southern Hemisphere, but somewhere between the background level and that
fron the Krakatoa injection in t.he Northern Hemisphere and as such could cause
marginally deteclable climatic changes.
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In summary it appears that fire-snoke and dust rise wiII forrn black clouds
over all target areas following a nuclear rrar. Initially Ehese clouds would only
affect surface temperature in the Norlhern Hemisphere. However it is probable that
some faction of t,hese clouds niII buoyantly rise into the stratosphere and darken
Ehe sky globally for nronEhs. Alternat,ively if they renain in the troposphere {and
they do not perturb the dynamics of Ehe atmosphere and the freguency of
precipitalion) the clouds could coagulate, disperse and be scavenged during a few
weeks after the war. In the latter case, the effects of the clouds on surface
temperature and the weather would be confined to the Nort,hern Hemisphere (provided
there is no change in tropospheric inEerhemispheric exchange). The temperature and
weather changes would last perhaps no longer than the clouds themselves.

It must be recognised that there is great uncertainty in many of the figures
presented. Ilere we have attempted to take Ehe rnost reasonable or median value for
any particular term. In some cases the upper and lower lirnits are an order of
magnit,ude different. fron the values chosen. The uncertainty in our final
calculations is probably at, Ieast this large.

From: "Atmospheric Effects From Post-Nuclear Fires", by PauI J. Crutzen,
Ian E. Galbally and Christopb Briihl, in Climatic Change, vol. 6, 1984.
Copyright 1984 by D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht, Holland.

'rlt is also guite possible that, fallout of the targe amounts of dark aerosol
will lead to a substantial reduction in photosynthesis in the upper layers of the
oceans and lakes. Under normal condilions, filter-feeding zooplankton very
actively remove small-sized nineral and organic particles in a matter of weeks from
t.he euphotic layer to the deep sea through their excrelions (Delanyr 1967;
Alldredge and [ladin, 1982; Degens and Ittekott, 1983; Deuser et a]., I983a, b) "
Aft,er the darkness period following a nuclear war, this biological cleansing
nechanism may be much disturbed, so tha! oceanic productivity may remain reduced
over considerable time, even after the clearing of the almosphere. Another
negative factor contributing to this may be that fire produced aerosols contain
large amounts of harnful pollutants, e.g. trace metals (Hardy and Crecelius, 198f)
and radioactive material.

**

From: The Effects on the Atmosphere of a Major Nuclear Exchange, report of
the Comnittee on the Atrospheric Effects of Nuclear Explosions, by the
National Research Council, National Acadenry of Sciences,
Washington, D.C., 1985.

"Unlike soot from Ehe long-lasting fires, dust from a nuclear explosion would
be lofted to its stabilization altitude within 3 or 4 min, and, once a nuclear
attack stopped, there would be no additlonal sources. Dust has an appreciabte
effect on climate only if it is of small size (subrnicron, or less than
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one micrometer (1 um) in radius) and if it is lofted Co t,he stratosphere, where
residence times are appreciable. (An alEered staEe of the atmosphere would make
estimates of residence E,imes less certain. Consideration of dust, Iofted to all
altitudes is required in climate simulations.) Iofting into the stratosphere
requires a subsEantial explosion energy, a yield above roughly I tt{t. Most of the
following discussion will be based on idealized calculations for l-!tt surface
bursts (Zinn, 1973; Horak et aI., L982; Horak and Kodis, 1983).

If a nuclear fireball is to raise significant amounts of dust to great,
altitudes, the bursl nust occur very close Eo tbe ground. One measure of the
ability of a fireball to raise particles is the amount of fallout observed near the
explosion. This local fallout consists mostly of the largest particles, those that
cannot be long supported by the flow and thaE fall to t,he ground early in the cloud
rise.

For bursts in the air, t.hose very close to the ground (r'surface burst.s'r) are
most effective in raising dust. If the weapon were slightly buried, the total mass
in Ehe cloud would increase dramatically, but because much of the explosion energy
is deposited in the ground and there is no radialive fireball, the cloud rise would
be very modest. A surface burst can be loosely defined as one close enough to the
ground that the primary int.eraction with the soi.l occurs through the agency of
radiative transport instead ot blast. The det.ails witl depend on the radiative
characEeristics of the specific weapon, but from Zinnrs (1973) hypothetical
l-Mt case i.t can be estinated that the burst height would have to be less than a
few tens of meters.

X-rays would be deposited in a thin layer of rock or soil and would generate
an intense shock wave in the Eround. Close to ground zero, rock would be vaporized
by the shock; farther out, rock would be meltedi and finally, at greater distances,
the rock would be displaced, creating a cloud of ejecta frorn the forming crater.
All these Processes would contribute to the dust load of E.he fireball. There are
three additional sources of dust; the metal vapors that, are t.he physical remains
of the weapon, soil lotted in the so-called "thermal layer", and dust swept into
the stem and fireball by afterwinds. These three mechanisms are not expected to be
najor sources of dust for surface burst.s.

Recondensed vaporized material is an important source of fine parEicles in
nuclear clouds from surface bursts. Most of the vapor is derived from rock and
soil. Only a modest amount of metal is contained in a ballistic missile warhead.

The relative importance of t.he mechanisms that produce vapor from rock and
soil varies with height of burst. If the bomb were exploded at. or slight.ly below
the surface, about half or more of the energy would be delivered as a strong shock
propagated into tbe ground. Initially, this shock would be strong enough to
vaporize rock. From calculat.ions by Butkovich (f974) for underground explosions'
the amount of vaporized rock produced by a surface burst may be estinated at
0.04 TgrzMt for a dense rock target (density of 2.5 g/cn3) and approximately
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0.06 TglMt for a porous dry soil or a very porous dry rock target (density of
I.4 g/cm5l .

In addition co vapor, a much larger nass of melted rock would be produced by
the shock. For a surface burst on a dense rock target, about 0.5 to 0.6 Tgrl!,lt of
rock would be shock melted; uP to twice as much melt would be produced fron porous
targets. Aboul half of the nelt would be sprayed as a conical sheet, oul of ehe
expanding crater. BoEh sides of the sheet would then be exposed to radiation from
the fireball. Because temperatures in the earl.y fireball would exceed the
vaporization temperat,ures Eypical of rock melts (0.4 eV, or about 5,000 K), part of
the ejected nelt sheet. rould be vaporized. In a l-Irtt explosion the temperature of
the fireball would drop below typical vaporization temperatures for rock rnelts
after about, 5 s. Local fireball temperatures adjacent to the melt sheet would drop
below vaporization temperatures sooner, owing Eo transfer of energy to rock vapor
and to increased opacity near the melt sheet. The enthalpy reguired to vaporize
silica melts is of the order of 500 calories per gran lcat1g1, and, if all the
energy of the fireball were transferred to the rock vapor, the entire melt sheet
from a dense t,arget would be vaporized (about, 0.3 Tg,/Mt). The EenperaEure of the
fireball would drop below the vaporization temperature of the melt sheet long
before this could happen, however. The thin leading edge of Ehe melt sheet, which
would be exposed longest and to the highesl energy radiation, probably would be
entirely vaporized, but negligible vaporizat,ion would occur f rorn t,he late, thick
trailing part of the ejecta sheet. From rough considerations of the geonetry and
velocity structure of the ejecta sheet and t.he temperature-history of the fireball,
it is estimated that probably no more than about one-tenth of the melt sheet
(0.03 to 0.06 TglMt) would be vaporized by radiation from the fitebalt.

The total amount of vaporized rock (shock-vaporized plus vaporized melt)
expected from a surface burst therefore is of t,he order of 0.07 to 0.12 Ig/14E,
depending on the porosity and conpressibility of the surface material.

The melt, would also be the source of another class of small particles after
the fireball cooled belos the vaporization temperature. Divergent tlow and
aerodynamic disruption would break up t,he ejected melt sheeE into droplets. Some

of these droplets would remain sufficiently large thal they would soon fall out of
the fireball, buE. microscopic droplets would also be formed.

The principal renaining sources of dust, are solid particles ejected from the
crater or swept up by the afterwinds. The size distribution of solid particles
ejected from a surface burst crater is dependenE on Ehe characteristics of Ehe
targee. Even from a crater produced in massive strong rock, a snall fraction of
the ejecta consists of micron and submicron particles.

lrtost fine particles ejected from surface burst craters collide wiEh and stick
to larger fragnents. As an upper bound, probably no more than about I percent of
the tot,al mass consisting of particles smaller than I um is carried to stablization
.aata::: in the fireball from a surface burst on a strong rock target.
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Ejecta from craters produced in fine particulaLe Carget material, such as fine
alluvium, nay be expected to yield somewhat nore than 0.1 Tq/!t of fine solids
entrained in the fireball, provided thaE Ehe target is dry. In ejecEa from wet
targets, on the other hand, the mass of fine solid particles that are separated and
entrained in lhe fireball nay be less Ehan 0.1 TglDft, regardless of whether t.he
material is strong rock or unconsolidated parEicles.

As height of burst is increased, delivery of energy to lhe shock in the ground
drops rapidly. The principal sources of dust becorre particles condensed from vapor
and part,icles swept up from the surface. At sufficiently lou height of burst, some
surface matarial would be cornpleEely vaporized by radiation from the early fireball
and later would condense to fine particles as the fireball cooled. AE greater
distances, only water and other relatively volat,ile constituents would be vaporized
by opt,ical photons fron the fireball. The gas thus produced would loft solid
particles and melt droplets inlo the fireball.

Finally, as the fireball rose, t,he afterwinds would scour the surface. This
sc.ouring could be an important source of dust if a dry, fine particulaEe soil were
present at the target or it previous bursts had dried, crushedr and loosened the
soil and raised precursor dust clouds.

In conclusion, naterials directly vaporized by t,he nuclear explosion as weII
as ejecta melt are t,he principal sources of the fine particles lofted by nuclear
cLouds. Because these processes are relatively insensitive to soil and rock t1pe,
data from high-yield explosions on coral islands can reasonably be used to estimate
t.he dust. Iotted by cont,inental bursts.

These considerations of source mechanisms suggest t,hat the mass of particulates
lofted to stabilizat,ion altitude by surface bursts would be a few times 0.I TglMt.

The 5,500-Mt baseline case included 400 weapons of I !{t or greater and
2r000 smaller weapons averaging 0.5 Mt detonated as surface burst.s, presumably
against hard targets such as silos and buried command structures.

The ranges of lofted dust. are assumed to arise only from ttre plausible range
of 0.2 to 0.5 Tg,/irte for t.he lofting capabilities of the nuclear clouds. The rnost
probable value of the lofted dust is 0.3 Tg,/trtt, resulting ln an est,imated 15 Tg of
stratospheric submicron dust. If the uncertainty in the submicron dust fraction is
included, the overall range of uncertainty of potential dust injections increases
further.

The mass of submicron dust lofEed into Ehe stratosphere in the baseline case
is relatively small (fO to 24 Tg) in comparison with masses in the case studies by
Turco et al. (f983). ContribuEing to this difference are the smaller weapon yields
and the reduced total megatonnage in surface bursts that have been assumed in the
baseline case.
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The conniEtee considered excursions that rnight increase the role of dust in
postwar clinatic effects. The main, 8,500 !1t, excursion adds I00 20-Mt surface
bursts thaE might be used in attacks on superhard targets. The clouds from such
bursts would reach 37 km (top) and 19 km (bot.tom), so that virtually all the lofted
dust would reach the stratosphere. The lofEed mass would be 400 to 1,000 'Ig
(600 Tg likely), with 8 percent of the mass in the subnicron fraction.

The committee also considered a sinulEaneous attack totaling 500 Mt of surfaee
bursts against a clusler of closely spaced hard t,arEets. As discussed earlier, the
ri.se of the resulling giant fireball would be qualitaEively different from the rise
of single-megaton buoyant fireballs. The rise rates are nuch greater (kilometers'per second, instead of 100 m/sl , so thal the lofting etficiency might exceed t,he
energy-constrained maximun ot 2.5 Tg/l E expected tor buoyant fireballs. For
exanple, the impact proposed by Al-varez et il. (1980, f982) to explain the
iridium-enriched CreEaceous-Tertiary (K-T) boundary claystone apparently lofEed a
tocal of 107 T9 (f019S) of dust. If the 10-km diarneter^impactor had a velocity
of 30 kn,/s, its kineBic energy would have been about l0oMt. Most of this energy
was deposited in the target maEerial, but perhaps 5 percent (5 x I06Mt) appeared
as thermal energy of the vaporized projectile and target material (Jones and
Kodis, f982). The explosive expansion of this high-pressure gas created an
enormous fireball that was unconfined by Ehe atmosphere and probably provided the
energy to spread the dust worldwide. The inplied lofting efficlency of the
Crelaceous-Tertiary fireball is roughty 2 Tg,/Mt. If this efficiency is used for
the 500-Ml firebatl in the postulated simultaneous at,t.ack, the mass lofEed lo very
great altitude (perhaps 100 km; C. E, Needham, S-Cubed, Inc., Albuguerque,
unpublished numerical sirnultations of 500-!lt explosions, f982) would be about
1'000 Tg. This value is comparable with Ehe dust lofted by the 100 20-ttt burst,s in
the 8,500 excursion.

The mass of submicron dust lofted i,nto the stratosphere during a nuclear war
would depend most critically on the following factors: (1) the number and
individual yields of weapons used in surface bursts, l2l the lofting efticiency of
Ehe fi.reballs, and (3) the size distribution of particles in the stabilized cloud.

... Moreover, rapid spreading of particulates into t,he tropics and even into
the southern hemisphere is a real possibility. These conclusions are contingent
upon the assumptions that a substantial fraction of the smoke particles produced by
burning cities would survive early scavenging and coagulaEion, and Ehat subseguent
aging and scavenging processes wouLd not remove submicron gmoke particles
distributed throughout the middle and upper troposphere at a removal rate greater
than about (2 weeks)-r. Because of optical saturatlon due to the high
absorptivity of smoke, the climatic effecls are likely eo be insensitive fo
moderate chanEes in smoke or absorptivity about t,he baseline values. Honever,
lower values of either of these guantities by a factor of about 4 would lie near
the edge of the saturation regine, and clinatic etfects would decrease rapidly for
large reductions. ClimaLic effects are also sensitive to the removal rate of
smoke.' If middle and upper tropospheric rates were as large as (I week)-l
temperature Perturbations would be considerably noderated although stilL
significant. Improvements in the models are needed, particularly to investigate
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further t,he effect.s of realistic transport and dispersion of smoke and dust in the
perEurbed atnosphere, the infrared opacity of the srpke, diurnal and seasonal
effects, and the possible roles of ground fog and stratus and ot ultra-high clouds
tormirg at the top of the convective layer that may be driven by absorpEion of
solar radiation in snoke and dust clouds. Long-term effect.s arising from possible
changes in Ehe properties of the underlying surface also require further study.

VI. CIIEI4ICAL CHANGES IN THE AT!,1OSPIiERE

Fron: Global Conseguences of Nuclear l{ar and the Developing Countries, reporE
by the Cothmittee of Soviet Scientists for Peace, against the Nuclear
Threat, lrloscow, June 1984, p. IZ.

trA huge amount of nitrogen oxides will be released during high-altitude
powerful nuclear explosions in the atmosphere. Their contenE will increase several
times over the norrnal level and they will bind atmospheric ozone. Aft,er Ehe smoke
dispels, the intensity of deadly ultraviolet radiaEion reachinE the Earth's surface
is going to increase aPproxinately 2.5 Eimes due to the destruction of the ozone
layer. Radiation sharply increases as t.he ozone layer disintegrates. If only
L0 per cent of ozone is left, the deadly irradiation dose uill accunulate in the
niddle latitudes within a year while in the t,ropics it develops during the light
hours of juse one day. The peoples of the tropical countries wiII find themselves
between the anvil of frost.s and the hamner of deadly ultraviolet rays.

Fron: rOn lhe Influence of Nuclear Explosions in the Atmosphere on the Ozone
Content in the St.ratosphere', by y. Izrael, V. N. petrov and
D. A. Severov, in lileteorolqgia i Hydrologia, No. 9 (1983), pp. 5-I3.

".. . The analysis shows that explosive force of 104 Mt nould destroy
30-60 per cent of the Eotal amount of ozone in the northern hemisphere. High
injection rates are likely to considerably enhance the concentration of ozone below
E.he level of injection owing to an increase in ultraviolet radiation caused by the
destruction of the ozone in the upper layers of the stratosphere.

The large-scale spread of radioactive products affects ecosystems by radiation
and changes in electrical characterist.ics of the atmosphere. The pollution of the
atmosphere by radioactive products and dust alt.ers Ehe radiation characteristics ot
lhe atnpsPhere, changes weather and climate, and causes deterioration of ecosystems
because of the reduction of solar radiation. The climate is also atfecEed by
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chanEes in the gas composit,ion of the atnrosphere brought about by nitric oxides,
ozone, methane ethylene and t,he formation of tropospherical ozone and other gases
which significantly affect the thermal exchange in the atnosphere. Changes in the
albedo (radiation reflection capacity) of the Earthrs surface oeing to fires can
also cause changes in climate.

From; rrlong-Term Biological Conseguences of Nuclear !lar., by Paul R. Ehrlich
et al., in Science, vol. 222 (23 December 1983), pp. 1293-1300.
Copyright 1983 by the Anerican AssociaEion for the Advancement of
Science.

"In a nuclear war, large quantities of air pollutants, including CO, 03,
NO;r clanides, vinyl chlorides, dioxins, and furans would be released near Ehe
surface. Snog and acid precipitation would be widespread in the aftermath of the
nuclear exchange. These t,oxins might not have significant inmediate effects on the
vegetat.ion thal was already devastated, although, depending upon their persistence,
they could cerEainly hinder it.s recovery. Their atmospheric transport by winds to
more distant, initially unaffected ecosystens, on the ot,her hand, night be an
important additional effect. Large-scale fires coupled wlth an interruption ot
photosynthet.ic CO2 uptake would produce a short,-term increase in the atmospheric
CO2 concentration. The quant.ity of CO2 now in the atmosphere is eguivalent to
that, used by several years of photosynthesis and is further buffered by the
inorEanic carbon reserves of the ocean. Thereforer if Ehe global climate and
photosynthetic productivity of ecosystems recovered to near-normal levels within a
few years, it is unlikely that any significant long-lerm change in t,he composit,ion
of the atmosphere would occur. It is not beyond the realm of possibility, however,
that an event enconpassing both hemispheres, with the ensuing damage Eo
photosynthetic organisms, could cause a sudden increase in CO2 concentration and
thus long-Eerm climaEic changes. For cornparison, the time scale for recycling of
02 Ehrough the biosphere is about 2000 years.

From: "The Atrnospheric Etfects of Nuclear War", by A. Barrie Pittock' in
Australia and Nuclear War, l,lichael Denborough, ed. (Croon Helm, Sydney,
Australia' 1983), PP. 145-146.

'rSeveral major seLs of atnospheric chenistry processes are relevant Eo the
problem of the impact of nuclear war. One is Ehe t,ropospheric set of reactions
best, known in relat,ion to photochemical smog situat.ions (Calvert, 1982). Chief
ingredients in these tropospheric reacEions are oxides of nitrogen, both generated
by the nuclear explosions Ehemselves and by subsequent fires, and hydrocarbons
produced by incomplete combust.ion in urban, rural and oil or gas fires, or released
by the evaporaEion of oit spills and natural gas leaks. These will react in the
presence of sunlight to produce abnormally high concentrations of ozone and other
noxious chemicals which are damaging to delicaLe plants and sensitive animal
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tissues such as eyes, nose, throat. and lungs. Formation of lhese harnful products
in surface air may be at least init.iatly suppressed by the reduction of available
sunlight due to dust. and smoke clouds in the troposphere and stratosphere. The
duration of this reduct.ion of avail.able sunlight is an irnportant issue.

A second major set of ctremieal reactions operate in the straEosphere to
conErol the concentration of ozone (Crutzen, L979i National Research Council, 1982)
which is normally present in nuch higher concenErations in the middle stratosphere
than in the tropospbere. The amount of ozone in a vertical column largely controls
the intensity of solar ultraviolet radiation in the biologically damaging
wavelengths (known as UV-B radiation) which produce sunburn, skin cancers and
damage to the cornea of the eye (leading lo cat.aract,s and blindness). At the
temperatures and ultraviolet radiation levels which prevait in Ehe stratosphere
additional oxides of nitrogen lead to a reduction in ozone concenEration. The
introduction of bomb- or combustion-generated oxides of nitrogen into the
stratosphere will lead to reductions in the ozone column amounts and to increases
in UV-B inEensities at, the surface. AEain, Ehis effect, at the surface would
initially be otfset by the presence of absorbing dust and smoke layers in the
troposhere and/or stratosphere so the lifetime of these absorbing layers is
critical.

The third major chemical consideration is the process by which fine particles
are generaEed in situ by gaseous contaminant,s. This process oPerates naturally
afEer major volcanic eruptions such as the EI Chich6n eruption in Mexico in
April 1982. This process leads to the continuing formation of small particles'
replacing those lost by coagulation and subsequent gravitational fallout, and could
be important in prolonging the lifetime of absorbing layers in the stratosphere.

From: "rNuclear winterr to be taken seriouslytt, by Richard Turco, O. B. Toon,
Thomas P. Ackernan, James B. Pollack and Carl Sagan, in Nature'
vol. 3fl (27 September 1984), P. 307.

I'The dramatic restructuring of the Earth's atmosphere by injected aerosols
moves the lower atnrosphere totrards isothermality and the upper atmosphere towards a

major thermal inversion, as shown in our Science paper. In a fully interact,ive
calculation, this resEruct,uring would significantly prolong the duration of the
climatic effects following a nuclear war. The snow,/albedo and sea ice,/thermal
inerr-ia feedback effects also act to extend t,he duration of nuclear winter.

**
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From; rrsome Changes in the Atmosphere over Australia Ehat may Occur due to a
Nuclear lilar", by I. E. Galbally, P. J. Crutzen and Il . Rohde, in
Australia and Nuclear War, t'tichael Denborougb, ed. (Croon Helm, Sydneyr
Australia, 1983), pp. L73-L79.

'The effects of this hypothetical nuclear war on sEratospheric ozone' on
radioact.ivity and on the acidity of rainwater are also evaluated. AII these
evaluations are based on lhe assumpeion of an unperlurbed aEmospheric circulation
and the absence of Ehe aerosol clouds already discussed.

Ozone absorbs incoming solar radiation of wavelength shorter bhan abouE
320 nm, and thus shields lhe eart.hrs surface from biologically damaging ult,raviolet
radiation. A change in the ult.raviolet radiaEion reaching the eart.hrs surface due
to a change in Ehe amount of ozone could have undesirable effects on those
biological sysEems that are exposed to sunlight. In addition, ultraviolet as well
as infra-red absorption by ozone plays an inportant role in determining atmospheric
temperatures and clinate.

The actual distribution of ozone in the atmosphere is determined by ehe
cornbined effects of its production and destruction processes (including
temperature - and radiation - induced variations) along with atnospheric transport.
processes. tlence the only way that the theory and observations of atnospheric
ozone can be compared is by means of cornplex numerical sirnulaEion of all the
processes involved.

Nit,ric oxide is produced by nuclear weapons by the heating of air in t,he
int,erior of the fireball and in the shock wave (Gilmore 1975). This nitric oxide
is tnixed throughout the nuclear cloud. The cloud, for bombs with total yields of
I Mt or Ereater, penetrates tbe tropopause depositing a substantial amount of NO in
t,he stratosphere. At heights above 20 km this NO is expected to cause ozone
depletion.

The clouds from bombs of total yield smaller than I l{t, do not penetrate deep
into the stratosphere and so for a given total megatonnage of t eapons a shift
towards smaller ideapon size decreases the effect on stratospheric ozone whereas an
increase in individual weapon size increases the effect on straEospheric ozone.
This factor is important in understanding differences between the various assumed
scenarios (tlhitten, Borucki and Turco 1975; NAS 1975; Crutzen and Birks 1982).

It is not expected that. there would be any significant direct effect of
nuclear weapons exploded in the Southern Henisphere on the ozone layer. The I73 t'lt
of 'reapons exploded in lhe Southern Hemisphere in the Ambio Scenario I (see Crutzen
and Birks 1982) is smaller than Ehe 300 Mt of mainly high yield bombs used in
atmospheric tesEs by the US and USSR in 196I and L962. There has been considerable
debate as to shether t,hese bombs produced an ozone decrease of a fe$, per cent
(Chang, Duerrer and Wuebbles 1979). Because of the large scatter in ozone
measuremenEs and our lack of understanding of all of ttre natural causes of ozone
fluctuations, it has not been possible to uneguivocally identify an ozone decrease
due to these weapons Eests. Thus the direct. effect, on the stratosphere of Ehe

/...
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175 l{t allocated to the Southern Hemisphere in the Ambio Scenario I would probably
be undeEectable irrespective of the yields of the weapons used.

Crutzen and Birks (f982) consider the influence on stratospheric ozone of
nitrogen oxides injected inEo the stratosphere from two different vrar scenarios.
fn Ambio Scenario I, the weapons are prirnarily low yield and no significant ozone
depletion occurs. However, in the Scenario II, where high yield weapons are used
there is massive injection ot NO* into t.he Northern Hemisphere st,ratosphere,
perhaps twenty Eimes t,he natural level, and we musE consider the effecE of this and
its spread to the Southern Hemisphere.

Model st,udies of ozone depletion frorn this type of scenario have been carried
out by ltlhitten et al. (1975), Chang (see NAS 1975) and more recently by Crutzen and
Birks (f982).

Crutzen and Birks (1982) two-dinensional model predicts a rather uniform
65 per cent depletion of the ozone column spread from 45'N to lhe North PoIe by the
50th day following the war. The depletions becone less toward the equator and
beyond, being 57, 42, 26, 12 and I per cent at 35"N, 25"N, 15'N, 5'N and 5'S,
respect,ively. As time Progresses, the ozorie depletions become less in t.he Nort.hern
llemisphere, but NO; is t.ransport,ed to the Southern Hemisphere and causes
significanE, depletion there. Teo years following the war in the NorLhern
Hemisphere the ozone column depletions vary uniformly from 15 per cent at 5'N to
56 per cent at 85"N, with a 39 per cent depletion of t,he ozone column at 45'N. At
the same time ozone column depLetions range from 12 per cent at 5'S to 18 per cent
at 85"S in t,tre Southern Hernisphere.

There are some important uncertaint,ies in t.hese model calculations. Along
with the nitrogen oxides, Iarge quantities of water vapour and particulates will be
injecled into the stratosphere. These particulates could have some minor role in
contributing to t.he ozone destruction chemistry. This cannot. at presenE be
quantified. More importantly if the parEiculates are light absorbing they will
contribute to the local heating of the stratosphere. Ozone depletion will, of
course, lead to local coolinE. Some of the ozone destroying reactions are
dependent, on temperature so these changes in heat,ing raEes are important,.
Furthermore the circulation of the stratosphere is driven by latitudinal and
vertical differences in heating and coolinE rates. A thick layer of light.
absorbing aerosol in the lower stratosphere would affect the dynamics of t.he
straEosphere, the temperaEure of the stratosphere, the distribution of ozone
destroying pollutants and ozone depletion in complex ways which ne cannot predict.
!{e can be confiden!, however, that the perturbat,ion in the ozone column of lhe
NorEhern tlenisphere would be quile large for a Scenario II nuclear war. The
magriitude of the effect. in the Southern Hemisphere is more uncertain.

The effect at the eart,hr s surface in the Southern Hemisphere of a 10 per cent.
ozone decrease has been calculated by Palt.ridge and Barton (1978) and Stordal, Hov
and Isaksen (f982) to be in the range of a 20-30 per cent increase in biotogically
damaging ultraviolet radiation (UV-B). The expected adverse effects of increased
levels of Uv-B include increased incidence of skin cancer in fair skinned races,
decreased crop yields and variety of stresses on Eerrest.rial and aguaEic ecosysEems
(NAS 1979).
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one factor which could miEigate these stresses from UV-B is the presence of

enhanced levels of aemospheric aerosol from the nuclear weapons and subsequent

fires. Evans et al. (1977) observed a 20 fold decrease in total UV radiation
(direct plus diffuse) under a smoke plume that had an opeical depth for scattering

ofT3g3gg.=l.6.obviouslyaminor,butpersistentenhancementofatmospheric
aerosol in the Southern Hernisphere could nitigate Ebe UV-B stress on biological

systems. similarly a persistent doubling of troposphere ozone (crutzen and

Birks 1982) would negaEe the effects of a I0 per cent decrease in straeospheric

ozone. tlowever these effects would have to last for as long as the ozone depletion

and such a coincidence is unlikely'

Anotheref,f,ectofsuchawaristheintroductionofradioacEivenaterialint'o
che aemosphere from the fission material in Lhe bombs and also from any nuclear

facilities aEtacked in the war (Advisors 1982) ' vle exanine bere the deposition of

delayed fallout (that which occurs after 24 hrs) over Australia and from this

hypothetical nuclear war. The deposit]9i-ln the Northern Henisphere has been

extensively examined elsewhere (Ambio 1982) '

A certain fraction of the radioactive material introduced into the

NH atnnsphere during a nuclear lfar wiII eventuall'y find its way across the equator

and be deposlled in the southern Hemisphere. Because of the time iE Eakes to mix

air from one hemisphere into another - several monEhs - we need only concern

ourselves wiEh nuclides with a half-life conparable lo or longer than trtis eime

scale. In the following estimate ete concentrage on 90Sr (Half-life 28 years) for

which there exists fallout data from the nuclear bomb test period' 90Sr is also

imporcanE because of its tendency co accumulate in certain Parts of the human body

(bones and marrorl).

As a basis for Ehe calculations we make the following assumptionss

1. OnIy that fraction of the radioactivity lhat resides in the stratospheric
portion of the stabilized bomb clouds is available for transporf across

the eguatori the tropospheric porEion of the Northern Hemisphere emission

is assumed to be aeposiied -- mainly by precipitabion -- before the air

can reach the Southern Hemisphere'

2. The deposition of Ehe stratospheric fraction is assumed to be distributed
between the tatitude bands sirnilar Eo the observed distribuEion of 90Sr

insoilsafewyearsaft'erEhebombEestperiodinthelatefiftiesand
early sixties (Hardy' Meyer' Allen and Alexander 1958)'

3.Thet'roposphericfraction(excludingEhelocalfallout')ofthesouthern
Hemisphere bomb emission is assumed to be deposited uniformly between Ehe

equaEor and 45'S.

with t,hese assumptions and with due regard Eo the radioactive decay the following

deposiEion values result,. Ambio's Scenarios I would result in an increase in the

:;:;:;.'E'riei-l"po"it of about a-factor of riv;r rf , in addition' alr nucrear

reactors were hit, each by " f ul-uotni' the 90sr deposition would rise by another

factor of 6. Substantial deviations are expected to occur mainly in connection

with differences in precipitation amounts' The relation between the 90Sr deposit
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in southern Hemisphere soil sanples during 1965-1967 and the average annualPrecipilation has been exanined. Despite a considerable scatBer in the date,probably Partly due to deviations from average rainfall during the particular yearsin guesliotle o higher deposit is associated with high average rainfall.
we estinate that certain high rainfall areas may receive a! least a factor ofthree hisher deposits than those indicared above. ;;.-a;;-;;";"rio rhar includesnucrear reactors cercain sites -- parEicularly in lhe nountain regions on the eastcoast of Australla -- nay t,hus receive a 90sr-deposit of roughlr-i-ai7*il."'= ='

The deposition ot 137cs wourd be-similar but 50 per cent higher than t,hat ot90sr (because of a higher viera-ii fita"-ii'inl'rission process) .

considerable amounts of sulfur and nitrogen oxides will be introduced into t,heatmosphere ag a result of lhe fires during 
" i"rg" scare nuclear car. Theseoxides, parlicularly tihen further oxidised to sulfurtc and nitric acid, will tendto make aerosols, croud droplets and precipitation eater acidic. rn the bombclouds from surface bursts the acidity so proauced wirl be neutrarised to a certaindeEree by atlcaline material, e.g. calcium carbonat,e and netal oxides originatingfrom the surface' The sulfur and nitrogen oxides ernitted by the subsequent firesin urban areas, foreEts and oil and gas eells are less likely to be neutralised inthis way.

l{e have made rough estimates of the acidity of precipitacton during ghe rreeksand months foltowing Ehe Ambio scenario war. The forlowlng assumptions are made:

l' Thirty per cent of oxides are deposited by direct uptake at the surfacewiEhout prior oxidation to sulfuric nitrtc acid. TLe rernaining70 per cent is deposited as acid in Jrecipitation.
2' No neutrarisa[ion of these acids takes place in the atnosphere (this is aworsl case assumption).

3' The deposition by precipitation of the surfur and nitrogen emitted inassociation eith the war rill take place in t,he sane lat,iEude belt as Eheemission within two weeks of the eraission.

4' Natural processes alone would maintain a pH in rainwater of about 5, asthey do now.

lle dislinguish between shorl Eern enissione, i.e. those taking place duringtbe first few days after the war and ronger term emissions taking prace during thef irst six tttonths. The enissions are catcutared 
";"';;-;";;il "s "erosolemissions using the relevant enission factors. For long tern enissions we add anadditional source for burning oil and gas wells based on the assumptions made inCrutzen and Birks (f9S2).
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these belts may receive rain
pH value several tenths of a
values are nore acidic than
che earth (Rodhe fggl).

As with radioactivity, certain regions withineith elevated contamination. This raii may ;;;;'"unit lower than the zonal average values. These pHthose experienced in some induslriafised regions of

***

From: The Effec , report of------:;EG"pr,"-iffiar 
Nucrea r Explosions,National Research councir, Na.ional Academy of sciences,washington, D.c., 19g5, pp. lo7_123. 

!, vr es.s,rv=D,

"Effects of Epissions

"Ozone Shield Reduction

"The first perceived threat-of stratospheric ozone by porrutant,s inplicatedthe oxides of nitrogen (No and No2, known coltectivery as No;). Ag that t,ime,the early 1970s, it was the prospect of supersonic flight that caused concern(see' e'9" NRc, 1973). rnrlats to the oron" layer fron emissions of chlorofluorocarbons and from increases in nitrous oxide (N2O) concentrations (caused bythe increased application of nitrogen fertilizerE) have been recognized andassessed (see' €'9', NRc, 198rt. irte piooi"r-ot ozone reauction by N2o increaseis in essence the sane as lhat of reduction by adding No1, since N20 isconverted to No in the stratosphere. rn 1975 the NRC conducted a workshop for thepurpose of studying eftects of rarge-scar" nu"i."r detonations. of arl of theaspects addressedr that concerning the etrecie-of Nox injection received the mos.detailed treatnent because of the recent awareness brought ab6ut by the ssr studies(crutzen' 1971; 'Johnston, r97rt and the oork of Foley and Ruderman (1973), whopointed out that the Nox produced in the fireballs of nuclear weapons should leadto ozone reduction (see--olone reductions from No* injections for various nuclearwar scenarios) (Charry and lrtuebbleE, 1992, Crutze; 
"nd 

girX=, igiZf .
The list of chenical react,ions thought to describe the behavior of ozone inthe stratosphere. is long and imposing. rh. int"ractions of the various atoms andmolecules among themselves and litn sunrigit-"ii tn"i, further dependence uponatmospheric transport make uP a very cornpiicat"J 

"y"t.r. Though much is knownabout this system and ttre auitity to rnodel it has increased considerably in thelast decade' much uncertainty stirl renain 
"it.io"nt to the application of thenodels to such drastic perturuations as trrose ri tne baseline scenario. gowsver,there is now a large body of evidence ln"a-""..entrations of ozone in tbe presentstratosphere are princip;rty coitrorled by no;-irom naturar sources. For thisreason alone' iE is expected that a rarge perfurbation in the stratospheric burdenof Nox' particularry in cne upper regions of the stratosphere, would result in alarge decrease in the ozone aolurnn.
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The amount of ozone reduction caused by injection of No into Ehe stratosphere

depends on the amounEs of No-and their distribution with altit'ude' which in the

case of a nuclear bomb depend upon the yield and height of burst' Thus the

estimate of the ozone reduction tnag woutd result trorn a nuclear war depends on Ehe

yield, type ot bursE, and laEit'udel for each u'eaPon of the scenario used. For the

baseline scenarro, concentrations of N-Ox would UL greatly enhanced in Ehe lower

stratosPhere uP to about 19 km'

;r:." Ehe rnodel used in this study considers transport onry in the verEicre

dimension, it cannoE provide an estimate o! the amounts of NO; transported into

Ehe southern hemisphere. The ability of the atmosphere to transporE trace

substances across the eguaEor in the stratospbere was demonstrated by many

observations of radioactive debris from nuclear weapons tesEing'in the atmosphere'

The nature of Ehis phenomenon was delineated by Mahlman and Moxin (1978) using a

general circuration model. Their study, using a single mid-latitude fracer

injection, showed that the maximum burden in the "ouih"tn 
hemisphere occurred about

9 months afEer the inject,ion and was less than l0 per cent of the initial amount

injected. Crutzen "rrd 
girk" (1982) calculatea soutnern hemisphere ozone reducti'on

Eo be of the order of 15 per cent occurring after Ehe injection of someuhat higher

amounbs of Nox than in the excursion case'

Ozone Holes and Effects of NO2 RadiaEion Absorption

Luther(1983)hasstudiedshort-termchemicalandradiativeeftecEsof
injections of No inEo the stratosphere by nuclear weapons' The particular problem

he addresses is Ehe "ozone hole'r. Rapid heaEing of portions of- the stratosphere

containing high concentrations of NO2, with subsequent mixing throughout the

heated and desEabilized volume, causes the ozone hole' which is a large reductron

in the ozone column abundance distributed over most of the vertical extent of the

stratosphere, buE confined laterally. Ozone holes would permit a very large

increase in irradiance of ultraviol"t rrgr't at the Eop of the troposphere' which'

in Ehe absence of smoke or clouds, would result in life-damaging effects at Ehe

surface.Luther'sstudyassumedthat'thecloudrernainedcy}indricaltbroughoutthe
depths of the straEosphere and that horizonEal mixing could be represented by eddy

diffusion. These assumptions are probably not realistic, since the "filling" of

the holes by shear in the vertical is likely to be rapid and effective' Thus' it

is considered that the ozone holes would exist for no more t'han a few hours and

their effects would be less severe than those from global-scale reduclions'

Effect.s on Ozone of PasE Nuclear weapons Tests

In accordance with the commitEeeIs estimates, the approximaEely 300 Mt of

total bornb yield in multimegaton aEmospheric bursts by Ehe United StaEes and USSR

in 1961 and 1962 inrroducea "uo,rt-i-;-i;ra-;ddirional 
molecures of niEric oxide

into the straEosphere. Thus one mighl ask wheEher these Eests resulted in a

deptetion of the ozone layer. Using a one-dimensional model' Chang g't aI' (1979)

esEirnated that Ehese nuclear '"."pon= Eests should have resulted in a maximum ozone

column depletion in the northern henisphere of about 4 per cenB in 1963' Analysis

of Ehe ground ozone observati.i"r i"a" by Johnston et al. (1973) showed a decrease

/...
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ot 2'2 pet cent for the period 1960-1952 forlowed by an increase of 4.4 per cent in1963-1970' Although these data are consistenE with the magnitude of the ozonedepletion expected, by no means is a cause and etfect retaiions;io-.";;;1;#;.Angell and Korshover (1973) attributed these observed ozone column changes tometeorologicar factors. The ozone decrease began before ttpst of the ]arge ureaponshad been detonaEed and persisted for too ronE-i period to be totalry attributed torecovery from bomb-induced ozone depletion. unfortunately, because of the largescatter in the ground-based ozone observational dat.a and our lack of undersEandingof arl of the natural causes of ozone fluctuations, one cannot draw definiteconclusions about the effects of nuclear explosions on stratospheric ozone on thebasis of previous tests of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere.

Tropospher ic Composi tion Changes

Because the troposphere is in direct cont,act with the biosphere, it isespecially important to understand the chemical changes that wourd take place inthis region of the atnpsphere forlowing a nucrear war. The many fires ignited bythe nucrear explosions would inject large guantities of carbon monoxide,hydrocarbons, and many other orianic corryounds into the atnosphere. Both fires andthe nuclear explosions themselves would produce large guantities of oxides ofnitrogen' rn the presence of sunlight, these cornpounas react, to form strongoxidants' particularly ozone and organic peroxides such as peroxyacetyl nit,rate(PAN) ' PAN and related compounds have stiong phytotoxic effects. ozone, whilebeing necessary in the stratosphere to serve as a shield against sorar uLtravioletradiation, is considered undesirable at ground lever because of its toxic effectson both plant.s and animals.

whether or not a dense photochenical srnog with high oxidant concentrationswourd form in the wake of a nuclear nar is difficult to evaruate for severalreasons' Perhaps the largest uncertainties are associated with (r) the extent. andduration of the darkening caused by the snpke and dust, and (2,) changes intropospheric dynamics and precipitation rates, which in turn affect. the lifet.imesof the relevant chemical species.

rt is not possible to make quantitative predict.ions of all t,he chemicalcomposition changes of the troposphere folloreing a nuclear war. However, it seemsrikery that the rate of oxidation of troposptreric species would be greatlydecreased, particularly near the surface of Ehe earth, for the period of time thatthe parEicurate matter resides in the atmosphere. Although oxidant.s in theatmosphere are usually looked upon as undesirable because of the damage they causeto plants and animals, oxidants serve an important funct.ion in creansing gheatrDsphere of many anthropogenic and biogenic emissions. In fact, the lifetimes ofnearly alr compounds released to the atmosphere are determined by the rates ofreact,ion with the hydroxyl radical
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In addition to the increased burden of toxic chemicals as Ehe result of

nuclear war fires, one would expect large increases in ttre concentrations of many

reduced compounds for two reasons! (1) the lifetimes of many compounds wou|! be

increased by large factors due Eo reduced concentrations of Otl and oEher oxidants'
and l2l biogenic emissions of some compounds rnight increase by }arge factors
following 6 nusfssl waE.

Because of the large heat capaciEy of Ehe rnixed layer of ttte ocean, the

temperature of Ehe ocean wourd be liEtre changed. The principal effect of a

nuclear war on biogenic emissions from the ocean would probably result fron periods

of lor.r tiqht intensity. Photosynttresis in the ocean Eakes place to a critical
depth wtrere the sunlight is attenuated Eo about I per cen! of its normal incident
liqht flux. Tbe darkness followinq a nuclear war would shift this critical depEh

much closer to the surface. As a result, one nighE exPect the death of a

significant. fract.ion of the phytoplankton and zooplankEon of the northern
hemisphere ocean following a nuclear war (tt{ilne and trlcKay, 1982) '

Toxic Chemical Releases

In addition to the emissions of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides' and Organic

compounds Produced by the pyrolysis and partial combustion of wood' several million
tons of noxious chemicals would be released Eo the atmosphere as a result of the

pyi"fy"i" and partial conbustion of synthetic polymers such as rubber' plastics'
and synthetic fibers located in urban areas, and chernicals in industrial storage'
These chemical releases could have severe local consequences in and near the

heavily populated urban areas. Occasional accidental releases of noxious chemicals

have resulted in temporary evacuations of large areas. ConEamination of the ground

at very lotr levels (one part per million and below) by some parEicularly toxic
chemicals has caused the permanent evacuation of some areas (e"g., Love canal'
New York, and Times Beach, Missouri). Recent attenE'ion has.been drawn particularly
lo tt" polychlorinaged biphenyts (PcBs), dioxins, and chlo1iy-subscituted
dibenzofurans. In the United States aloner more Ehan 300'000 tons of PCBs are

in use in electrical equipmenl and approximately 10,000 tons in,storage
(s. Miller 1983). A large fraction of this Eoxic chenical could be released to the

environment in a nuclear war. ApparenEly, dioxins and dibenzofurans may be

produced in large guantities in Ehe combustion of fuels containing chlorine'
although this is currenLly a matter of considerable controversy (J. A' !4iller ' L979t

Burnb et al., 1980; Chemical and, Engineering News' 1983) '

{rolysis and parEial combuseion of these and less abundant chernicals would

result in the deposition of thousands of chernical species in the atmosphere and

ultimately in the soil and water. The chlorine compounds would be expected to
account for a large fraction of the more Eoxic, mutageniC, teraEogenic' and

carcinogenic comPounds.
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The problem of toxic chemicals released in a nuclear war is highly'specific to
lcrcality and does not lend itself readily to general analysis. It seems likely,
however, that porE,ions of rost of the urban areas affected would be seriously
contaminated, at least in the smoky air during and immediat,ely following burning.
The possibility of serious local contaminat.ion of the ground and waEer for long
times after the war cannot be ruled out.

Among the toxic materials released to t,he environment would be asbestos. The
current worLd production of asbestos fibers amounts to about. 4 rnillion metric tons
Per year. !'ltore t.han 30 million tons (30 Tg) of asbestos has been accumulated in
tbe United States alone. Accurnulation by industrialized nations is in excess of
I00 Tg. These fibers are bound in a wide variety of construction materials and
other products. Much asbestos contained in the nonflammable materials would be
released as the result of pulverization by the nuclear blasl. since asbestos
fibers are nonflammable, they would also be released to the atmosphere upon
combustion of materials such as froor tire and asphalt shingles.

It is difficult to est,imate bow much asbestos would be released to the
atnosphere as the result of a nuclear war. Hoeever, when mixed uniformly
tbroughout the lower 9 km of the acmosphere and over half of the northern
hemisphere, the atmospheric concentration of asbestos is calculated to be about
0.3 fibers per cubic centimeter for each teragram of asbestos released. This
calculation uses the conversion factor used in epiderniologicat studies in which it
is assumed that I fiber would be deEected by phase cont.rast light microscopy for
every 30 x 1'0-12 g ot suspended asbestos. An optical fiber is defined as any
particle longer than 5 um, having a length-to-diameter ratio of at least 3-to-1 and
a maximum diameter of 5 un. Of course, the actual number of fibers is much larger,
owing to the preponderance of smaller fibers not counted. The presenE OccupaEional
safety and Health Administrat,ion (OSHA) standard for exposure to asbestos is a
time-weighed average of 2.0 fibers per cubic centimeter over an g-h period, and
OSHA announced a decision to lower it to 0.5 fibers per cubic centimeter in
November 1983. A recent NRc study (NRc, 1984) estirnated the average
nonoccupational exposure in the United States to asbestos to be 0.0004 fibers per
cubic cent.imeter. Five teragrams (less than 5 per cent of the oorld accunulation)
of asbestos released to the atmosphere would increase the general populatlon
exposure to asbestos by a factor of about 4000 for the period of time that Ehe
particles are suspended and unitormly dist.ributed. Of course, the fibers would be
subject to resuspension and would be concentrated in the boundary layer of the
atmosphere.
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vrl. EFFECTS AND CONSEQUENCES ON ATrr{OSpItERE AND CLIIIATE:
NUCLEAR I{INTER

Froms "The Atmosphere afler a Nuclear War: Trriliqht at Noon", by
Paul J. Crutzen and John Birks, in !q!!9, the journal of the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences, vol. lI, No. 2-3, 1-982.

'For several weeks following the war the physical propert.ies of the Northern
tlemispheric troposphere would be fundanentally altered, with mosE. solar enerEy
input being absorbed in lhe atmosphere instead of at the ground. The normal
dynamic and temperalure struct,ure of Lhe atmosphere would therefore change
considerably over a large fract,ion of the Northern tlemisphere, rvhich will probably
Iead to irnportant changes in land surface EemperaLures and wind systems. The
thick, dark aerosol layer would likely give rise Eo very st.able conditions in the
troposphere (beloW 10 kn) which would rest,rict Ehe renoval of Ehe many
fire-produced and unhealt.hy pollutants from the atmosphere. Furthermore, fires
also produce as many as 5 x 10ru cloud condensation nuclei per gram of wood
consuned. The effecl of many condensation nuclei is to narrow the cloud droplet
size distribution and suppress formation of rain dropleEs by coalescence, probably
leading to a decrease in the efficiency with which clouds can produce rain. The
influence of large-scale vegetation fires on weather has been recognized by
researchers for many years. Aft,er the seEtling of most of the particulate matter.,
ozone concentrations over much of the Northern Hemisphere could approach 150 ppbv
for sone rronths following the rrar. !{ith time, substantial increases in other
pollutants such as PAN to several ppbv may also occur. These species are important
air polluEants which are normally presenE in the atmosphere at much lower
concentrations (-30 ppbv for ozone and less t.han 0.1 ppbv for PAN)

The etfect,s of ozone on public health and plant Erowth have been studied for
several decades, especially in the US in connection with Ehe Los Angeles basin
photochemical srnog problem. The effects on agricultural plant,s may be parEicularly
severe. A major EPA report? Iisted several exanples of decreases in yields of
agricultural crops. For instances 'rA 30 per cent reduccion in the yield of wheat
occurred when wheat at antheses [blooming] was exposed to ozone at 200 ppbv,
4 hours a day for 7 days ... Chronic exposures to ozone at 50-150 ppbv for
4-6 hours a day reduced yields in soybeans and corn groen under field conditions.
The threshold for measurable effects for ozone appear to be between 50 and 100 ppbv
for sensitive plant cultivers ... An ozone concentration of 50 to 70 ppbv for 4 to
6 hours per day for 15 to 133 days can significantly inhibit planc growth and yield
of certain species.n

9le conclude, thereforer that the atnospheric effects of the many fires started
by the nuclear war would be severe. For the war scenario adopted in tbis study, it
appears bigh1y unlikely that agricultural crop yield would be sufficient to feed
more than a small part. of the remaining populaEion, so nany of the survivors of the
initial effect.s of tshe nuclear war would probably die of starvation during Ehe
first post-{rar years. This analysis does not address the additional complicating
adverse effects of radioactivity or synergism due to concomitant use of chemical
and biological warfare r.reapons.
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The described impacts wirl be different if a nuclear war starts in the winterrnonths' Forest areas burned may be harf as rarge, photoehenical reactions would beslower because of ress sorar raiiation and lowei temperatures. However, inwintertime, because of the row sun, the darkness caused by the tii.-prJr".aaerosol would be much worse.

rn this work littre discussion courd be devoted to the health effects offire-produced polrutants. They too, no doubt, will be more seri;"-;;-;inal. an"r,in sunner. ,'

t*

Frons "some changes in the Atnrosphere over AustrariaNuclear glar',r by f . E. Galbally, p. J. Crutzen
Au:tralia and Nuclear litar, Michael Denborough,sydney, Australia, l9g3).

"rt appears that the greatest atnospheric environnental hazard aeconpanying anucrear war is the attenuation of sunrigi,t uy snoke erouds generated by the firesfrom nuelear explosions. These carcurations support and extend the previous work(crutzen and Birks 1982) which concluded that at reast in ;;; ;"rthern hemispherethere could be rtwilight at noonr. we suggest that a.rtn.""-r.y-"xt.nd to thesouthern Hemisphere. lle berieve that soptristtcated nodel calculations are requiredto more thoroughly examine these possibilities.tr

From: I'The lilorld After Nuclear ltar", conference on the Long-Term lrlorrdwideBiologieal Consequences of Nuclear ular, 3I October to I November 19g3,9lashington, D.C., Sunmary of Conference Findings, pp. 4_5.
I'contrary to the eoncluslons reached in most earlier studies, nuclear warorobably would have a major impact on clirnate lasting for severar years. rt wouldbe manifested blt a dramatic drop in land tenperatures to subfreezing revels forseveral months, large disturbances in global circulation patterns, and dranaticchanges in local i,reather and precipitation. Even if the war were to occur in thesummer, manV areas might be subject to continuous snowfall for nonths.

Except for areas near coastlines, land tenperatures would plunge from -15. c(+5'F) to -25' c (-13'F), with dire cons.ou.rr."" for survivors. The inpact ofdramatically reduced tenperatures on plants would depend on the time of year atwhich they occurred, their duration, and the toreranle iiiia"'"f the plants. Theabrupt onset of cold is of partieular importance, though, since plants thatnornally can withstand subfreezing temDeratures would have no time to developtolerance' A spring or summer war would kirr or o.i.g.-.rit;;rii; att crops in theNorthern Hemisphere.

that may Occur due to a
and H. Rodhe, in
ed. (Croon Helm press,
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lilost uncultivated food sources also would be desLroyed, as uould most farm
aninals. Uany aninals f,haE survived would die of thirst, as surface fresh waEer

would be frozen over the interior of continenls. Available food supplies would be

rapidly depleted. Mosl of the hunan survivors would starve.

Nations that now require large imports of foods, including those untouched by

nuclear delonations, would suffer the immediate cessaEion of incoming food
supplies. These coungries rrould be forced Eo rely on their local agricultural and

natural ecosysterns. This would be especially serious for nany less-developed
count,ries, part.icularly Ehose in the tropics.

Exposure Eo radioactive fallout would be more eidespread Ehan is predicted by

standard empirical exposure models because of the inEermediale fallout, which rould
extend over many days and weeks. i{ith unprecedented guantities of fission debris
released into the atnosphere, even areas remote from the explosion sites would be

subject Eo large doses of fallout radiation.

In the baseline case, roughly 30 per cent, of the land at Northern
mid-Iatitudes (30'N to 60'N) would receive a radioacEive dose greater than 250 rads
over several npnEhs. About, 50 per cent of the Northern mid-latitudes would receive
a long-Eerm dose greater than I00 rads. (This dose includes radionuclides ingested
from contaninated food.) These doses are roughly Een times larger than previous
estinates. A 100 rad dose is the equivalent of apProxinately I,000 medical
x-rays. A 400 rad whole-body acute dose is usually considered lethal. Doses ehis
Iarge can affec! Ehe immune system and increase the probability of infectious
disease, cancer and genetic and enbryonic defects.

Because the clinaee effecLs would nog last longer than a few years, an Ice Age

would probably not be generated. Subfreezing lemperatures uill freeze most

freshwaEer systems to considerable depth, Ieaving survivors nithout surface wafer.
The oceans wi}l not freeze due Eo their enormous reservoir of heaE. It has often
been thought that the coastal areai would be a major source of food for survivors
of a nuclear rrar. llorrever, the combined effecEs of darkness, ultraviolet lightr
severe coastal sEorms due to enormous land-sea temperat,ure differentials, run-off
of sill and toxic chemicals from the land, destruction of ships and concentralions
of radionuclides in fish and other narine life cast strong doubt on this conEention.

IncreaEed levels of UV-B can harm biological systems in several ways. The

imnune systems of humans and other nammals are known to be suppressed by relatively
low doses of UV-B. Given Ehe conditions of increased radioacEive fallout and oEher
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streEsesr sueh suppression of the immune sygtems leads to an lncrease ln the
incldenee of disease. Protracted e:cposure to increased tIv-B also may lead to
widespread blindness anong humans and other nanrnals.

Tropical plants are less able to cope with even short perids of cold and dark
than those in terrperate zones. ff darkness or eold, or both, were to become
widespread in the tropics, the tropical forests, which are the rnaJor reservoir of
organic diverstty, could largely disappear. Thts rculd, ln turn, lead to the
extinction of a maJority of the species of plants and animals on earth.

The dependence of urban populations in many tropical and developing countries
on inported food would lead to severe effects, even if those areas were not
affected dlrectly by the war. Large nunbers of people w,ould be forced to leave the
citles and attenpt to cultivate the remaining areas of forest, accelerating their
destruction and the consequent rate of extinetion. Regardless of the exact
dlstribution of the inmediate effects of the war, everyone on Earth rould
ultinately be profoundly affected.

Relatlvely large clirnatic effects can result from Enall nuelear exehanges
(100 to 11000 !lt). A scenario inrrolving 100 ut exploded ln the air over cities
could produce a two-nonth interval of subfreezlng land temperatures, with a minirnun
near -23'C. fn this scenario thousands of fires would be ignited'and the smoke
from these flres alone would generate a period of cold and dark almost as severe as
in the baseline (5,000 Mt) ease.

In the aftermath of a 5rO0O Mt nuelear exchange, survivors would face extrene
cold, water shortagesr lack of food and fuel, heavy burdens of radtation and
pollutants, diseases, and severe psychological stress -- all in twilight or
darkness.

It is clear that the ecosystem effects alone resulting from a large-scale
thermonuelear war would be enough to destroy eivilizatlon as we know it in at least
the Northern Hemisphere. These long-term effects, when conblned with the direet
casualties from the blast, suggest that eventually there mlght be no hunan
survivors in the Northern Henisphere. Human beings, other anlnals and plants in
the Southern Hemisphere \rrould alEo suffer profound consequences.

The scenarlo described here is by no means the most severe that could be
imagined with present world nuclear arsenals and those conterplated for the near
future.

***
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From: I'The Biological Consequences of Nuclear glar", by Paul R. Ehrlieh, in
The @ld and the Darks the World After Nuclear tlar, lil .9il . Norton and
Company, New York, 1984r pp. 47-50, 54-55 and 55-57.

'Reduced temperatures would have dramatic direct effects on aninal
populations, many of which would be wiped out by the unaccustomed cold.
Nevertheless, the key to ecosysten effects is the impact of the war on green
plants. Their activities provide what is known as prinary produetion -- the
binding of energy (through photosynthesis) and the accumulation of nutrients that
are necessary for the functioning of all biological cornponents of natural and
agricultural ecosystems. Without the photosynthetie activities of plants,
virtually all animals, including human beings, would cease to exist. AlL flesh is
truly'grass".

The inrpacts of such low temperatures on plants would depend, anong other
things, on the time of year that they occurred, their duration, and the tolerances
of different plant speeies to chilling. An abrupt onset of cold is particularly
damaging. After a nuclear war, temperatures are expected to fall precipitously
over a short tine; thus it is unlikety that norrnally cold-tolerant plants could
acclirnate before they were exposed to lethal temperatures. Furthermore' even
temperatures considerably above freezing can be darnaging to sone plantsr and other
stresses not shown in Table I (radiation, air pollution, low liqht levels) trould
intensify the damage to vegetation caused by chilling or freezing. fn addition,
6iseased or damaged plants have a reduced capacity to aeclimate to freezing.

irhat at1 this boils down to is that virtually all plants in the Northern
Hemisphere would be damaged or killed in a war that occurred just prior to or
during the growing season. Most annual crops would likely be killed outright' and

there would also be severe danage to nany perennials if the rrar htere to occur rdhen

they were growing actively. Damage rnight, of course, be less if it hapoened during
the season when theY were dormant.

Before a faIl or winter war, humanityrs main food sources -- wheat, rice,
corn, and other cereal grains -- would have been harvested. But the weather would
probably remain unusually eold for mont.hs afterward, preventing growth during the
next spring and summer, even if other conditions were suitable. Also, since winter
temperatures would be far below normal mininums, many perennial plants (for
example, fruit trees and irnportant conponents of the natural vegetation) could be
killed. The seed stocks of temperate plants, however, generally would not be
danaged by the cold, although those of many tropical plants would be.

Vrhile a falt or winter war would probably have a less severe impact on plants
at northern latitudes than a spring or summer one, it still could have a severe
impact in the tropics, where plants grow throughout the year. The only areas in
the Northern Hemisphere where terrestrial plants rnight not be devastated by severe
cold would be in coastal zones and on islands where the tenperatures would be
moderated by the oceans. Coastal areas, however, would experience especiall-y
violent weather because of the enormous temperature differential that would develop
bethreen the land and the sea.
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Cold, renemhr, is just one of the stresses to which green plants would be
subjected. The blockage of sunlight that caused the cold woukl also reduce or
terminate photosynthetic activtties. This wouLd have innumerable conseguences that
would cascade through food chains including those supporting human beings. Prinary
productivity would be reduced roughly in proportion to the amount of light
reduction, even if the vegetation were not otherwise danaged. If the light level
declined to 5 per cent or less of normal Levels -- which ls llkely to be the case
for rnonths in the rniddle tatitudes of the Northern Hemisphere -- most plants would
be unable to naintain any net gronth. Thus, even if tenperatures remained norna!.,
the productivity of crops and natural ecosystems would be enormously reduced by the
blocking of sunlight following a war. fn combination, the cold and darkness would
constitute an unprecedented catastrophe for those systems.

The Fate of Vertebrates and Soil Orqanisms

The disaster that would befall nany or nost of the plants of the Northern
Hemisphere fron the effects of a nuclear exchange would contribute to an equal or
greater disaster for tbe higher animals. llild herbivores and carnivores anil
donestic aninals eitber would be killed outright by the cold or would starve or die
of thirst because surface lraters were frozen. Following a fall or winter hrar, manv
dormant aninals in colder regions might survive, only to faee extremely difficult
conditions in a cold, dark spring and summer.

Scavengers that could withstand the projected extrene cold would likely
flourish in the postwar period because of the billions of unburied human and animal
bodies. Their characterlstically rapid population growth rates could, after the
thaw, quickl-y make rats, roaches, and flies the most proninent aninals shortly
after 9lorld $lar III.

Soil organisns are not directly dependent on photosynthesis and can often
remain dormant for long periods. They would be relatively unaffected by the cold
and the dark. But in nany areas the loss of aboveground vegetation would expose
the soil to severe erosion by wind and water. Soil organisms nay not be terribly
susceptible to the at[pspheric aftereffects of nuclear war, but entire soil
ecosystens are Likely to be destroyed anywalr.

Irnpacts on Agricultural Systens

Agricultural eeosystens would be subject to the same kind of impacts as
naturaL ecosltstems, but they deserve some extra attention because at present tbey
support human populations far above the carrying capacities of natural eeosystems.

There is little storage of staple foods in human population centers, and nost
meat and produce are supplied by current produetion. Only cereal grains are stored
in any significant quantities, but the storage sites are usually located in
relatively renote areas. Tbus, after a nuclear !rar, supplies of food in the
Northern Hemisphere would be destroyed or contaminated, located in inaccessible
areas, or guickly depleted. People who survived the other effects of the war would
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soon be starving. Furthermore, countries that now depend on large inports of
foods, including those untouched by nuclear detonations, would suffer inmediate and
conplete cessation of incoming food supplies. They would have to fall back on
local agricultural and natural ecosystems. !'or manlr developing eountries' this
could mean starvation for large fractions of their populations.

Reestablishnent of agriculture after the war would probably be very
difficult. Most crops are highly dependent on substantial subsidies of energy and
fertilizers. In addition, producing harvestable yields generally depends on the
availability of full sunlight, adequate water, suppression of pestsr €rnd relative
freedom from stresses such as air pollution and W-8. Few of these requisites
would be available in the inmediate postwar world.

The Fate of the Tropies

Under any \rar scenario, the spread of eold and darkness to the extensive
tropics of the Northern Henisphere is highly likely, and it is at least possible
that they would spread to the tropics of the Southern Hemisphere as well. Even if
the darkness and crold were largely confined to the north temperate regions' pulses
of cold air could penetrate well into the tropics. It is therefore appropriate to
discuss the probable consesuences of such a spread.

Itlany plants in tropieal and subtropical regions do not possess dormancy
mechanisms enabling then to tolerate c.old seasons. In those regions, large-scale
injury to plants would be caused by chilling, even if tenperatures did not fall aII
the way to freezing. In addition, vast areas of tropical vegetation are considered
to be very near the photosynthetic "conpensation pointn -- their uptake of carbon
dioxide is only slightly nore than that given off. If light levels dropped, those
plants would begin to waste alray -- even in the absence of cooling. If light
remained low for a long time, or if low light levels were conbined with low
temperature, tropical forests could largely disappear, taking nith them most of one
of Earthrs nost precious nonrene$rable resourcess its store of genetic diversity,
including the rnajority of plant and animal- species. Tropical animals, including
human beings, are also much more likely to die of the c\old than their temPerate
counterparts. In short, where tropical regions are affected by clirnatic changes,
the conseguences could be even more severe than those caused by a similar change in
a temperate zone.

Furthermore, even in the absence of cold anil darkness, the dependence of
tropical peoples on irnported food and fertilizer would lead to severe problens.
Large numbers of people would be forced to leave cities and attempt to cultivate
remaining areas of tropical rain forest, accelerating their destruction as the
systems were taken far beyond their carrying capacity.

The Fate of Aquatic Systems

Finally, what would happen to the parts of our planet that are covered with
water? Aquatic organisms tend to be protected fron dramatic fluctuations in air
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temperature by the slowness with which water changes its temperature. In general,therefore, acuatic systems should suffer somewhat less disruption than terrestrialones' NonetheLess, rnany freshwater systens would freeze to eonsiderable depths (orcompretely). After a nuelear war in the spring, for instance, three feet or rnoreof ice would form on all bodies of fresh water, at least in the North Temperatezone. This woutd even further reduce light levels in Lakes, trronds, rivers, andstreams in a darkened world. oxygen would be depleted, and *.ny 
"c,ratic organismswould be exterminated. t'loreoverr the depth of the freezing *oot-e make access tosurface water by surviving people and other animals extrernelv difficult.

Fron: GLoFgL 9onsgqgenceq of Nuclear w.t a!41h. D.*lopitrg coontr , reportof s for peace, against the NuclearThreat (Moscow, f9g4) r pp. 14-16, L7-2L and 29.

rrThe uDper layers of the polluted atmosphere facing the sun will be heated
more intensively than now and, as a result, the troposphere, the lower layer of theatmosPhere in which temperature drops with height, will beqin to disappear. The
atmosphere will become superstable. Disappearance of the troposphere will suppressthe vertical novenent of water vapour, which drastically cnanle tn. r,yarological
cycle of the atnosphere - severe cold drought will set in on the continents. Thewash-out of nuclear dirt fronr the atmosphere will be slowed down considerably. fthas to be expected therefore that in the conditions of heavy nuclear pollution
natural self-purification of the atnosphere wilL also take place much slower thanat present.

The ocean will eool off nore slowly due to its immense thermal inertia.
According to estimates, ten months after, the temperature of the ocean surface will
decrease on averaqe by about 1.2 degrees Centigrade. Therefore air over itssurface will cool off by "merelvtr several degrees which, as a matter of fact, willbe sufficient for the formation of a thick fog that wiII stay for a long time. The
enormous tenperature contrast between the cooled land and the slowly cooling oceanwill produce severe storns accompanied by heavy snowfall along a wide coastalarea. This means that, regardless of the season, a long ,,nuclear winterr will setin all over the globe.

rnside the continents rainfall will be close to zero, crops will be destroyed
and those donestic animals which nay survive the crold spell will- die of thirst
because fresh water will he frozen as a rule.

The rising tenperature in the upper layers of the atmosphere will lead to the
overheating of the high mountain ranges. over the Tibet, for example, the air
tenperature is expected to rise by 20 degrees Centigrade 8 months after theconflict starts. That will result in a change in the hydrological conditions of
mountain gJ-aciers and snowfields, their intensive melting and, as a consequence,produce floods which may inundate entire countries.
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The described effects are not likely to provoke another ice age, aLthough the
validity of this conclusion is not evident. The oceans will not freeze over
because of their thernal inertia. However, coastal rraters will fail to provide
food because of severe storms, darkeness, ultraviolet radiation, toxic gases

slipping down fron the continents, the destruction of the fishing fleetr and

radiative contamination of fish-

It should be pointed out that this optico-mechanieal effect of shock drop in
air temperature over land surface for a prolonged period constitues the nain
climatic consequences of a nuclear conflict.

The death of tropical forests in a "nuclear wintern is bound to tncrease tbe
reflectivity of the areas they oeeupy several tines. And even after the atmosphere
restores its original-transparency, these areas will continue to receive much less
energy frorn the Sun. As a result, the enerqy pattern of the Earthrs elimatic
system will change oualitatively in the long run, and the climate, followed by the
biosphere, will enter a net, state whose features are difficuLt to predict'
Evidently, this new state would be poorer above all in the higher forms of life and

it looks as if man does not fit into the picture.

The geography of the theatre of operations is also of little import.
In the event of a global nuclear conflict climatic after-effects in the Northern
Henisphere will set in after a few days and in the Southern Henisphere in a matter
of weeks. In case of a locaL nuclear conflict in any spot of tbe globe air
currents will spread nuclear dirt over the Northern Hernisphere in a natter of
one nonth, and after another nonth the Southern Hemisphere will also be affected'

A11 this neans whatever the scenario of a nuclear war survivors of the first
strike wil-l have to live in severe cold, sufferering fron lack of water, food and

fuel, exposed to powerful radiation, pollutants, and disease, under an extreme
psychological stress - aLl that in twilight or even in darkness. Nuclear war would
signify either the extinction of the human race or the deqradation of the survivors
to a state below the prehistoric level.

Tropical forest.s, the rnain carriers of organic life and the main source of
oxygen, will be destroyed even by a brief spell of crold and darkness since they can

exist only within a narrow thermodynamic range and are incapable of sustaining
sharp fluctuations in intensity of illurnination or temperature. That is going to
become an additional factor which alone roould kill the greater part of the Earthrs
flora and fauna since the biosphere would be Left without oxygen. And if sone

anount of oxygen does remain, its reserve will be exhausted by aerobic bacteria -
rnineralisers of the remnants of aninals and plants. Even if the biosphere
survives, its functioning will be greatly disturbed. The biosphere oPerates as an

integral planetary mechanism which ensures assimilation of solar energyr carbon
dioxide, waterr and mineral substances by animals and nicrobes (consuments of
different orders) r and degradatsion of organic subgtances to prlmary mineral
products by mineralising micro-organisms. It is the dynamic equilibrium of these
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processes on a global scale that deternines both tbe very existenee of life onEarth during a geologicatly long period and the chemical composition and thedirection of chernieal proeesses taking place in hard roek, hrater and t,he atrnosphere.

Today total rnankindrs industriaL activity even in peacetime proves to be asufficiently powerful' factor introducing tangibl.e disturbances in che age-ol-d lifecycle of the biosphere. This is reflected in the ehanges in the gaseous
composition of the atmosphere, hydrological conditions of natural. water, etc.rnconparably bigger changes will- inevitabLy be caused merely by masslve release ofthernal energy, carbon dioxide, and aerosols as a result of a large-scale nuclearconflict. This particularly applies to the tropical zones which will beconeextremely vuLnerable with a drop in tenperature.

Ilundreds of millions of people and large numbers of aninals will be killed inwar zones in the first few days. Recomposition of their renains will be
acconpanied by the spread of the products of their decay and putrefaction
micro-organisms on an unprecedented scale. An explosive multiplication of somespecies of lnsects, including carriers of epidenics, is also predicted. Epidemicsthat will be caused by mass death of peopLe, lack of nedical aid, destruction ofwater supply systems, etc. will be accompanied by nass outbreaks of diseases causedby the destruction of stockpiles of biological weapons.

It is hard to predict the specific manner in whieh economic systems of thedeveloping countries are going to collapse. one thing is clear though: besidesthe cessation of external economic ties a faetor of no srnall inportance would bedestruction of Iife in the cities turning the centers of culture and civilisationinto seats of famine, epidemics and, possibly, even chaos.

The 180 milLion Africans in cities will inevitably fall victims to famine.
Both imports and dornestic food supplies to cities, particularly in the conditionsof 'ra nuclear winter'r, would be paralysed. Africars subsistence or
semi-subsistence agriculture, archaic by nature, is not adapted for effective foodsupply to the clties. Even today food reguirements of Large sections of urbanpopulation are largeJ.y net by food imports. For example, in L980 African states
import,ed 2l rnilLion tons of grain from developed countries, chiefl,y to supply tothe urban centers.

**
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Finally, it should be noted that the tropics are a rnajor reserve of genetic

diversity, a resource that will be particularly at risk' The principal cultigens

of North America, those that formed the basis of Ehe earliest horticulture and

agriculture ot the native peoples, and which are still of great economic importance

(e.g., maize, sguash, potatoes) aie introauctions from tropical and subtropical

latitudes. Because of our reliance on monocultural varieties' there is already

concern among agriculturalists about the loss of genetic diversit'y' In the Period

following nuclear winter, when there may be " nt"i to develop rapidly new' adaptive

varieties, the loss of genetic stock from ttre low latitudes might be a major

constraint to the re-establishnent of food production'

Long-Term Climatic Anomalies

A recurrent. theme in our deliberations has been the concern that ecosystems

and agriculture can be devastated when the long-term mean temperature changes by

only a snall amount. For example, the Tambora and Krakatoa eruptions' and the

recent EI Nifio, caused shifts in air temperature in the order of one or ttrto (mean

value less than one) degrees celsius anit caused widespread effects' Although there

are no precedents for changes such as those proposed by the nucrear winter

scenarios which predict large (5-30 degrees C) but transient (weeks to nonths)

depressions of air temperature' it is ttt"' tttti-"""i perturbations must inevitably

shift climatic averages to levels that night have severe conseguences for the

biota, food production and society'

I,ong-tern(5-10!'ears)clinaticarromaliesresultinginshortergrowing
seasons, more severe temperature fluctuations (hot and cold) r Erlrd reduced

Precipitationareprobablesecondaryconsequencesofthenuclearwinter.
Agriculture, already sufferiog from the devastation of the imnediate' post-attack

period, rdill therefore be placed in double jeopardy' New varieties will be

reguired to cope with the changed regimen, and it tirr ut difficult to provide

these, given the anticipated disruption of the technological infrastructure
necessary for research and derreloprnent. It may not be possible to establish

adeguate agricuLtural productivity. Indeed, small clirnatic perturbations causing

irregular late-spring or early-fall frosts, or summer droughts (for exarnple) couLd

prevent any organised, high-intensity agriculture in canada for as 1on9 as a decade'

Inrrnediate Period (weeks to tbree months)

The weeks following the onset of the nuclear winter will be characterized by a

rapid drop in temperature and,darkening of the sky during daylight' some survivors

wilt suffer the effects of radiation sickness' Electromagnetic pulses wilI have

disabled porrer utilities and eornmunications systems and social services' already

stressed by brast and fire. rf the attack occurs in summer, Photosynthesis will be

dininished, and coupled with the aold there witl be widespread death of Plants'

including crops. The loss of a conrplete year of aqricultural production must be

contenrplated. The imrnediate effectl of a winter aitact will be less severe on the

dormant and cold-hardened plants of canada, but if the coldness and darkness

persists to the spring' it is unlikely :1.. !::.nnials 
will emerge from dornancy,

or that annuals till g"r,ninate even if they can be planted'
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Direct contanination of food and rdater will be greatest in sunmer. Folrowinga winter attack, surface and ground waters wiLl receive a pulse of contaminantstbat have accumulated in the snowpack during the winter and drawing upon what isknown from the effects of acid precipitation in eastern canada, this may be moredamaging than the more imnediate inplcts.
The possibility of intense fire storns injecting particulaees into the uppertroposphere and contributing to the extinction of solar radiation will not beconsidered here' rt i's possible that innunerable forest and brush fires wilr beignited, burning at low temperature over a wide area. These fires, fuelled byvegetation kitled by radiation, eold ard the extinction of light, might burn forweeks' Large anounts of vegetation, and the organic component of the soil could bedestroyed, leaving an ash rich in soluble minerals. These minerals could beirreversibly leached, leading to impoverished soits, and pollur;;-;r;;;i-rll.r",reservoirs, lakes, riversr and streams.

The influx. of polrutants (radionuelides, soot, pyrotoxins and excess sedirnentand nutrients) to rivers and streans could pollute estuaries and the inshoreregions which support the nost productive fisheries. These negative impacts mightbe augmented by increased coastal storms and the impairment of photosynthesis andprinary production in marine food chains 
-!NFs'-"'s'!L vr l

rnitially, the poputation will have to Live on localry stored and directryaccessibre food, nrediclnes and energy reserves. Following a winter attack, societynight continue to function with sone degree of order for a sbort period, untilreserves, particularly of imported comrodities including liquid fuers, aredininished. -": -'\'e'v

Intermediate period (a few months to two years)

The atmosphere will probably return to normal during this period. Recovery ofchanges in the lithosphere (eroding soils, disturbed drainage, ehenical imbalances)will probabry take nuch longer, and the biosphere wil.l be drasticalry and perhapspermanently altered.

canada wilt be faced with the need to achieve a sustainable balance betweenthe demands of the population and the resources (;ti.;;iit-i""i-."u energy) tharcan be obtained rocarly and regionarrv, or by irp"rt"il"i. -io-ao 
an.adninistrative and social infrastrueture, there wilt be a need to re-estabtish ahealth-care system. This possibility is'preaicated upon the establishment of someform of governmental control and social order.

rt nay be argued that canada has regions in which, given a reasonabreenvironment and potential for biologicar productiviiv,'#";; fumoers of peopte areable to frourish in a serf-sufficienr manner -- ir-i"'.;-;i;.;;;-;;-.;" :;;;r;and some of the skills remain. But even given a return to pre-war environment andproductivitv, it is unlikelv that twenty-six rirri"i-i""iiv';lolni".a canadians, oreven half that number, wourd acbieve setf-sufticiency. uoreover, the availabirityof food will depend upon the seed stocks tt"i-i.". =ur.rio.i-iti"'and radiation, andthe biological productivity to the land in the first two years folrowing the attack.
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Self-sufficient living sill depend on the availability of arable land, soils,
torests and the survival of seeds and seed planfs, all of ohich will be intluenced
by the season of attack. Other natural phenomena will also be important' For

example, migratory birds will be vulnerable to bhe effects of ttre nuclear winterr
whereas the insect,s on which they feed will tlourish, being relatively unaffected
by the cold, and having a large tolerance to radiation. The emergene agriculture
may then be faced with pestilence at a time ohen industry cannot supply pesticides'
and the natural predaEors on insects are in decline'

The surviving population will be affected by t,he residual effecEs of
radiat,ion. One of these is likely to be an increased susceptibiliEy to disease to
which the problens of malnut.rition (pernaps widespread starvation), debilitation of
general health (resulting from poor housing and waste treatnent) ' poor waEer

quality, and the inadequacy of health care will have Eo be added' The conErol of
communicable diseasei the need to maintain orderi and widespread starvation' or at
besE malnutrition: all oill confront. a residual society.

Long-Term Period (tt{o years co teo decades)

During this period, the planetary and regional ecosysCems are either
re-established or attain a new norn'

The severity of the long-term inpacl. will depend upon the nature and

persistence of the cloud of snpke and dust. If it spreads to the souEhern

hemisphere, and reduces solar illumination to one-tenth or less of the norm, and

persists long enough to affect the growing seasons of both hemispherss' the
-onseguerrces wiII be severe and inevitable. The destruction of terresErial and

aguatic (marine and freshwater) vegetation will disrupt the food chains' and cause

the death of many species of animals. There is almost no precedent for examinlng

these consequences save from paleontology, which suggests that the former
ecological sgructure will not be re-established. The caEastrophic extinctions of
the past reassure us that life has never been wholly extinguished, but Ehe evidence
suggests thats the old order does not return. It is the larger, specialised' and

dominanE organisms that die out. If

- the attack t,akes place during a nornal period of biological dormancy

lsuch as the Canadian winEer),

- the dust cloud is thin, restricted and patchy (so that illumination
levels are noE drastically reduced and sunlight is able to penetrate
sPoradically) ' and

- there has not been widespread desBruction of forests and arable lands by

fire,

regional ecosystems rnight survive and relatively intact areas could serve as

reserves of biological diversity from which regions may be reinvaded' either
naEurally, or as part of a managemenf system. It strould be borne in mind that in
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species: more likely
a Doninion of Beef

Presumably, after something like five years, a barance wirr have beenestablished between the human poputation.rri food suppry, diseases wilr have runtheir course and taken their tttt, and pests will have been controlled (or at leastagrieulture and medicine will have adapted to them). During the following years,human skills and-energy, acting in concert with the recovery of natural systens andagrieulture' will make possible the rebuilding of an economicatry productive planet.
tl

**

"There is fairly general agreement, at the present time, that for majornuclear attacks the phenomena could proceed about as we have described, althoughthere is arso rearization that important processes night occur that hre have not yetrecognized' and these could work to rnake clinatic alteration either more or lessserious. However, the nost important thing that nust be realized is that eventhough we may have a roughly correct gualitative pieture, what ; ;; i"a-n""", ."will be diseussed later, is the ability to predict the corresponding clinraticeffect quantitatively; significant uncertainties exist about ttre rnagnitude, andpersistence of these effects. At this tir.r-i"i a posturated nucrear attack andfor a specific point on the earth, ,. ."nnoi pr"at.a quantitatively the materialswhich rnay be injected into the atnosphere, or how they will react there.consequently, for any rnajor nuclear war, some decrease in temperature nay occurover at least the northern mid-latitudes. aut ,nat this change will be, how longit will last, what its spatiar distributiorr rirr be, and, oe .u"i-,u-;r;-;.;;;..il",whether it wirl lead to effects of equal or rnore significance than the horrificdestruction associated with the short_tern effects of a nuclear hrar, and the otherrong-term effects sueh as radioactiviry, currentry is beyond ou, ,iir;;; ;;- 
-'"'

predictr ev€h in gross terms.

Froms The Potential Effects of Nuelear lilar on the Clirnate, a report of theSecretary of Defense to the United States Congress, United States ofAmerica, tqarch 1995.

**

Frorn: nGlobal conseguences of a nucrear war: a review of recent sovietstudies", bY A. s. Ginsburgr G. s. cotitsvi-."a e.-a.-"""iti.",-Jt an.Acadernv of Sciences of the USSR, i. ,SIpRI yearLrook l9g5r chap. 4r pp. f0-9_ffl and llG_II7.
'rzraer describes the nain large-scale conseouences of a nuclear war and theirinfLuenee on ecoloqicar svstens. The large-scale soread of radioactive productsaffects ecosystems bv radiation and changes in electrical char"".;;;";;.:';T;:atrnosohere. The pollution of the atmosphere bv radioactive products and dust
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Earlier experiments lrad suggested that
hemisphere of a nuclear war confined Eo Ehe

Recen! work has shown thac this is probably

the long-Eerm effecEs on the southern
northern hemisphere would be slight'
noE t.rue.

Outlook for the southern henisphere

Approxinat,ions sere made at each stage of the complex calculations and

important at[PsPheric processes had to be left out' The results must therefore be

considered as qualitat.ive and not as precise quantitive forecasts'

Houreverr Ehey bave been confirmed by another more recent compuger sinulation
carried out by a grouP ae the National center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in

the united staBes. This aEnospheric model is much more realistic than Ehat used by

Turco and tris colleagues. It was used to calculaEe Che atmospheric consequences

over a few weeks of ttre snoke generaEed by a nuclear war in the middle latitudes of

the norghern hemisphere. The smoke {das assumed to be evenly spread between

latitudes 30'N and'?0'N. It caused almost complele blocking of the incoming

sunlight.

IC was found that middle latitude surface temperacures in che interiors of the

continents dropped below freezing in a rnatter of days regardless of the season'

Changes brougtrt about in the larte-scale circulaEion of Ehe atmosphere were able to

spread the aerosols well beyond itre regions in which the smoke was original-Iy
generated. A greatly enhanced cross-eguator flow was found, especially in the

northern hemisphere spring. This changes the expectaeion of relative southern

hemisphere imrnunity from a northern nar'

From: "The Environmental Conseguences of Nuclear l{ar", report of the SEeering

CommitEee for ICSU/SCOPE, September 1985'

tr... llany conclusions are evidenE from considering Ehese vulnerabiliEies to

nuclear war perturbations. These include:

NaEural ecosystems are vulnerable to extreme climatic disEurbancesr wittt

aittereiiiai \r,rtrr"rability depending on Ehe ecosyscems tyPe, Iocation, and season

of effect,s. Temperature effects would be doninant for terrestrial ecosystems in
the Norttrern Hernisphere and in the tropics and sub-Eropics; light reductions would

be nost important for oceanic ecosystems; PrecipitaEion effects would be more

importanE lo grasslands and many southern Hemisphere ecosystems.

The potential for synergisEic responses and propagation of effecEs througtt

ecosystems inplies much ireaier impacts tnan can be understood by addressing

perturbations in isolation. For eianple, increased exposure to W-B and to
mixt,ures of air Pollutant,s and radiation, while not crucially harmful for any one

slress, might collecEively be very detrimentaL or lethal to sensitive syst'ems

because of synergistic interactions'
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Fires as a direct conseguence of a najor nuelear exchange could congume large
areas of natural ecosystems, but fire-vulnerable ecosystems are generally adapted
to survive or regenerate via a post-fire succession. Other direct effects of
nuclear detonations on ecological systems would be linited in extent or effect.

The recovery of natural. ecosystetns from the clinatic stresses postulated for
an aeute phase following a major nuclear war would depend on nornal adaptations to
disturbanee, such as through presence of pores, seed banks, seedling banks,
vegetative growth, and coppieing. For sone systensr the initlal damage could be
very qreat and recovery very slow, with full recovery to the pre-disturbed state
being unlikely. Human-ecosystetn interactions could act to retard ecological
recovery.

Because of linitations in the amounts of utilizabl.e energy, natural ecosystens
cannot replace agricultural systems in supporting the majority of humans on Eartb,
even if ttrose natural ecosystems were not to suffer any impacts from nuclear war.

ConsequentLy, human oopulations are highly vulnerable to disruptions in
agricultural systems.

Agricultural systems are very sensitive to climatie and societal disturbances
occurring on regional to gl.obal scales, with reductions in or even total loss of
crop yields possibl.e in response to rnany of the potential stresses. These
conclusions consistently follow fron a suite of approaches to evaluating
vulnerabilities, including historlcal precedents, statistieal analyses,
physiological and mechanistie relationships, simulation rnodelling, and reliance on
expert judgenent.

The vulnerabilities of agricultural productivity to climatie perturbations are
a function of a nunber of different factors, any one of wbich could be limiting.
Tbese factors include: insufficient integrated thermal time for crops over the
growing seasoni shortening of the growing season by reduction in a frost-free
period in response to average tenperature reductions; increasinq of tbe tirne
reguired for crop maturation in response to reduced temperaturest the combination
of the Latter two factors to result in insufficient time for crops to nature prior
to onset of kilting crold tenperaturesi insufficient integrated tine of sunlight
over the growing season for crop naturationS insufficient preeipitation for crop
yields to renain at high levelsi and the oecurrence of brief episodic events of
chilling or freezing ternperatures at critical times during the growing season.

Potential disruptions in agricultural productivity and/or in exchange of food
across national boundaries in the aftermath of a large-scale nuclear war are
factors to which the hunan population is highLy vulnerable. Vulnerability is
nanifested in the quantities and duration of food stores existing at any point in
tine, such that loss of the continued agricultural produetivity or imports that
naintain food levels would lead to depletion of food stores for much of the w,orldrs
human population in a tine period before it is likely that agricultural
productivity could be resuned.
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Under such a situation, the majority of the world's populaEion is at risk of
starvation in the afCermath of a nuclear irar. Risk is therefore exported from
combatant countries to rpn-conbaEant countries, especially Bhose dependent on

oEhers for food and energy subsidies and those shose food stores are snall relative
to the population.

The high sensitivity of agricultural systens to even relatively snall
alEerations in clirnaEic conditions indicates thaE nany of the unresolved issues
among the physical scienEisEs are less inportant, since even their loryer esEimates
of nany effects could be devastaEing to agriculEural production and thereby to
human populations on regional or wider gcales.

Longer-tern clirnatic disturbances, if ttrey were to occur' would be at least as
importanE to human survival as the acute, early extremes of tenperature and lighE
reduct.ions, suggesting thaE nuch greater attention should be given to those
issues. Sirnilarly, ffirch greaEer attention is needed Eo resolve uncertainties in
precipiEation reduction esEimates, since many of the agricultural systems are
waEer-linited, and reduced precipitaCion can significantly reduce Cotal production.

Factors related to the possibility and rates of redevelopment of an
agricultural base for the human population would have much influence on the
long-term conseguences to the hunan population. Interactions wiEh societal facEors
would be very important.

Global fallout, is not likely to result in major ecological, agricultural, or
human effect,s, as compared to eff.ecBs of other globat disturbances. LocaL fallout'
on Ehe ot.her hand, could be highty cnseguenEial Eo natural and agricultural systems
and to humans; hooever, lhe exlent, of coverage of lethal levels of local fallout
and the levels of internal doses to humans from such fallout are inadeguately
characEerized.

Iluman populations are highty vulnerable t,o possible societal disrupt,ions
within combaBant and non-combatant countries after a large-scale nuclear rtar, such
as in the conseguent problems of distribution of food and olher limited resources
among the irnmediaEe survivors. This is an area requiring a level of serious
scientific investigation that has not yet been brought to bear on these issues.'l

***

VIII. CONCLUSIONS OF VARIOUS STUDIES

From: "The Atrrosphere afEer Nuclear lfar: Twilight at Noon" by Paul Crutzen
and John W. Birks, in 4g!E, the journal of Ehe Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences, vol. lI, No. 2-3, L992, PP. L23-L24.

"Conclusions

In this study we have shown that. Che atmosphere would most likely be highly
perturbed by a nuclear war. We especially drao attenEion to the effects of the
large guantities ot highly sunLight-absorbing, dark particulaEe natter which would
be produced and spread in t,he troposphere by the many fires that, would start
burning in urban and industrial areas, oil and gas producing fields, agricultural
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lands, and forests. For extended periods of tine, maybe months, such fires would
strongly restrict the penetration of sunlight to the earthrs surface and change the
physical Properties of the earthrs atmosphere. The marine ecosystens are probablyparticularly sensitive to prolonged periods of darkness. Under such conditions itis likety that agricultural production in the Northern Hernisphere would be alnrost
totally eliminated, so that no food would be available for the survirrors of the
initi.al effects of the war. It is also quite possible that severe, rorldwide
Photochemical snog conditions would develop withi high tevels of tropospheric ozone
that would likewise interfere severely with pl.ant productivity. Survival becones
even nore difficult if stratospheric ozone depletion also takes place. It is
therefore, difficult to see lpw nuch rnore than a snall fraction of the initial
survivors of a nuclear qrar in the Northern Hemisphere couLd escape fanine and
disease during the following year.

In this paper we have attenpted to identify the most important changes that
nould occur in the atnosphere as a result of a nuclear rrar. The atnospheric
effects that we have identified are guite complex and difficult to model. It is
hoped, however, that this study will provide an introduction to a more thorough
analysis of this important problem.,

**

Sron: oNuclear ilinter: Global Consequences of Multiple Nuclear Explosionsi,
by R. P. Turco, O. B. Toon, T. P. Ackernan, J. B. Pollack and C. Sagan,
in Science, vol.222 (28 Decenrber 1983)r p" 1290. Copyright 1983 bv
the Aneriean Association for the Advancement of Science.

"Discussion and Conclusions

"The studies outlined here suggest severe long-tern climatic effects from a
5000-MT nuclear exchange. Despite uncertainties in the atnounts anJ properties of
the dust and stnoke produced by nuclear detonations, and the linritations of nodels
available for analvsis, the following tentative conclusions may be drawn.

f) Unlike most earlier studies, we find that a global nuclear war could have
a major impact on clinate -- nanifested by significant surface darkening over many
weeks, subfreezing land temperatures persisting for up to several rnonths, large
perturbations in global cireulation patterns, and dramatie changes in local weather
and precipitation rates -- a harsh "nuclear winter" in any season. Greatly
accelerated interhemispheric transport of nuclear debris in the stratosphere nigtrt
also occur although modeling studies are needed to guantify this effect. with
rapid interhemispheric mixing, the SH could be subjected to large injections of
nuclear debris soon after an exchange in the Northern Hemisphere. In the past, SH
effects have been assuned to be ninor. Although the climate disturtrances are
expected to last rnore than a year, it seens unlikely that a major long-term
elimatic change, such as an ice age, would be triggered.

2l Relatively large climatic effects could result even from relatively small
nuclear exchanges (100 to 1000 MT) if urban areas were heavily targeted, because as
little as 100 MT is sufficient to devastate and burn several hundred of the worldrs
rnajor urban centers. Such a low threshold yield for nrassive smoke emissions,
although scenario-dependent, irnplies that even linrited nuclear exchanges could
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trigger severe aftereffecEs. It is much less likely t,hat a 5000- to 10r000-MT

exchange would have only minor effects.

3) The clirnatic impact of sooty smoke from nuclear fires ignited by

airbursts is expecBed to be more inportanE Ehan Ehat of dust raised by surface
bursts (when both effects occur). Smoke absorbs sunlight efficiently, whereas soil
dust is generally nonabsorbing. Snoke particles are extrernely small (typically
less than I um in radius), which lengthens their atmospheric residence Eime. There

is also a high probability that nuclear explosions over cities, forests, and

grasslands nill ignite widespread fires, even in attacks limited to rnissile silos
and oEher strategic military Eargets.

4) Smoke from urban fires nray be more important than smoke from collateral
forest, fires for at least two reasonss (i) in a full-scale exchanger cities
holding large stores of combustible maEerials are likely to be attacked directly;
and (ii) intense fire storms could pump snoke ineo the stratosPhere, where Ehe

residence tine is a Year or more.

5) Nuclear dust can also contribuEe to the climatic impact of a nuclear
exchange. Ttre dust-climate effect, is very sensitive to the conduct of the r'tari a

smaller effect is expected when lower yield $eapons are deplqled and air-bursts
dominaEe surface land burst.s. lilultiburst phenomena might enhance the clinatic
effects of nuclear dust, but not enough daEa are available to assess this issue.

6) Exposure to radioact.ive fallout rnay be more inEense and widespread than
predicted by ernpirical exposure models, which neglect interrnediate fallout
extending over many days and weeks, particularly when unprecedenEed quantities of
fission debris are released abruptly into Ehe troposphere by explosions wiEh

submegagon yields. Average NH mid-latitude whole-body gamma-ray doses of up to
50 rads are possible in a 5000-t'lT exchange; larger doses would accrue within the
fal1ouE plumes of radioactive debris extending hundreds of kilometers downwind of
targets. These estimates neglect a probably significant internal radiation dose

due to biologicatly acEive radionuclides.

7l Synergisms between long-Eerrn nuclear war sEresses -- such as low light
levels, subfreezing temperaeures, exposure to inLermediaEe time scale radioactive
fallout, heavy pyrogenic air pollution, and UV-B flux enhancemenEs -- agqravated by

Ehe destruct,ion of medical facilities, food stores, and civil services, could lead
to many additional fatalities, and could place severe sEresses on the 9lobal
ecosystem. An assessnent of lhe possible long-terrn biological consequences of the
nuclear war effecEs guantified in this study is made by Ehrlich et,al.

Our estimates of the physical and chemical impacts of nuclear war are
necessarily uncertain because we have used one-dimensional nodels, because Ehe data
base is incomptete, and because ttre problem is not amenable to experimental
investigaEion. !{e are also unable to forecast the deEailed naEure of the changes

in atnospheric dynanics and meteorology inplied by our nuclear war scenarios, or
the effect of srrch changes on Ehe mainEenance or dispersal of Ehe initiating dusB

and snoke clouds. Nevertheless, the magnitudes of the first-order effects are so

Iarge, and the irnplications so serious, that we hope Ehe scientific issues raised
here will be vigorously and critically examined'"

**
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From: nlong-Tern Biologieal Consequences of Nuclear glar" by paul R. Ehrlich
et' al., in scienee, vor. 222 (23 Decenber 1983), p. 1299. copyright
f983 by the American Associatlon for the Advancement of Science.

"Conclusions

The predictions of clinatic changes are quite robust, so that cualitatively
the sarne types of stresses r.lould ensue fron a limited war of 500 MT or less in
which cities were targeted as from a larger scale nuclear war of 101000 uT.
Essentially, all ecosystem support services would be severely inpaired. t{e
enqchasize that survivors, at least in the Northern Hernisphere, would face extreme
coLd, water shortages, lack of food and fuel., heavy burdens of radiation and
pollutantsr disease, and severe psychological stress -- all in twiLight or darkness.

The possibility exists that the darkened skies and low tenperatures rrculd
spread over the entire planet. Should this occur, a severe extinction event could
ensue, Ieaving a highly noctified and biologlcally depauperate Earth. Species
extinction could be expected for most tropical plants and aninralsr drtd for nost
terrestrial vertetrrates of north temperate regions, a large nunber of plants, and
nunerous fresht ater and smaLl nrarine organisms.

It seens unlikely, however, that even in these circumstances Hcnro sap-iens
would be forced to extinction immediately. tlhether any people noula tre atrte to
persist for long in the face of highly rnodified biological cornmunitiesi noveL
climates; high levels of radiation; shattered agricultural, social, and economic
systemsi extraordinary psychological stressesi and a host of other difficutties is
open to question. It is clear that the ecosystem effects alone resulting from a
large-scale thernonuclear war could be enough to destroy the current civilization
in at least the Northern Hernisphere. Coupled with the direct casualties of over
I billion people, the conbined intermediate and long-term effects of nuclear nar
suggest that eventually there might be no hunan survinors in the Northern
Henisphere. Furthermore, the scenario described here is bv no means the nost
severe that could be inagined with present world nuclear arsenals and those
contenrpl.ated for the near future. In any large-scale nuclear exchange between the
superPowersr global environnental. changes sufficient to cause the extinction of a
najor fraction of the plant and animal species on the Earth are likeLy. In that
event, the possibility of the extinction of llo14o_ggpiglg cannot be excluded..l

*t

Fron: The Effects on the Atmosphere of a Ma'ior Nuclear Exchanqe, report of
the Committee on the Attnospheric Effects of Nuclear Explosions,
National Research Council, National Acadeny of Sciences,
hlashington, D.C., 1985, pp. 6-9.

tConclusions

The general conclusion that the comnittee draws from this study is the
foll.owing: a major nuclear exchange would insert significant anounts of smoke,
fine dust, and undesirable chemical species into the atnosphere. These depositions
could result in dranatic perturbations of the atmosphere lasting over a period of
at least a few weeks. Estfunation of the anounts, the vertical distributions, and
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8. Sorne prehistoric volcanic eruptions and impacts from extraterrestrial
botlies have released enerqies correspording to levels that rtould be released in a

naJor nuclear "*"n"rrg" 
ari tay have lofted nassive amounts of dust; however'

neither type of .,r..t provides a useful direct analog to the nuclear case because

neither type inrrolved the production of highly absorbing soot particles'
Furthernore, the atmospheric Consequenees of prehistoric natural events of these

proportions are not known, and their effects on the fossil record' if any' have not

been sought in any systenatic way. Accordingly, available knowledge about

prehistoric volcanic and inPact events provides neither support nor refutation of

the comnitteer s conclusions.

g. AlI calculations of the atnospheric effects of a major nuclear war

reguire quantitative assunptions about uncertain pbysical Paraneters' In nany

areas, wide ranges of values are scientifically credible, and the overall results
depend materially on the values chosen. Some of these uncertainties rnay be reduced

by further erpirical or theoretical research, but others wiIl be difficult to
reduce. Tbe larger uncertainties include the following: (a) the suantity ard

absorption properties of snoke produced in very large firesl (b) the initial
distribution in altitude of smoke produced in large fires; (c) the mechanisms and

rate of early scavenging of snok. irot fire Plurnes, and aglnq of the smoke in the

first few days; (d) the induced rate of vertical horizontal transport of gnoke and

dust in the upper troPosphere and stratospherei (e) the resulting perturbations.in
atmospheric proCesses such as cloud fornation, Precipitation, storminess' and wind

patterns, and (f) the adeguacy of current and projected atmospheric response rnodels

to reliably predict ehanges that are caused by a massive, high-altitude' and

irregularly distributed injection of partieulate matter' The attnospheric effects
of a nucrear exchange depend on all of the foregoing physical processes ( (a)

through (e) ) I and their ultimate calculation is further subject to the

uncertainties inherent in (f)."

From: "u"t.., *tn.., .na o""o"iut?a nrqects, A c?nad=i?l ABEr,aii?r::o!:tlF^
e Connittee on the

iffirorrt"ntar conseqr6Eilffilear war' the Royal society of canacla'

January 1985, PP. 63-69.

'SUMI.iARY AND CONCLUSIONS

tt

Conmittee finds that

A nuclear winter in the wake of a major nuclear exchange appears to be a
formidable threat. If calculations are correct -- and the Comnittee believes
them credible -- tempetatures in the interior of continents will plunqe by

many degrees shortly after the exchange, probably far below freezing in many

mid-latitude areas. Severe damage or destruction will ensue for crops ard

vegetation" The winter will fasl-eor some weeks to 6everal months' and wi]I
have lasting repercussions.

The

1.
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The Models

Quantitative support for the nuclear winter hypothesis rests on a few large
numerical nodellinq exercises. The Comnittee has exarnined these exercises, and
concludes that

9. The rnodels are for the most part credible as to the broad nature of tbe
climatic imPacts that will follow a major nuclear exchange, though the details
are no nore than plausible;

r0. Although the results must be interpreted with care, a prjsi_figig case has
been made that a nuclear winter wilr follow from nucleiGilosions of a wide
range of severity, including those that are considered quite small in present
strategic scenarios. Every effort should be nade to clear up the
uncertainties that remain;

11. Criticisrns of the models by Teller, Singer, Maddox and others nake some validpoints, but do not invalidate the main thrust of the model results.

Clinatic Inpact

L2. Although the main impact on clinate would be manifest in three latitudes where
the maJor nuclear exchange took place -- presunably northern rnid-latitudes --there would be substantial cooling and disturbance of the cireulation in
tropical latitudes and the southern hemisphere, and long-tern climaticperturbations are possible;

13. To clarify the nuclear winter hypothesis, it is inrportant that the impaet of
nitric oxide (formed in nuclear flreballs) on ozone levels be examined
further. It has been widely assumed that decreases in ozone caused by nitric
oxide produced in thi,s nanner would lead to ozone dissociation, and hence
increased levels of damaging ultraviolet radiation at the earthrs surfacg.
This may be ao, but other circumstances must now be taken into account.
Related processes rnay result ln substantial generation of ozone in the
troposphere. The altered therrnal structure of the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere irnplies a possible radical change in the chenistry and dynanicsof the ozone layer.

Biological rnpact, incruding that on Agricurture ard Fisheries

The Committee agrees with numerous spokesnen that the nuclear winter
hypothesis implies severe threats to living comnunities, and thereby to the
security of the hunan species. There may possibly be extinctions on a scale
comparable with known events caused in the past by meteorite or asteroid inpacts.
But rrork on the biological inpact is less advanced than that on physical events.
Tentatively the committee concludes that, in the case of a major nuclear exchange,

14. Canadian agrieulture would be severely affected even if there were only srnall
reductions in growing season temperature, and reductions in sunlight;
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15. The degree of damage would depend to a great extent upon the season of
attack. Darnage might be extremely severe if it affected the early growing
season, or destroyed seeds and rootstocks in late sunmer and falll

16. prairie agriculture rould be severeLy affected by even gnall counterforce
strikes, becauge the nain U.S. rnissile sites are close at hand;

lZ. Canadian forests are vulnerable to radiation damage from fallout. They might
also suffer blow-down by blast from nearby detonations;

18. The forests night suffer extensive fire danage. A 50 megatonne detonation
over forests night destroy fron 13r000 to 500r000 sguare kil.ometres, dependinq
on place and seasoni

19. AII the above stresses would likely encourage pests and weeds at the expense
of useful species, so the regrown ecosvste s woul<l he inferior in quality for
nanv years and oerhaps generations;

20. There will be damage to ocean ecosvsEems, ancl hence to fisheries. A few days
of darkness could kill rnuch of the phytoplankton, the green plants at the base
of the food systen. Increased ultraviolet when the sun returns would also
damage phytoplankton. A widespread loss of fisheries and of non-cornmercial
fish within two to six montbs has been inferred;

ZL. The long-tern rebuilding of agriculture and fisheries, once normal climate had

returned, would be difficult because of our heavy dependence on technology'
seed banks, fertilizers and other aids likely to be in short supply;

22. It is possible that long-tern climatic anomalies caused by a nuclear ctar might
hinder or prevent the re-establishnent of pre-war (or indeed any)
high-intensity agriculture in Canada.

Inpact on Society

The Comrnittee nas not explicitly asked to consider the social inpact of the
nuclear winter, nor did its conrposition allow it to do so in an exPert fashion.
Nevertheless it ttied to visualize what might happen. Clearly the answer for
Canada wlll depend on at least these unknowns:

the size and nature of the nuclear exchange

whether Canada will be a target, and if so in what regions

- the extent of phvsieal darnage

- the inrpact on other countries, especially the U.S.A'

- the degree of conflict or cooperation between urban and rural parts,of
the nation

- the state of preparedness (food storaqe, security of energy supply,
hardening of connunications aqainst eleetromagnetic pulse, etc')
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the Conmittee cane to no firm conclusions
in the SuppLement. speculations on shortr
the new, forbidding environment.

23. The socioeconomic consequences of the various scenarios should be examined in
much greater detail by a quarified group of sociar scientists."

From; The Potential Effects of lear lilar on the Climate, Report of the
United States
United States

Secretary of
of Arnerica,

Defense to
March 1985,

the United SCates Congress,
p. 9.

"sununary observaEions on t,he Current Appreciation of the Technical rssues

The Department of Defense recognizes t.he importance of inproving our
understanding of the technical underpinnings of the hypothesis shich asserts, inits most rudimentary form, thaE if sutficient. material, snoke, and dust are createdby nuclear explosions, Iofted to sufficient altituder and nere to remain ataltitude for protracted periods, deleterious effects would occur with regard to theearthrs climate.

lfe have very little confidence in the near-term ability to predict this
Phenomenon guantitatively, either in terms of the amount of sunlight, obscured andthe related temperature changes, the period of time such conseguences may persis't,
or of the levels of nuclear attacks which might initiate such conseguences. !{e donot know whether the long-term conseguences of a nuclear trar -- of nhatever
magnitude -- would be the often postulated rrcnths of subfreezing tenperatures, or a
considerably less severely perturbed atmosphere. Even with widely ranging and
unpredictable seather, Ehe destructiveness for human survival of the less severeclimatic effects night be of a scale sirnilar to the other horrors associated with
nuclear war. As the Defense Science Board Task Force on AEmospheric Obscuration
found in their interim report:

"The uncertainties here range, in our view, alt the way between the t|,'o
extremes, with the possibility lhat there are no long-tern clinatic effect,s no
more excluded by nhat we know now than are the scenarios that predict monthsof sub-freezing temperatures.n

These observalions are consistent with the findings in the NAS report,
summarized earlier in this. report. We believe the NAS reporE has been especiallyuseful in highlighting the assumptions and Ehe considerable uncertainty that
dominate the calculations of atmospheric response to nuclear war. llhile other
authors have mentioned these uncertainEies, the NAS report has gone Eo considerablelength to place t,hem in a context which irnproves understanding of their impact.

we agree that considerable additional research needs to be done !o understandbetter the effects of'nuclear uar on lhe atmosphere, and we support the Interagency
Research Program as a means of advancing that objective. Itowever, we do not expectthat reliable results will be rapidly fortbcorning. As a conseguence, ee are facedtdith a lrigh degree of uncertainty, which wirr persist for some time
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Finally, in view of the present ard prospective uncertainties in these
cLimatic predictions, we do not believe that it is possible at this time to draw
conpetent eonclusions on thelr biological conseguences' beyond a general
observation slnilar to that in the NAS reports if the climatic effect is severe,
the impaet on the surviving population ard on the biosphere could be

cor respond ing Ly severe.

trl

FrOm: "GlObal consequences of a nuClear war: a review of recent Soviet
studiess, by A. S. Ginsburgr G. S. Golitsyn and A. A. Vasiliev,
in ftorld Armaments and Disarnament, SIPRI Yeafbqol 1985, pp. 120-I2l'

"Conclusion

"This review of Soviet research on the global consecruences of nuclear war
shows that most of this activitl, was undertaken in recent years. Results essential
to explaining the role of those physical processes of the Earthrs clinatic systen
that cause nuclear winter were obtained. Corroborative assessments of Earth
surface cooling, as a result of the atmosphere filling with the burninq products of
Inuclear firestormsr, were based on climatic nodels greatly differing in various
conplex details.

A1l the main aspects of the climatic consequences of nuclear war have been

analysed in detail, that is: what would burn and wherei hott nuch snroke would forn;
the height and distance it would spread; the time it would remain in the
atnosphere; how the atmosphere would heat and the Earthrs surface would cool; what
changes it would cause in precipitation and in the general circulation and which
feedbacks would start working in this conplex systen.

Quantitative estimates may be given for some of these questions. Others can
be analysed only qualitatively. On the whole the problem is so complicated -- and

the possibitity of clirnatic catastrophe due to nuclear war is so real -- that
co-ordinated international efforts are needed to carry out further systematie
research.

Both Soviet and foreign scientists have concluded that the effects of nuclear
war roould reaeh the most renote areas of the world. Thus it is clear that ideas of
using nuclear weapons even in regional and local crisis situations and eouipping
rrapid deployment forcesr with nuclear ammunition rePresent a threat to aIl
nankind. By revealing the clinatic consecruences of nuclear conflict, scientists
from different countries have shown the inconsistency of the concept' still held in
some circles, that it is possible to tnait outr a nuclear war, far frorn its core.
Today it is becoming more and more evident: 'Should nuclear fire start, it wiII
spare no one|."

**
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From: The Foreword to the ICSU/SCOPE report entitled "The Environmental
consequences of Nuerear war', prepared by the steering conmittee,
September 1985.

"Although urrertainties associated with knowledge of physical and bioLogical
processes could be substantially reduced by further research, sone of these
uncertainties are bound to renain large for nany years, as explained in the report.

The report does not attempt to provide a single estinate of the likely
consequences for hurnans and their societies of the physical ard biological changes
projected to be possible after a nuclear war. One reason is that the eombinationsof possible environnental perturbations are so large and the varieties of
environmental and hunan systens are so numerous and cornplex that it would be an
impossible task to look with detail into alt of the ways in which those
perturbations night result in an inpact. Further, the environmental disruptions
and dislocations from nuclear war would be of a magnitude for which there is no
precedent. Our present interdependent, highlV organized world has never
experienced anything approaching the annihilation of people, structures, resources,
and disruption of cornmunications that roould acconpany a major exchange, even if
severe climatic and environmental disturbances were not to follow it. The latter
could aggravate the consesuences profoundly. How the environmental perturbations
which would occur at unprecedented seales and intensities would affect the
functioning of human society is a highly uncertain subject reguiring eoncerted
research and evaluation. Nevertheless, whatever the uncertainties, there can be no
doubt that there is a considerable probability a major nuclear war could gravelv
disrupt the qlohral environment and world society. Alt possible effects do not have
the sane probability of occurrence. Sharpening these probabilities is a matter for
a eontinuing research agenda.

The bases for these statetnents are to be found in the report, along with
references to supporting or relevant infornation. From then we drau the following
general conclusions:

MuItiple nuclear detonations would result in eonsiderable direct physical
effects fron blast, thermal radiation, and local fallout. The latter
would be particularly inportant if substantial numbers of surface bursts
htere to occur since lethal levels of radiation from local fallout would
extend hundreds of kilometers donnwind of detonations.

There is substantial reason to believe that a nuclear war could lead to
large-scale climatic perturbations involving drastic reductions in lieht
levels and tenperatures over large regions within days and changes in
precipitation patterns for periods of days, weeks, rnonths, or longer.
Episodes of short term, sharply depressed temperatures eould also produce
serious impacts -- particurarly if they occur during criticar periods
within the growing season. There is no reason to assert confidently that
there would be no effects of this character ard, despite uncertainties in
our understanding, it rould be a grave error to ignore these potential
environnental effects. Any consideration of a post-nuclear-war world
would have to consider the consequences of the totalitv of physical
effects. The'biological effects then follow.

(r)

(2)

/...
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